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Abstract
Vector graphics in 2D is consolidated since decades, as is supported in many
design applications, such as Adobe Illustrator [Ado21], and languages, like
Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) [W3C10]. In this thesis, we address the problem
of designing algorithms that support the generation of vector graphics on a
discrete surface. We require such algorithm to rely on the intrinsic geometry of
the surface, and to support real time interaction on highly-tessellated meshes
(few million triangles). Both of these requirements aim at mimicking the
behavior of standard drawing systems in the Euclidean context in the following
sense. Working in the intrinsic setting means that we consider the surface as
our canvas, and any quantity needed to fulfill a given task will be computed
directly on it, without resorting to any type of local/global parametrization
or projection. In this way, we are sure that, once the theoretical limitations
behind some given operation are properly handled, our result will always be
consistent with the input regardless of the surface we are working with. As
we will see, in some cases, this may imply that one geometric primitive cannot
be indefinitely large, but must be contained in a proper subset of the surface.
Requiring the algorithms to support real time interaction on large meshes
makes possible to use them via a click-and-drag procedure, just as in the 2D
case. Both of these two requirements have several challenges. On the one hand,
working with a metric different from the Euclidean one implies that most
of the properties on which one relies on the plane are not preserved when
considering a surface, so the conditions under which geometric primitives
admit a well defined counterpart in the manifold setting need to be carefully
investigated in order to ensure the robustness of our algorithms. On the other
hand, the building block of most of such algorithms are geodesic paths and
distances, which are known to be expensive operations in computer graphics,
especially if one is interested in accurate results, which is our case.
The purpose of this thesis, is to show how this problem can be addressed
fulfilling all the above requirements. The final result will be a Graphical User
Interface (GUI) endowed with all the main tools present in a 2D drawing
system that allow the user to generate geometric primitives on a mesh in
robust manner and in real-time.
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Introduction

1
Introduction
Software packages for the generation of vector graphics in 2D are available
in many forms nowadays. From the most basic ones, which can be found and
used online, to the more advanced ones, which give the user a wide range of
tools to generate and edit visual images. Such packages are extensively used
in many applications, such as design, engineering and manufacturing. The
concept of geometric primitive is at the core of this technology. Essentially,
geometric primitives are basic geometric shapes that can be used and combined
to generate more complex ones. Such primitives are defined in a plane endowed
with the Euclidean metric, together with a Cartesian coordinate system, and
the algorithms to generate them are based on this structure. To fix ideas, a
straight line segment can be traced once its two endpoints are defined, since
we have a closed form to describe the other points on it and, of course, in
order to exploit such closed form we need the coordinates of the endpoints in
a common reference system.
The purpose of this thesis is to describe several algorithms that generate the
counterparts of such geometric primitives in a different domain, endowed with
a different metric. In particular, we will no longer consider a plane, but a surface.
In other words, if the plane is the piece of paper on which we are drawing,
then we are concerned in understanding how to turn such piece of paper into
a curved domain, in order to be able to draw on a sphere, for example. It is
important to point out that our strategy will not consist in drawing on the
piece of paper and wrap the paper to form a surface, but rather forget about the
piece of paper (hence all the geometry we were relying on in that setting), and
investigate on how the constructions we were able to do in the planar case can
be extended to the surface setting. The main theoretical problem we will face
in such task is that, when working in a context with a metric different from
the Euclidean one, even the simplest concepts such as a straight line or a circle
do not preserve all their properties. Therefore, one needs to find solutions
that guarantee some kind of consistency with their Euclidean counterparts,
and at the same time that are defined in an intrinsic way. Roughly speaking,
this means that we define them using just what we have “on the surface”, i.e.
ignoring every other possible technique that takes place in a space different
from our domain. Although being more challenging than working, for example,
in ℝ3 and then find a way to map the result onto the surface, this approach
makes our algorithms well defined and robust regardless of the surface we are
working on. Some operations may undergo to some constraint imposed by the
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fact that we are working on a curved domain, but once such constraints are
met, we will be able to generate geometric primitives free of artifacts, being
sure that the final result will be consistent with our expectations.
From a computational point of view, our algorithms must be designed
keeping in mind that they need to be efficient. In fact, we aim at reproducing
the behavior of the 2D drawing systems, where all the operations can be
done via an intuitive click-and-drag procedure, and the result is shown in real
time. For this reason, each of the proposed algorithms for the generation of
primitives in this thesis has been implemented in a way that guarantees the real
time interaction on meshes consisting of few million triangles. This constituted
a challenge mainly for the following reason. In the Euclidean setting, most of
the definitions of geometric primitives involves distances and/or straight lines,
both of which can be computed in closed form. Conversely, when considering
two points on a surface, we need to compute their geodesic distance, which
means that we need to find the shortest path on the surface connecting them.
Unfortunately, we do not have a closed form for the geodesic distance between
two points, and similarly for the analogue of the straight lines on a surface,
which are called geodesics. The algorithms that compute geodesic paths and
distances are known to be expensive, especially if a certain amount of accuracy
is requested, which is our case. A poor estimation of such quantities may lead
to, e.g., wiggly geodesic circles or broken splines, which is not acceptable.

1 . 1 Outline
Part I We introduce the theoretical concepts upon which our algorithms
rely and describe how such concepts are brought into a discrete setting. In
doing so, we also review the main state-of-the-art methods and briefly compare
their results with the ones obtained with our implementations.
Chapter 2 We present background notions of Riemannian geometry
and report the main results that will be exploited in the sequel.
Chapter 3 We describe the data structures used to encode a discrete
surface and the basic tools used in most of our implementations.
Chapter 4 We review the main methods for the computation of geodesic
paths and distances, and we describe how such quantities are computed
in our setting.
Part II We present our solutions for the problem of defining geometric
primitives on a discrete surface. We start by describing an algorithm that
estimates the cut locus of a point on mesh, which will be crucial in determining whether our construction are well defined or not. Algorithms for the
generations of various geometric primitives are then described.
Chapter 5 We describe an algorithm that estimates the cut locus on a
discrete surface. With respect to previous methods in the literature, our

1.2 notations and conventions

approach compute an approximation of the cut locus in seconds on large
meshes with arbitrary genus.
Chapter 6 We present different techniques to generate the simplest
geometric primitives on a surface. These techniques are compatible with
real-time interaction and they are integrated in the context of a prototype
interactive system.
Chapter 7 We present two algorithms for the tracing of Bézier curves
on a mesh are presented. We show that such algorithms produce 𝐶 1 and
𝐶 2 curves for any arbitrary positioning of the control points on the surface.
Such algorithms are integrated to extend our prototype system.

1 . 2 Notations and Conventions
The terms “smooth” and “differentiable” we will be used meaning 𝐶 ∞ continuity.
When this does not cause amibiguities, we will write simply 0 to denote the
origin of ℝ𝑛 . For example, if 𝛼 : [𝑎, 𝑏] → ℝ3 is a curve in the the space, we
will write 𝛼 (𝑡) ≠ 0 meaning 𝛼 (𝑡) ≠ (0, 0, 0), 𝑡 ∈ [𝑎, 𝑏]. Moreover, the list below
describes the main notations that will be used in the following. Note that, the
symbols used in the continuous setting will be used in the discrete setting as
well, with obvious meaning. For example, 𝑇𝑝 𝑀 will describe the tangent space
at a point 𝑝 belonging to the triangle mesh 𝑀.
Continuous setting
M, 𝑆

Complete Riemannian 2-manifold

𝑋, 𝑌

Vector fields on M

𝑇𝑝 M

Tangent space at a point 𝑝 ∈ M

{ 𝜕𝑥𝜕 𝑖 } = {𝜕𝑖 } Basis of 𝑇𝑝 M corresponding to the local coordinates (𝑥 0, 𝑥 1 )
h· , ·i

Euclidean inner product

h· , ·i𝑔 Inner product on 𝑇𝑝 M
𝑑 M (·, ·) Geodesic distance on M
𝑑𝑝 (·)

Geodesic distance functions sourced at 𝑝 ∈ M

D (𝑈 ) Set of 𝐶 ∞ real-valued functions defined on 𝑈
X(𝑈 ) Set of 𝐶 ∞ vector fields defined on 𝑈
𝛾

Geodesic on M

𝛾𝑝𝑞

Minimizing geodesic connecting 𝑝 to 𝑞, 𝑝, 𝑞 ∈ M

𝐾

Gaussian curvature
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∇𝑋 𝑌

Covariant derivative of the vector field 𝑌 along the vector field 𝑋

𝑑 𝑓𝑝

Differential of 𝑓 ∈ D (M) at 𝑝 ∈ M

∇𝑓

Riemannian gradient of 𝑓 ∈ D (M)

∇2 𝑓

Second covariant derivative of 𝑓 ∈ D (M)

Hess𝑓 Hessian of 𝑓 ∈ D (M)
𝛥𝑓

Laplacian of 𝑓 ∈ D (M)

Discrete setting
𝑀

Triangle mesh with vertices, edges and triangles denoted by 𝑉 , 𝐸 and
𝑇 , respectively

𝑒𝑖 𝑗

Edge connecting the vertices 𝑣𝑖 , 𝑣 𝑗 ∈ 𝑀

𝑡𝑖 𝑗𝑘

Triangle having vertices 𝑣𝑖 , 𝑣 𝑗 , 𝑣𝑘 ∈ 𝑀

𝜃 𝑖𝑗𝑘

Angle at 𝑣𝑖 of 𝑡𝑖 𝑗𝑘

S(𝑣)

Star (region) of the vertex 𝑣 ∈ 𝑀

N (𝑣) 1-ring (vertices) of the vertex 𝑣 ∈ 𝑀
𝐿𝑘 (𝑣) Link of the vertex 𝑣 ∈ 𝑀

PART I

Preliminaries

2
Continuous Setting
In this chapter the theoretical context in which most of the algorithms proposed
in this thesis are defined is presented. Since the objects targeted by such
algorithms are discrete surfaces (meshes), a formal definition of what we mean
with “surface” will be introduced. Secondly, we will introduce the concepts
that will allow us to describe the properties of such objects, such as their
curvature at a given point or the length of a curve on them. The properties
we are more interested in are the intrinsic ones, rather than the extrinsic ones.
Before entering the details and giving formal definitions, we will elaborate a
bit more on what has just been said by considering two examples that motivate
the theory developed in the following.
Let us consider the unit sphere 𝑆 2 in ℝ3 and let 𝑝 be a point on 𝑆 2 . To fix
ideas, one can think about 𝑆 2 as the surface of the earth and at 𝑝 as our position
on it. Then, it is quite simple to convince ourselves that, locally, the surface we
are living on seems flat, with two dimensions only. In fact, the maps we use to
navigate the earth are 2-dimensional. When travelling far, we may need another
map, which overlaps with the one we were following so that we can switch from
one to the other, but all of them faithfully represent the streets surrounding
us so that it is possible to reach every position on earth relying exclusively on
these maps. Let now 𝛾 : [𝑎, 𝑏] → 𝑆 2 be a differentiable curve on 𝑆 2 , and suppose
that 𝛾 (𝑎) = 𝑝, where “differentiable” means that, if 𝛾 (𝑡) = (𝑥 (𝑡), 𝑦 (𝑡), 𝑧 (𝑡)),
then the functions 𝑥 (𝑡), 𝑦 (𝑡), 𝑧 (𝑡) are differentiable. We can think about 𝛾
as a path we need to follow to reach some position 𝛾 (𝑏). Then 𝛾¤ (𝑡) is the
vector tangent to 𝛾 (and hence to 𝑆 2 ) at 𝛾 (𝑡). Therefore, we can think about
𝛾¤ (𝑎) as the direction in which we need to move our first step in order to
follow the trajectory defined by 𝛾 on 𝑆 2 . However, 𝛾¤ (𝑡) = (𝑥¤ (𝑡), 𝑦¤ (𝑡), 𝑧¤ (𝑡))
is a 3-dimensional vector, which seems quite inconsistent with the fact that
locally our surface is well described by a portion of the plane. Taking a step
further, let us consider 𝛾¥ (𝑡), which geometrically is a vector orthogonal to 𝛾¤ (𝑡)
whose magnitude is equal to the curvature of 𝛾 at 𝑡. Now we can clearly see
how the excess of information brought by considering 3D vectors to describe
the geometric properties of 𝛾 becomes disturbing when trying to follow its
trajectory on 𝑆 2 . In fact, the component of 𝛾¥ (𝑡) we are interested in is the one
that gives us information about the entity of the drifts we have to do in order
to be compliant with the direction of 𝛾¤ (𝑡). However, 𝛾¥ (𝑡) encodes also the
curvature due to the fact that 𝛾 is curving to remain on 𝑆 2 , which is totally
irrelevant to us. Referring to Figure 2.1, we can say that we are interested in
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Figure 2.1: The intrinsic component (green vector) of 𝛾¥ (𝑎)(blue vector) gives information about how much 𝛾 is “bending” on the blue plane, while the extrinsic component
(red vector) is the curvature “necessary to keep 𝛾 on 𝑆 2 ”. In fact, its magnitude coincides with the Gaussian curvature of 𝑆 2 .

the variations that 𝛾 has with respect to the blue plane, i.e. the plane which
𝛾¤ (𝑎) belongs to. The component of 𝛾¥ (𝑎) depicted with a green vector indicates
how much 𝛾 is drifting from the point of view of someone that is standing
on such plane at 𝑝, while the other one (red vector), is the component due
to the fact that 𝛾 needs to bend in order to stay on the sphere. This latter
component is an extrinsic quantity, while the former is an intrinsic one. In
a nutshell, intrinsic properties “forget” about the embedding space and give
information about what happens on the earth, while extrinsic ones depend
on the ambient space. For this reason, the context in which all the theory
in this chapter will be described is the one of intrinsic geometry, i.e. we will
be interested in what happens on the surface ignoring everything around it.
Nevertheless, sometimes we may consider the extrinsic point of view, since
some concepts may have a more intuitive interpretation when viewed in such
setting. We will point out when this is the case and use different notations in
order to avoid ambiguities.
Let now 𝛼 : [𝑎, 𝑏] → ℝ3 be a regular parametrized differentiable curve in
3
ℝ , where “regular” means that 𝛼¤ (𝑡) ≠ 0 for every 𝑡 ∈ [𝑎, 𝑏]. Given 𝑡 ∈ [𝑎, 𝑏],
the arc-length of 𝛼 from 𝑎 is by definition
∫ 𝑡
𝑠 (𝑡) :=
k𝛼¤ (𝑢) k𝑑𝑢,
𝑎

where

k𝛼¤ (𝑢) k 2 = h𝛼¤ (𝑢) , 𝛼¤ (𝑢)i,

and h· , ·i is the Euclidean inner product. Supose now that 𝛼 (𝑎) = 𝑝 0 and
𝛼 (𝑏) = 𝑝 1 , where 𝑝 0 and 𝑝 1 are two points in ℝ3 . Then, by Fundamental
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theorem of Calculus we have that
∫
𝛼 (𝑏) − 𝛼 (𝑎) =

𝑏

𝛼¤ (𝑡)𝑑𝑡 .
𝑎

Therefore, for every unit vector 𝑣 ∈ ℝ3 , by the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality
we have that
∫
h𝑣 , 𝑝 1 − 𝑝 0 i = h𝑣 , 𝛼 (𝑏) − 𝛼 (𝑎)i ≤

𝑏

k𝛼¤ (𝑠) k𝑑𝑠,

(2.1)

𝑎

(𝑝 −𝑝 )

Now, by taking 𝑣 = k𝑝 11−𝑝 00 k and comparing the first and the last term of (2.1),
we conclude that every curve connecting 𝑝 0 to 𝑝 1 has length at least k𝑝 1 − 𝑝 0 k,
which is the Euclidean distance 𝑑𝐸 (𝑝 0, 𝑝 1 ) from 𝑝 0 to 𝑝 1 . Of course, the curve
whose length realizes such distance is the straight line 𝑟 (𝑡) = 𝑝 0 + 𝑡 (𝑝 1 − 𝑝 0 ),
𝑡 ∈ [0, 1], which is unique up to parametrization. Summarizing, we have that
the distance between two points in ℝ3 is equal to the length of the shortest
curve connecting them. The curves in ℝ3 that realize the distance between
any two points on them are straight lines, i.e. curve with zero curvature, and
they are uniquely defined once two points on them are fixed. Last but not least,
to give this notion of distance we only used the inner product of ℝ3 .
In Section 2.1 the intuitive idea of surface that we previously developed will
be formalized. We will consider a set that can be covered with such charts,
which maps portion of it diffeomorphically to an open set of ℝ2 , i.e. a disk.
Upon this definition, we will build a framework that will satisfy all the requests
formulated in the examples presented before. This will lead to the definition
of Riemannian manifold.
In Section 2.2 we will characterize the curves that realize the distance
between two points on a surface. In fact, since such curves are always the
straightest among all others curves (just as straight lines in ℝ3 ), we will formally define them. We will then introduce two important mappings that allow
us to consider a local system of coordinates based on this latter definition.
In Section 2.3, the concept of curvature will be introduced. We will see that
this quantity can be defined as a measure of how much the surface fails to be
locally flat.
We will conclude the chapter with Section 2.4, in which the definition of
cut locus of a point and the concept of convexity will be introduced. Both of
these concepts will play an important role in the sequel.
For the sake of simplicity, such definitions and all the related results will
be given in the 2-dimensional setting, although they are extendable to 𝑛dimensional manifolds. Any further detail about the content of this chapter
can be found in any introductory book to Differential Geometry, e.g. [dC92,
Sak97, GHL04].
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2 . 1 Riemannian Manifolds
2.1.1 Differentiable Manifolds
We will start by formalizing the concepts of local maps or charts defined
previously.
definition 2.1 (Local chart): Let M be a Hausdorff topological space. A
pair (𝑈 , 𝜙) of an open set 𝑈 of M and a homeomorphism 𝜙 : 𝑈 → ℝ𝑚 from
𝑈 to an open set of 𝑅𝑚 is called a (local) chart and 𝑈 is called a coordinate
neighborhood.
We are now ready to give the definition of a differentiable 2-manifold.
Essentially, such definition will consists in requiring that such object must
locally resemble to a portion ℝ2 , and we will use local charts to formalize what
we mean with “resemble”.
d e f i n i t i o n 2.2 (Differentiable 2-manifold): Let 𝐴 be an indexing set.
Then, if there exists a family {(𝑈𝛼 , 𝜙𝛼 )}𝛼 ∈𝐴 in M such that:
Ð
i)
𝜙𝛼 (𝑈𝛼 ) = M,
𝛼 ∈𝐴

ii) whenever 𝑉 := 𝑈𝛼 ∩ 𝑈 𝛽 ≠ ∅, coordinates transformations
𝜙 𝛽 ◦ 𝜙𝛼−1 : 𝜙𝛼 (𝑉 ) → 𝜙 𝛽 (𝑉 ) are 𝐶 ∞ maps between open subsets of ℝ2 (see
figure below),
then M is a differentiable (or smooth) manifold of dimension 2 with an atlas
{(𝑈𝛼 , 𝜙𝛼 )}𝛼 ∈𝐴 .

Let (𝑢 0, 𝑢 1 ) denotes the coordinates in ℝ2 . For a chart (𝑈𝛼 , 𝜙𝛼 ), we set
𝑥𝛼𝑖 := 𝑢 𝑖 ◦ 𝜙𝛼 , 𝑖 = 0, 1, which are called local coordinates. In the following, when
we will consider the local coordinates representation of some quantity defined
in a neighborhood 𝑈 of a point 𝑝 in a manifold M, we will mean that a chart
(𝑈 , 𝜙, 𝑥 𝑖 ) has been fixed. Such an assumption will be pointed out for a while,
and at some point we will freely consider such coordinates implicitly referring
to (𝑈 , 𝜙, 𝑥 𝑖 ).

2.1 riemannian manifolds

At a first glance, condition ii) of the theorem above seems to impose more
than what we were looking for. In fact, referring to the example of the sphere
made before, at this stage we only wanted to formalize the idea that 2D maps
can be used to move on 𝑆 2 . For this purpose, 𝐶 0 charts would be enough,
since we are only interested in moving from 𝑈𝛼 to 𝑈 𝛽 and having consistency
between the maps 𝜙𝛼 and 𝜙 𝛽 during the transition. In this case, we would say
that M is a topological manifold. However, the direction we wanted to follow
was given by the tangent 𝛾¤ (𝑡) of a given curve 𝛾, obtained by differentiating
the three components of 𝛾 with respect to 𝑡. In our current setting, we do not
have the possibility of considering (and in particular, differentiating) objects
defined in the ambient space, since we do not have one anymore. We therefore
assume the smoothness of the local charts in order to exploit it to define the
differentiation of functions on the manifold and, in particular, tangent vectors.
For the latter, we are going to consider two different definitions: the first
one has the purpose of giving an intuitive geometrical idea of what a vector
tangent to a manifold is, the second one will be used when vector fields will
be introduced.
When we considered the curve 𝛾 on the sphere, we observed that, since
𝛾¤ (𝑎) is a vector tangent to 𝛾 at 𝛾 (𝑎) = 𝑝, then such vector is also tangent to 𝑆 2
at 𝑝. In fact, it is well known that there is a plane tangent to 𝑆 2 at 𝑝 in which
the tangent vectors at 𝑝 of all the curves through 𝑝 are defined. It is therefore
reasonable to define the tangent space to a differentiable manifold following
this observation. However, since in this setting we cannot freely differentiate
the components of 𝛾 as before, we will exploit the differentiable structure of
the manifold to consider the tangent vector to a curve at a given point. Let now
𝐼 be an open interval containing 0. A 𝐶 ∞ map 𝑐 : 𝐼 → M such that 𝑐 (0) = 𝑝 is
called a (𝐶 ∞ ) curve through 𝑝 ∈ M.
d e f i n i t i o n 2.3 (Tangent vector): Let M be a differentiable 2-manifold
and let (𝑈 , 𝜙) be a chart around 𝑝 ∈ M. A tangent vector to M at 𝑝 is an
equivalence class of curves 𝑐 : 𝐼 → M, where 𝐼 and 𝑐 are as above, for the
equivalence relation ∼ defined by
𝑐 ∼ 𝜎 ⇐⇒

𝑑
𝑑𝑡

(𝜙 ◦ 𝑐) (𝑡) =
𝑡 =0

𝑑
𝑑𝑡

(𝜙 ◦ 𝜎) (𝑡).
𝑡 =0

The tangent space to M at 𝑝, denoted with 𝑇𝑝 M, is the set of all tangent
vectors to M at 𝑝. Essentially, a tangent vector 𝜉 ∈ 𝑇𝑝 M is represented by
curve 𝑐 and, in order to be able to assess which curves have the same tangent at
𝑝, we use a chart to make this comparison between vectors in ℝ2 . Similarly, one
can introduce the concept of a smooth function on M. Let thus 𝑓 : M → ℝ
be a real-valued function on a smooth manifold M. Then 𝑓 is said to be 𝐶 ∞ at
𝑝 ∈ M if 𝑓 ◦𝜙 −1 : 𝜙 (𝑈 ) → ℝ is 𝐶 ∞ at 𝜙 (𝑝), where (𝑈 , 𝜙) are defined as above.
Note that, by condition ii), both these latter definitions do not depend on the
choice of charts around 𝑝. In the following, we will denote with F (𝑉 ) the set
of all real-valued functions defined on an open set 𝑉 ⊆ M and of class 𝐶 ∞
everywhere. We also denote with F (𝑝) the family of 𝐶 ∞ functions defined in
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a neighborhood of 𝑝. We will also denote with D (M) the set of all real-valued
functions defined on M that are differentiable, and, with obvious meaning of
the notations, we will use D (𝑉 ) and D (𝑝).
Let us now 𝑐 be as above, and let us consider the directional derivative
𝑑
𝑓 (𝑐 (𝑡)) of 𝑓 ∈ F (𝑝), where 𝜉 = 𝑐¤ (0). Such derivative satisfies
𝜉 𝑓 := 𝑑𝑡
𝑡 =0
𝜉 (𝑎𝑓 + 𝑏𝑔) = 𝑎𝜉 𝑓 + 𝑏𝜉𝑔,

𝜉 (𝑓 𝑔) = 𝑓 (𝑝)𝜉𝑔 + 𝑔(𝑝)𝜉 𝑓 ,

(2.2)

where 𝑎, 𝑏 ∈ ℝ and 𝑓 , 𝑔 ∈ F (𝑝). The reader may recognize in the above
equations the properties that the usual differentiation in the Euclidean setting
satisfies. In fact, the mapping 𝜉 : F (𝑝) → ℝ satisfying (2.2) is called a derivation of F (𝑝). By defining (𝑎𝜉 + 𝑏𝜂) 𝑓 := 𝑎𝜉 𝑓 + 𝑏𝜂 𝑓 for derivations 𝜉, 𝜂 and
𝑎, 𝑏 ∈ ℝ, we can identify the tangent space 𝑇𝑝 M as the space of all derivations
of F (𝑝), which is a vector space. If (𝑈 , 𝜙, 𝑥 𝑖 ) is a chart, then for 𝑝 ∈ 𝑈 we
define 𝜕𝑥𝜕 𝑖 (𝑝) ∈ 𝑇𝑝 M (𝑖 = 0, 1) by


𝜕
𝜕
(𝑝)𝑓 :=
(𝑓 ◦ 𝜙 −1 ) (𝜙 (𝑝)),
𝜕𝑥 𝑖
𝜕𝑢 𝑖
where 𝜕𝑢𝜕 𝑖 denotes the partial differentiation with respect to the 𝑖-th coordinate.
Then { 𝜕𝑥𝜕 0 (𝑝), 𝜕𝑥𝜕 1 (𝑝)} gives a basis of 𝑇𝑝 M for each 𝑝 ∈ M. From now on,
we also write 𝜕𝑥𝜕 𝑖 , or simply 𝜕𝑖 , when this does not cause ambiguity. Now let
𝑇 M := ∪𝑝 ∈M𝑇𝑝 M be the set of all tangent vectors to M and 𝜏 M : 𝑇 M → M
the map that associates 𝑝 to every 𝜉 ∈ 𝑇𝑝 M. Then 𝑇 M carries a 4-dimensional
𝐶 ∞ manifold structure and 𝜏 M is a 𝐶 ∞ map. We call 𝑇 M the tangent bundle of
M.
With the above notations, a vector 𝜉 ∈ 𝑇𝑝 M can be therefore written as
𝜕
𝜉 = 𝜉𝑖 𝑖 ,
𝜕𝑥
and 𝜉 (𝑓 ), or simply 𝜉 𝑓 as
𝜕𝑓
𝜉 𝑓 = 𝜉𝑖 𝑖 .
𝜕𝑥
Here and in the sequel we use the Einstein summation convention that dictates
an implicit sum over indices appearing twice in lower and upper position in
expressions. Thus, 𝜉 𝑖 𝜕𝑥𝜕 𝑖 is an abbreviation for
1
∑︁

𝜉𝑖

𝜕
,
𝜕𝑥 𝑖

𝑖=0

since the index 𝑖 appears in upper position in 𝜉 𝑖 and in lower position in 𝜕𝑥𝜕 𝑖 .
The gradient field of some 𝑓 ∈ D (M) will play an important role in most
of this thesis. In order to define it, we first need to introduce the concept of
vector field on a manifold.
definition 2.4 (Vector field): Let M be a smooth 2-manifold, and suppose
that every point 𝑝 ∈ M a tangent vector 𝑋𝑝 ∈ 𝑇𝑝 M is assigned. If a map
𝑋 : M → 𝑇M
𝑝 ↦→ 𝑋𝑝
is 𝐶 ∞ , then 𝑋 is said to be a (𝐶 ∞ ) vector field on M.

2.1 riemannian manifolds

We will denote with X(M) the set of all vector fields on M. The definition
of a tangent vector as a derivation is quite convenient to see a vector field 𝑋 as
a mapping from D (M) to F (M). In details, with respect to a chart (𝑈 , 𝜙, 𝑥 𝑖 )
we have the vector fields 𝜕𝑥𝜕 𝑖 : 𝑞 ↦→ 𝜕𝑥𝜕 𝑖 (𝑞) for every 𝑞 ∈ 𝑈 (𝑖 = 0, 1). Then for
every 𝑋 ∈ X(𝑈 ) and 𝑞 ∈ 𝑈 , 𝑋𝑞 may be written as
𝑋𝑞 = 𝑋 𝑖 (𝑞)

𝜕
(𝑞),
𝜕𝑥 𝑖

where 𝑋 𝑖 ∈ F (𝑈 ), 𝑖 = 0, 1. We can thus think of 𝑋 as a mapping 𝑋 : D (M) →
F (M) defined as
𝜕𝑓
(𝑋 𝑓 ) (𝑞) = 𝑋 𝑖 (𝑞) 𝑖 (𝑞).
(2.3)
𝜕𝑥
Equation (2.3) tells us that 𝑋 is a mapping that associates to every 𝑓 ∈ 𝐷
its directional derivative 𝑋 𝑓 along 𝑋𝑞 ∈ 𝑇𝑞 M, for every 𝑞 ∈ M. Note that, if
𝑋 𝑓 ∈ D (M), then it is immediate that 𝑋 is differentiable, i.e. 𝑋 : D (M) →
D (M).
Give a function 𝐹 : M → N between two smooth 2-differentiable manifolds,
we can now define the differential (or pushforward) of 𝐹 at a given point 𝑝 ∈ M
as a mapping between the tangent spaces 𝑇𝑝 M and 𝑇𝐹 (𝑝) N . As we defined
tangent vectors in two different ways, we will give this definition according to
both representations.
d e f i n i t i o n 2.5 (Differential): Let M and N be two smooth manifolds,
and let 𝐹 : M → N be a differentiable mapping between them. For every
𝑝 ∈ 𝑀 and for each 𝜉 ∈ 𝑇𝑝 M, let 𝛾 : (−𝛿, 𝛿) → M be a smooth curve such
that 𝛾 (0) = 𝑝 and 𝛾¤ (0) = 𝜉. Let 𝜎 be the image of 𝛾 through 𝐹 , i.e. 𝜎 = 𝐹 ◦ 𝛾.
𝑑
Then the linear mapping 𝑑𝐹𝑝 : 𝑇𝑝 M → 𝑇𝐹 (𝑝) N given by 𝑑 𝑓𝑝 (𝜉) = 𝑑𝑡
𝜎 (𝑡)
𝑡 =0
is called the differential of 𝐹 at 𝑝.
The above definition gives a clear geometrical interpretation of the differential: the vector tangent to a given curve through 𝑝 is mapped to the vector
tangent to the image of that curve through 𝐹 . However, the interpretation of
tangent vectors as derivations allows us to express the differential in local
coordinates, which will be used in the sequel.
With the notations used above, let (𝑈 , 𝜙, 𝑥 𝑖 ) and (𝑉 ,𝜓, 𝑦 𝑗 ) be two charts in
𝑝 and 𝐹 (𝑝) = (𝐹 0 (𝑥 0, 𝑥 1 ), 𝐹 1 (𝑥 0, 𝑥 1 )), respectively. Then 𝑑𝐹𝑝 may be defined
as
𝑑𝐹𝑝 (𝜉) (𝑔) := 𝜉 (𝑔 ◦ 𝐹 ), 𝑔 ∈ F (𝐹 (𝑝)),
i.e.
𝑑𝐹𝑝 : 𝑇𝑝 M → 𝑇𝐹 (𝑝) N
𝜉 = 𝜉𝑖

𝑗
𝜕
𝜕
𝑖 𝜕𝐹
(𝑝)
→
↦
𝜉
(𝑝) 𝑗 𝐹 (𝑝).
𝑖
𝑖
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑦

We thus see that the differential of 𝐹 at 𝑝 maps a vector 𝜉 ∈ 𝑇𝑝 M to a vector
𝑤 ∈ 𝑇𝐹 (𝑝) N such that the components 𝑤 𝑗 of 𝑤 are the directional derivatives
of the components of 𝐹 along 𝜉. Note that, if 𝐹 is invertible, the above equation
suggests that 𝑑𝐹 somehow induces a way of computing directional derivatives
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of the functions 𝑔 ∈ D (N ). Actually, we already exploited this fact when we
defined the basis { 𝜕𝑥𝜕 0 (𝑝), 𝜕𝑥𝜕 1 (𝑝)} of 𝑇𝑝 M. In fact, such vectors can be written
as


𝜕
−1 𝜕
(𝑝) = 𝑑𝜙 (𝑝) 𝜙
,
𝜕𝑥 𝑖
𝜕𝑢 𝑖
i.e. we used the image of the basis of 𝑇𝜙 (𝑝) ℝ2 through the differential of 𝜙 −1 to
define the basis of 𝑇𝑝 M. See Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: The differential of 𝜙 −1 at 𝜙 (𝑝) maps

𝜕
𝜕𝑢 𝑖

to

𝜕
,𝑖
𝜕𝑥 𝑖

= 0, 1.

We conclude this section by giving the definition of integral curve of a
vector field.
definition 2.6 (Integral curve): Given a vector field 𝑋 on M and 𝑝 ∈ M,
a curve 𝑐 : (−𝛿, 𝛿) → M such that 𝑐 (0) = 𝑝 is called an integral curve of 𝑋
through 𝑝 is 𝑋𝑐 (𝑡 ) = 𝑐¤ (𝑡) holds everywhere.

2.1.2 Riemannian Metric
If we think again at the example made at the beginning of this chapter in which
we considered a curve 𝛾 on 𝑆 2 , we realize that we have now all the ingredients
to define 𝑆 2 , 𝛾 (𝑡) and 𝛾¤ (𝑡) without relying on the framework provided by the
embedding space ℝ3 . However, we did not make any progress in terms of
measuring the length of a curve. This in fact would allow us to define the
distance 𝑑 M (𝑝, 𝑞) between two points 𝑝, 𝑞 on a manifold M as the length of
the shortest curve connecting them, similarly to what we have seen in the
Euclidean case. The first step in this direction will be the definition of a scalar
product between the vectors tangent to M. Such product will induce a norm
that can be used to measure the length of a curve on M. The main difference
with respect to the Euclidean case though, is that now vectors tangent to M at
two different points 𝑝, 𝑞 ∈ M belong to different tangent spaces, namely 𝑇𝑝 M
and 𝑇𝑞 M. We thus need to define an inner product on each tangent space, i.e,
a Riemannian metric on M.

2.1 riemannian manifolds

d e f i n i t i o n 2.7 (Riemannian metric): Let M be a smooth manifold. If
for every point 𝑝 ∈ M an inner product 𝑔𝑝 is assigned to 𝑇𝑝 M such that the
functions
𝑔(𝑋, 𝑌 ) : M → ℝ
𝑝 ↦→ 𝑔𝑝 (𝑋𝑝 , 𝑌𝑝 )
are of class 𝐶 ∞ for all 𝑋, 𝑌 ∈ X(M), then we call 𝑔 a Riemannian metric on
M and the pair (𝑀, 𝑔) a smooth Riemannian manifold.
One can show that every differentiable manifold may be equipped with a
Riemannian metric.
To fix ideas, the inner product 𝑔𝑝 is a positive definite, symmetric, bilinear
map h· , ·i𝑝 : 𝑇𝑝 M × 𝑇𝑝 M → ℝ for every 𝑝 ∈ M. We thus may consider the
norm k · k 𝑝 of a vector 𝜉 ∈ 𝑇𝑝 M defined as k𝜉 k 𝑝2 := h𝜉 , 𝜉i𝑝 . When this will
not cause ambiguities, in the following we will simply write k𝜉 k and h𝜉 , 𝜉i,
omitting 𝑝.
Now let (𝑈 , 𝜙, 𝑥 𝑖 ) be a chart on M. Then we can think about the metric as
a positive definite symmetric 2 × 2 matrix 𝑔(𝑝) for every 𝑝 ∈ 𝑈 . By denoting
the 𝑖 𝑗 th entry of such matrix with 𝑔𝑖 𝑗 (𝑝), we set
0 ≤ 𝑖, 𝑗 ≤ 1.

𝑔𝑖 𝑗 (𝑝) = h𝜕𝑖 , 𝜕 𝑗 i𝑝 ,

For any given 𝑝 ∈ 𝑈 , let 𝑣, 𝑤 be two vectors in 𝑇𝑝 M, then
h𝑣 , 𝑤i = 𝑣𝑇 𝑔(𝑝)𝑤 = 𝑔𝑖 𝑗 (𝑝)𝑣 𝑖 𝑤 𝑗 .

(2.4)

We will refer to 𝑔(𝑝) as the local representation of the Riemannian metric (or the
𝑔𝑖 𝑗 of the metric) in the chart (𝑈 , 𝜙, 𝑥 𝑖 ). We denote with 𝑔𝑖 𝑗 (𝑝) the 𝑖 𝑗 th entry
of 𝑔(𝑝) −1 . It is important to point out that, although thinking about 𝑔(𝑝) as
matrix is convenient to visualize things, 𝑔(𝑝) is a tensor of type (0, 2), which,
roughly speaking, means that it is a linear mapping that associates to every
pair of tangent vectors belonging to the same tangent space a scalar. For this
reason, in the following we may refer to it also as metric tensor.
We may now consider the length of curves on a Riemannian manifold M.
Let 𝑐 : [𝑎, 𝑏] → M be a smooth curve on M, we define its length 𝐿(𝑐) by
∫ 𝑏
∫ 𝑏
𝐿(𝑐) =
k𝑐¤ (𝑡) k𝑐 (𝑡 ) 𝑑𝑡 =
h¤𝑐 (𝑡) , 𝑐¤ (𝑡)i𝑐1/2
𝑑𝑡,
(2.5)
(𝑡 )
𝑎

𝑎

and its arc-length by
∫
𝑠 (𝑡) =

𝑡

k𝑐¤ (𝑢) k𝑐 (𝑢) 𝑑𝑢.
𝑎

If 𝑐 is regular, i.e. 𝑐¤ (𝑡) ≠ 0 for every 𝑡 ∈ [𝑎, 𝑏], the arc-length 𝑠 = 𝑠 (𝑡) is
strictly monotone increasing, since 𝑠 0 (𝑡) = k𝑐¤ (𝑡) k > 0. Denoting by 𝑡 = 𝑡 (𝑠)
its inverse, we get the parametrization of a curve by arc-length, 𝑐¯(𝑠) = 𝑐 (𝑡 (𝑠)),
for 0 ≤ 𝑠 ≤ 𝐿(𝑐). Note that in this case we have
k𝑐¤̄ (𝑠) k = k𝑡 0 (𝑠)𝑐¤ (𝑡 (𝑠)) k =

𝑐¤ (𝑡 (𝑠)
= 1.
𝑠 0 (𝑡 (𝑠))

In general, a curve is said to be normal (or parametrized by arc-length) if
k𝑐¤ (𝑡) k ≡ 1, and of constant speed (or parametrized proportionally to arc-length)
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if k𝑐¤ (𝑡) k is constant. In the following, we will always assume a given curve to
be regular.
Let now C𝑝𝑞 be the set of all curves joining 𝑝 to 𝑞 on M. We define
𝑑 M (𝑝, 𝑞) := inf {𝐿(𝛾) : 𝛾 ∈ C𝑝𝑞 }.

(2.6)

Whenever this does not cause ambiguity, we may simply write 𝑑 (𝑝, 𝑞), omitting
the index M. One can show that the distance function defined above satisfies
the usual axioms, i.e., for all 𝑝, 𝑞, 𝑟 ∈ M we have
i) 𝑑 (𝑝, 𝑞) ≥ 0 and 𝑑 (𝑝, 𝑞) > 0 if 𝑝 ≠ 𝑞,
ii) 𝑑 (𝑝, 𝑞) = 𝑑 (𝑞, 𝑝),
iii) 𝑑 (𝑝, 𝑞) ≤ 𝑑 (𝑝, 𝑟 ) + 𝑑 (𝑟, 𝑞).

2.1.3 Affine Connection
When we considered the shortest curve between two points in ℝ3 , we observed
that such curve had to be a straight line, i.e. a curve with null curvature
everywhere. We would like to make a similar assessment concerning the
curves in C𝑝,𝑞 , for 𝑝, 𝑞 ∈ M. However, the fact that vectors tangent to a
manifold at two different points belong to different spaces is a problem also
in this case. To understand why, let us consider a vector field 𝑋 on ℝ3 and a
vector 𝜉 at 𝑝 ∈ ℝ3 . Then, to study how 𝑋 varies in a neighborhood of 𝑝 along
direction 𝜉 one must compute
lim

𝑡 →0

𝑋 (𝑝 + 𝑡𝜉) − 𝑋 (𝑝)
.
𝑡

(2.7)

Since ℝ3 is a manifold, we have that 𝑋 (𝑝 + 𝑡𝜉) belongs to 𝑇𝑝+𝑡𝜉 ℝ3 and 𝑋 (𝑝) ∈
𝑇𝑝 ℝ3 . However, for each 𝑝 ∈ ℝ3 , 𝑇𝑝 ℝ3 can be canonically identified with
𝑇0 ℝ3  ℝ3 , so we can freely add and subtract vectors tangent at different
points because, with a slight abuse, we can say that the tangent space at every
point in ℝ3 is ℝ3 itself. Note that this is the same thing we do when we think
of ℝ3 as affine space. In fact, when we considered the quantity 𝛾¥ (𝑡) it was clear
what we meant and that such quantity was well-defined. However, when we
consider a generic Riemannian manifold M, in order to compute the curvature,
or the acceleration of a given curve 𝛾, we need a way to map, or connect, the
tangent space at a point to the tangent space at any neighboring point. This
leads us to the following
definition 2.8 (Affine connection):
manifold M is a mapping

An affine connection ∇ on a smooth

∇ : X(M) × X(M) → X(M)
(𝑋, 𝑌 ) ↦→ ∇𝑋 𝑌
which satisfies the following properties:
i) ∇ 𝑓 𝑋 +𝑔𝑌 𝑍 = 𝑓 ∇𝑋 𝑍 + 𝑔∇𝑌 𝑍
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ii) ∇𝑋 (𝑌 + 𝑍 ) = ∇𝑋 𝑌 + ∇𝑋 𝑍
iii) ∇𝑋 (𝑓 𝑌 ) = 𝑓 ∇𝑋 𝑌 + 𝑋 (𝑓 )𝑌
where 𝑋, 𝑌 , 𝑍 ∈ X(M) and 𝑓 , 𝑔 ∈ 𝐷.
In order to better understand this latter concept, let us consider two vector
fields 𝑋 = 𝑋 𝑖 𝜕𝑖 and 𝑌 = 𝑌 𝑗 𝜕 𝑗 , 𝑋, 𝑌 ∈ X(M), and let us compute ∇𝑋 𝑌 .
∇𝑋 𝑌 = ∇𝑋 𝑖 𝜕𝑖 𝑌 𝑗 𝜕 𝑗
= 𝑋 𝑖 ∇𝜕𝑖 𝑌 𝑗 𝜕 𝑗
𝑖

𝑗

i)


𝑖

𝑗

= 𝑋 𝑌 ∇𝜕𝑖 𝜕 𝑗 + 𝑋 𝜕𝑖 (𝑌 )𝜕 𝑗

ii) and iii)

Note that ∇𝜕𝑖 𝜕 𝑗 measures how much 𝜕 𝑗 varies when we move in the direction
𝜕𝑖 . We can thus express this in terms of the basis {𝜕0, 𝜕1 } and set ∇𝜕𝑖 𝜕 𝑗 = 𝛤𝑖𝑘𝑗 𝜕𝑘 .
We can conclude that
∇𝑋 𝑌 = (𝑋 (𝑌 𝑘 ) + 𝛤𝑖𝑘𝑗 𝑋 𝑖 𝑌 𝑗 )𝜕𝑘 .

(2.8)

Therefore, the covariant derivative ∇𝑋 𝑌 at 𝑝 ∈ M is a vector belonging to
𝑇𝑝 M whose coefficients in the basis of 𝑇𝑝 M consist in two terms: the first
one is the usual derivative of a vector field along another one, the second one
keeps into account that we are on a curved domain, and hence measures how
basis vectors change when we move in a given direction. We will see that, in
the Euclidean case, the (differentiable) functions 𝛤𝑖𝑘𝑗 , called Christoffel symbol,
are identically zero, confirming that the affine connection is a generalization
of the usual differentiation of vector fields in the Euclidean setting.
It is possible that, so far, the way in which an affine connection connects
tangent spaces is not so transparent. To make this more clear, we are going to
show that an affine connection leads to a bona fide definition of parallelism
between vectors. First, we introduce the concept of a vector field along a curve,
and then we use the affine connection to characterize those vector fields that
have null covariant derivative with respect to the tangent vectors of the curves
along which they are defined.
d e f i n i t i o n 2.9 (Vector field along a curve): A vector field 𝑌 along a
smooth curve 𝑐 : [𝑎, 𝑏] → M is a 𝐶 ∞ mapping that associates to every
𝑡 ∈ [𝑎, 𝑏] a tangent vector 𝑌 (𝑡) ∈ 𝑇𝑐 (𝑡 ) M. 𝑌 is differentiable in the sense that,
for any 𝑓 ∈ D (M), the function 𝑡 ↦→ 𝑌 (𝑡) 𝑓 is differentiable on [𝑎, 𝑏].
We can then compute the covariant derivative of 𝑌 (𝑡) with respect to 𝑐¤ (𝑡).
Such quantity will be denoted with ∇𝑐¤𝑌 , and it is convenient to express it in
local coordinates. By choosing a chart (𝑈 , 𝜙, 𝑥 𝑖 ), we have that
 𝑘

𝑖
𝑑𝑌
𝑘 𝑑𝑥
𝑗
∇𝑐¤𝑌 =
+ 𝛤𝑖 𝑗
𝑌 𝜕𝑘 ,
(2.9)
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑡
where we set 𝑌 (𝑡) = 𝑌 𝑖 𝜕𝑖 (𝑐 (𝑡)) and 𝑥 𝑖 (𝑡) = 𝑥 𝑖 (𝑐 (𝑡)).
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d e f i n i t i o n 2.10 (Parallel vector along a curve): Let 𝑌 (𝑡) a vector field
along a smooth curve 𝑐 : [𝑎, 𝑏] → M. We say that 𝑌 (𝑡) is parallel along 𝑐 if
∇𝑐¤𝑌 is identically null.
By writing the condition ∇𝑐¤𝑌 ≡ 0 with respect to a chart, one can prove the
following
p r o p o s i t i o n 2.11 : With 𝑐 as above, let 𝑌𝑎 be a vector in 𝑇𝑐 (𝑎) M. Then
there exists a unique parallel vector field 𝑌 along 𝑐, called the parallel transport
of 𝑌𝑎 along 𝑐, such that 𝑌 (𝑎) = 𝑌𝑎 .
The parallel transport can thus be seen as a map 𝑃𝑐𝑡0,𝑡1 : 𝑇𝑐 (𝑡0 ) M → 𝑇𝑐 (𝑡1 ) M,
where 𝑡 0, 𝑡 1 ∈ [𝑎, 𝑏], such that 𝑃𝑐𝑡0,𝑡1 (𝜉) is 𝑌 (𝑡 1 ), where 𝜉 ∈ 𝑇𝑐 (𝑡0 ) and 𝑌 is
the parallel transport of 𝜉 along 𝑐. This latter interpretation allows us to
express the covariant derivative in terms of the parallel transport. Namely, for
𝑋, 𝑌 ∈ X(M) and a smooth curve 𝑐 (𝑡) on M with 𝑐 (0) = 𝑝 and 𝑐¤ (0) = 𝑋𝑝 , we
have that
𝑃𝑐𝑡,0 (𝑌𝑐 (𝑡 ) ) − 𝑌𝑝
(∇𝑋 𝑌 )𝑝 = lim
.
(2.10)
𝑡 →0
𝑡
By comparing the above equation with Eq. (2.7), we see how the definition
of an affine connection on M allowed us to compare vectors belonging to
different tangent spaces and hence to compute their derivatives with respect
to other vectors.
Definition 2.8 suggests that, given a manifold M, the choice of the affine
connection which endow M with is not unique. However, an important result
states that, for each Riemannian metric on a manifold, there is a unique affine
connection, called the Levi-Civita connection, which satisfies certain two
properties. The first one is the compatibility with the metric:
definition 2.12 (Compatibility with the metric): Let (M, 𝑔) be a Riemannian manifold. An affine connection ∇ on M is said to be compatible with the
metric 𝑔 if, for any 𝑋, 𝑌 , 𝑍 ∈ X(M), we have
𝑋 h𝑌 , 𝑍 i𝑔 = h∇𝑋 𝑌 , 𝑍 i𝑔 + h𝑌 , ∇𝑋 𝑍 i𝑔 .
Roughly speaking, we can say that a connection is compatible with the
metric if we can differentiate the product of two vector fields by applying the
usual product rule. The second property involves just the connection, and it
requires the latter to be symmetric in some sense. A connection satisfying such
property is also called torsion-free. We do not enter the detail for brevity, and
refer to [Sak97, dC92] for a formal definition. The Fundamental Theorem of
Riemannian geometry states that for each Riemannian metric, there is a unique
connection ∇ which is both torsion-free and compatible with the metric. Such
connection is called the Levi-Civita connection or the Riemannian connection.
From now on, ∇ will always indicate such connection.
One can show that the compatibility with metric of a connection implies
that 𝛤𝑖𝑘𝑗 = 𝛤𝑗𝑖𝑘 . In particular, one can also show that the Christoffel symbols can
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be express in terms of the local representation of the metric in the following
way
1
𝛤𝑖𝑘𝑗 = 𝑔𝑘𝑚 (𝜕𝑖 𝑔 𝑗𝑚 + 𝜕 𝑗 𝑔𝑚𝑖 − 𝜕𝑚𝑔𝑖 𝑗 ),
(2.11)
2
where we remember that 𝑔𝑘𝑚 is the 𝑘𝑚 th entry of the inverse of 𝑔, and that
𝜕𝑖 = 𝜕𝑥𝜕 𝑖 .

2.1.4 Differential Operators on Manifolds
We will now introduce the definition of the differential operators that we will
use in the sequel. For every one of them, we will present their expression in
terms of the Riemannian metric, since it will be used when implementing them
in the discrete setting.
definition 2.13 (Gradient): Let 𝑓 ∈ D (M). The gradient vector ∇𝑓 of 𝑓
is the unique vector field in X(M) satisfying
h∇𝑓 , 𝑋 i = 𝑋 (𝑓 ),

𝑋 ∈ X(M).

By fixing 𝑝 ∈ M and putting (∇𝑓 )𝑝 = 𝑦𝑖 𝜕𝑥 𝑖 , by Eq. (2.3) and (2.4), we can
re-write the definition of ∇𝑓 above in the following way
𝜕𝑓

𝑔𝑖 𝑗 𝑦𝑖 𝑋 𝑗 = 𝑋 𝑗

𝜕𝑓
,
𝜕𝑥 𝑗

which means that
𝜕𝑓 𝜕
,
𝜕𝑥 𝑗 𝜕𝑥 𝑖
where we omit the dependence from 𝑝 to keep a light notation.
(∇𝑓 )𝑝 = 𝑔𝑖 𝑗

(2.12)

d e f i n i t i o n 2.14 (Second Covariant Derivative): Let 𝑓 ∈ D (M). The
second covariant derivative of a real-valued function 𝑓 is the bilinear operator
defined by
∇2 𝑓 (𝑋, 𝑌 ) = h∇𝑋 ∇ 𝑓 , 𝑌 i = 𝑋𝑌 𝑓 − (∇𝑋 𝑌 )𝑓 ,

𝑋 ∈ X(M).

Therefore, the second covariant derivative associates to each pair of vectors
𝑋𝑝 , 𝑌𝑝 ∈ 𝑇𝑝 M the covariant derivative of the gradient of 𝑓 along 𝑋𝑝 , and
compute its component along 𝑌𝑝 . However, to retrieve its expression in local
coordinates it is convenient to use the other expression. Let 𝑋 = 𝑋 𝑖 𝜕𝑥𝜕 𝑗 and
𝑌 = 𝑌 𝑗 𝜕𝑥𝜕 𝑗 , then, by (2.3), (2.8) and the chain rule, we have


𝜕
𝑗 𝜕𝑓
𝑘
𝑘 𝑖 𝑗
𝑋𝑌 𝑓 − (∇𝑋 𝑌 ) 𝑓 = 𝑋 (𝑌
) − (𝑋 (𝑌 ) + 𝛤𝑖 𝑗 𝑋 𝑌 ) 𝑘 𝑓
𝜕𝑥 𝑗
𝜕𝑥
2
𝑗
 𝜕𝑓
𝜕 𝑓
𝜕𝑌 𝜕𝑓
𝜕𝑌 𝑘
= 𝑋 𝑖 𝑖 𝑗 + 𝑋 𝑖 𝑌 𝑗 𝑖 𝑗 − 𝑋 𝑖 𝑖 + 𝛤𝑖𝑘𝑗 𝑋 𝑖 𝑌 𝑗
.
𝜕𝑥 𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑥 𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑥 𝑘
By simplifying we thus obtain
∇2 𝑓 (𝑋, 𝑌 ) = 𝑋 𝑖 𝑌 𝑗

𝜕2 𝑓
𝜕𝑓
− 𝛤𝑖𝑘𝑗 𝑋 𝑖 𝑌 𝑗 𝑘 .
𝜕𝑥 𝑖 𝜕𝑥 𝑗
𝜕𝑥
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Therefore, when 𝑋 =

𝜕
𝜕𝑥 𝑖

and 𝑌 =
∇2 𝑓𝑖 𝑗 =

𝜕
we
𝜕𝑥 𝑗
𝜕2 𝑓

𝜕𝑥 𝑖 𝜕𝑥 𝑗

have
− 𝛤𝑖𝑘𝑗

𝜕𝑓
.
𝜕𝑥 𝑘

(2.13)

d e f i n i t i o n 2.15 (Convexity of a function): A function 𝑓 ∈ D (M) is
called (strictly) convex if its second covariant derivative is positive semidefinite
(definite).
As it will be clear in the following, being able to assess the strictly convexity
of a function on given domain will be important for us, which by the definition
above means being able to check the positive definetess of the second covariant
derivative. In order to do that, it is more convenient to introduce the Hessian
operator, which is as a linear operator from the tangent space 𝑇𝑝 M of a point
𝑝 ∈ M into itself. More formally, we will consider the operator Hess : 𝑇𝑝 M →
𝑇𝑝 M defined as
Hess𝑓 (𝑋 ) = ∇𝑋 ∇𝑓 (𝑝),
i.e., the operator that associate to every vector 𝑋 ∈ 𝑇𝑝 M the covariant derivative of the gradient of 𝑓 with respect to 𝑋 . It follows from the definition that
such operator is related to the second covariant derivative by
∇2 𝑓 (𝑋, 𝑌 ) = hHess𝑓 (𝑋 ) , 𝑌 i.
An eigenvalue and an eigenvector of ∇2 𝑓 at a point 𝑝 ∈ M are a number 𝜆
and a vector 𝑋 ∈ 𝑇𝑝 M such that for all vectors 𝑌 ∈ 𝑇𝑝 M we have
∇2 𝑓 (𝑋, 𝑌 ) = 𝜆h𝑋 , 𝑌 i.
The above formulas implies that the eigenvalues of ∇2 𝑓 coincides with the
ones of Hess𝑓 , so to assess its positive-definetess we may check whether the
eigenvalues of Hess𝑓 are positive. To do that, we need to express Hess𝑓 (𝑋 ) in
local coordinates. By (2.8), (2.12) and the definition of Hess𝑓 we have that


𝑘ℎ 𝜕𝑓 
𝑘 𝑖 𝑗ℎ 𝜕𝑓
Hess𝑓 (𝑋 ) = 𝑋 𝑔
𝜕𝑘 ,
+ 𝛤𝑖 𝑗 𝑋 𝑔
𝜕𝑥 ℎ
𝜕𝑥 ℎ
where 𝑋 = 𝑋 𝑖 𝜕𝑥𝜕 𝑖 . By observing that
product rule, we have that

𝜕𝑔𝑖 𝑗 𝑔 𝑗𝑘
𝜕𝑥 ℎ

=

𝜕𝛿𝑖𝑘
𝜕𝑥 ℎ

= 0 and applying the

𝜕𝑔𝑘ℎ
= −𝑔𝑘𝑚 𝜕𝑖 𝑔𝑚 𝑗 𝑔 𝑗ℎ ,
𝜕𝑥 𝑖
which once substituted in the expression of Hess𝑓 (𝑥) above gives


2
𝑘𝑚
𝑗ℎ 𝜕𝑓
𝑘ℎ 𝜕 𝑓
𝑘 𝑗ℎ 𝜕𝑓
Hess𝑓 (𝑋 ) = − 𝑔 𝜕𝑖 𝑔𝑚 𝑗 𝑔
+𝑔
+ 𝛤𝑖 𝑗 𝑔
𝑋 𝑖 𝜕𝑘 . (2.14)
ℎ
ℎ
𝑖
ℎ
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑥 𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑥
In Section 3.2 we will see how the above formula will permit us to efficiently
compute Hess𝑓 (𝑋 ) in the discrete setting.
definition 2.16 (Laplacian): Let 𝑓 ∈ D (M). We define the Laplacian of
𝑓 as the trace of the second covariant derivative, namely
𝛥 𝑓 = 𝑡𝑟 ∇2 𝑓 = 𝑔𝑖 𝑗 ∇2 𝑓𝑖 𝑗 ,
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where we do not justify the last equality since we would need the definition
of tensor. However, this implies that, in local coordinates, the Laplacian may
be written as
𝛥 𝑓 = 𝑔𝑖 𝑗

𝜕2 𝑓
𝜕𝑓
− 𝑔𝑖 𝑗 𝛤𝑖𝑘𝑗 𝑘 .
𝜕𝑥 𝑖 𝜕𝑥 𝑗
𝜕𝑥

(2.15)

2.1.5 Extrinsic setting and choice of the Riemannian metric
So far, we have been able to introduce all the basic quantities on M mentioned
at the beginning of this chapter: tangent vectors, a metric, and a way of
differentiating vectors with respect to other vectors, which, as we will see
in the next section, will allow us to define the curvature of a curve on M in
an intrinsic manner. Moreover, all these quantities have been introduced by
relying exclusively on the charts that the cover M, so all these quantities are
intrinsic. Even if our interest will remain focused exclusively on this kind of
properties, in order to have a geometrical interpretation, it is often practical
to consider M as embedded surface in ℝ3 . Note that, when we will move
to the discrete setting, we will always consider this kind of objects, so it is
appropriate to formally introduce them.
definition 2.17 (Embedded surface): Let 𝑆 be a subset of ℝ3 . We say that
𝑆 is an embedded surface if for every 𝑝 ∈ 𝑆 there exists a chart (𝑈 , 𝜙) for ℝ3
such that 𝑝 ∈ 𝑈 and 𝜙 (𝑈 ∩ 𝑆) = 𝑉 × {0}, where 𝑉 ⊂ ℝ2 .
Note that, in the above definition, we are considering ℝ3 as a differentiable
manifold, so 𝜙 is the identity map. It is convenient to introduce the following
notations. Let {𝑈𝛼 , 𝜙𝛼 }𝛼 ∈𝐴 be a covering atlas for ℝ3 . By the above definition,
we can say that, if 𝑆 is an embedded surface, then 𝜙𝛼 (𝑆 ∩𝑈𝛼 ) can be seen as the
intersection of a plane with 𝜙𝛼 (𝑈𝛼 ) for every 𝛼 ∈ 𝐴, so it is possible to endow
𝑆 with the differentiable structure {𝑆 ∩ 𝑈𝛼 , 𝜙𝛼 𝑆∩𝑈𝛼 }𝛼 ∈𝐴 . For practical reasons,
if 𝑉𝛼 := 𝜙𝛼 (𝑆 ∩𝑈𝛼 ), it is convenient to consider the mapping 𝑥𝛼 : 𝑉𝛼 → 𝑆 ∩𝑈𝛼 .
In the following we will call 𝑥𝛼 a parametrization in a neighborhood of 𝑝 ∈ 𝑉𝛼 ,
and we will denote the coordinates in its domain to be (𝑢, 𝑣). In the following,
𝑆 will always denote an embedded surface of 𝑅 3 . One can show that the
tangent space 𝑇𝑝 𝑆 at a point 𝑝 ∈ 𝑆 is a 2-dimensional vector subspace of
𝑇𝑝 ℝ3 (i.e. a plane), having basis {𝑥𝑢 , 𝑥 𝑣 }, where 𝑥 : 𝑉 → 𝑆 is a parametrization
of 𝑆 in a neighborhood of 𝑝 [Lee19, Proposition 5.8]. It is reasonable to ask
ourselves which metric we should endow 𝑆 with. The most natural choice is
to use the induced metric. In fact, since two tangent vectors 𝑣 0, 𝑣 1 ∈ 𝑇𝑝 𝑆 are in
particular vectors of 𝑇𝑝 ℝ3 , a natural choice is to use the product of 𝑇𝑝 ℝ3  ℝ3
as Riemannian metric, i.e. the usual Euclidean inner product h· , ·i.
The fact that every point 𝑝 ∈ 𝑆 admits a tangent plane 𝑇𝑝 𝑆 suggests that
one can consider the normal vector to such plane at 𝑝. By defining
𝑁 (𝑞) :=

𝑥𝑢 ∧ 𝑥 𝑣
(𝑞),
k𝑥𝑢 ∧ 𝑥 𝑣 k

𝑞 ∈ 𝑥 (𝑉 ),
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we thus obtain a differentiable field of unit normal vectors on 𝑥 (𝑉 ). We will say
that, if 𝑆 admits a differentiable field of unit normal vector on the whole surface,
then 𝑆 is orientable, and the choice of such field 𝑁 is called an orientation of 𝑆.
From now on, we will assume that 𝑆 is orientable. We can thus define a map
𝑁 : 𝑆 → ℝ3 that takes its values in the unit sphere
𝑆 2 = {𝑥 ∈ ℝ3 : k𝑥 k = 1}.
We will call 𝑁 the Gauss Map of 𝑆.
definition 2.18 (Orthogonal parametrization): Let 𝑥 : 𝑉 → 𝑆 a parametrization of a neighborhood of 𝑝 ∈ 𝑆. Then we define the following quantities
𝐸 := h𝑥𝑢 , 𝑥𝑢 i, 𝐹 := h𝑥𝑢 , 𝑥 𝑣 i, 𝐺 := h𝑥 𝑣 , 𝑥 𝑣 i.
Moreover, we will say that 𝑥 is an orthogonal parametrization if 𝐹 = 0.

2 . 2 Geodesics and Exponential Map
2.2.1 Geodesics
As done before, we start this section by considering the examples made at
the beginning of this chapter and commenting on the progress made so far.
Let us then consider the covariant derivative ∇𝑐¤𝑌 of a vector field 𝑌 along
𝑐, introduced in the previous section. Then, the choice 𝑌 (𝑡) = 𝑐¤ (𝑡) suggests
that ∇𝑐¤𝑐¤ must somehow be related to the curvature or the acceleration of the
curve 𝑐 (𝑡). To have a geometric interpretation of this vector, it is convenient
to switch to the extrinsic setting.
Let us start by formalizing the discussion made about the curve 𝛾 (𝑡) :
[𝑎, 𝑏] → 𝑆 2 introduced at the beginning of this chapter. In order to put
ourselves in a more general context, we now assume 𝛾 : [𝑎, 𝑏] → 𝑆 to be
a curve on a generic surface 𝑆 ⊂ ℝ3 . Suppose that 𝛾 is parametrized by arclength, so that 𝛾¤ (𝑡) has unit length for every 𝑡 ∈ [𝑎, 𝑏]. Let 𝑁 : [𝑎, 𝑏] → 𝑆 2 be
the restriction of the Gauss map to 𝛾 (𝑡). For every 𝑡 ∈ [𝑎, 𝑏], let us denote with
𝑛(𝑡) := 𝛾¤ (𝑡) ∧ 𝑁 (𝑡) the vector normal to 𝛾 at 𝑡. Then 𝛾¥ (𝑡) can be decomposed
into two scalar components(see Figure 2.3)
𝜅𝑔 (𝑡) :=< 𝑛(𝑡), 𝛾¥ (𝑡) >
𝜅 𝑁 (𝑡) :=< 𝑁 (𝑡), 𝛾¥ (𝑡) >,
so that
𝛾¥ (𝑡) = 𝜅𝑔 (𝑡)𝑛(𝑡) + 𝜅 𝑁 (𝑡)𝑁 (𝑡).
Note that, since 𝑛(𝑡) is orthogonal to 𝑁 (𝑡), 𝑛(𝑡) belongs to 𝑇𝛾 ()𝑡 𝑆. Therefore,
𝑘𝑔 (𝑡), called geodesic curvature, measures how much 𝛾 is bending on 𝑆, which
is exactly the quantity we were interested in (i.e. the green vector in Figure
2.1). Then one can define the covariant derivative of 𝛾¤ (𝑡) at 𝑡, which, when
𝐷𝛾¤
working in the extrinsic setting, is usually denoted with 𝑑𝑡 , as the projection
of 𝛾¥ (𝑡) into the plane tangent to 𝑆 at 𝛾 (𝑡), namely
𝐷𝛾¤
= 𝜅𝑔 (𝑡)𝑛(𝑡).
𝑑𝑡
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Figure 2.3: The curvature 𝛾¥ can be decomposed in two components: 𝜅𝑔 , which
measures how much 𝛾 is bending on M, and 𝜅 𝑁 , which measures how much 𝛾 is
bending with M.

The geometric interpretation of ∇𝑐¤𝑐¤ made above suggests that one could
introduce a notion of “straightness” of curves on a manifold. In fact, since
in our setting ∇𝑐¤𝑐¤ is the only definition of curvature we have for a curve, it
seems reasonable to have a definition for the curves that has null curvature
everywhere, just as straight lines in the Euclidean setting. These curves are
called geodesics.
defi n i t i o n 2.19 :

Let 𝛾 be a 𝐶 2 curve on a Riemannian manifold M. If
∇𝛾¤ 𝛾¤ (𝑡) ≡ 0,

(2.16)

then 𝛾 is called a geodesic.
If 𝛾 : [0, 1] → M, then Eq. (2.16) implies that 𝛾¤ (𝑡) = 𝑃𝛾0,𝑡 (𝛾¤ (0)), which
means that the vector tangent to 𝛾 at 𝑡 is just the parallel transport of 𝛾¤ (0), i.e.
𝛾 proceeds straight. A curve satisfying such property is also called auto-parallel.
With respect to chart (𝑈 , 𝜙, 𝑥 𝑖 ), we have that Eq. (2.16) turns into
𝑑 2𝑥 𝑖
𝑑𝑥 𝑖 𝑑𝑥 𝑗
+ 𝛤𝑖𝑘𝑗
= 0,
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑡 𝑑𝑡

𝑖 = 0, 1,

(2.17)

where we set 𝑥 𝑖 (𝑡) = 𝑥 𝑖 (𝛾 (𝑡)). Confronting the above equation with Eq.(2.9),
one can see that we are imposing the coefficients of ∇𝛾¤ 𝛾¤ in the basis {𝜕0, 𝜕1 }
to be zero. Note that, in the Euclidean setting, the 𝑔𝑖 𝑗 of the metric is just the
identity 2 × 2 matrix everywhere; which in turns implies, by (2.11), that the
Christoffel symbols are zero everywhere. Therefore, (2.17) simply tells us that
geodesics in this setting are curve with null second derivatives, i.e. straight
lines.
One can show that, if 𝛾 is a geodesic, then the length of the tangent vector
𝛾¤ is constant, i.e. 𝛾 is parametrized proportionally to arc-length. Moreover, by
using the theory of second order ODE, one can prove the following
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theorem 2.20 (Local existence and uniqueness of a geodesic): Let M be a
Riemannian manifold, 𝑝 ∈ M, 𝑣 ∈ 𝑇𝑝 M. Then there exists 𝜀 > 0 and precisely
on geodesic
𝛾 : [0, 𝜀] → M
such that 𝛾 (0) = 𝑝, 𝛾¤ (0) = 𝑣. In addition, 𝛾 depends smoothly on 𝑝 and 𝑣.
We thus see that, locally, geodesics share another property with straight
lines, which is the uniqueness once a starting point and a direction is fixed.

2.2.2 Exponential and Logarithmic Map
Note that if 𝛾 (𝑡) is a solution of Eq. (2.17), so is 𝛾 (𝜆𝑡) for any constant 𝜆 ∈ ℝ.
Denoting the geodesic of Theorem 2.20 satisfying 𝛾 (0) = 𝑝, 𝛾¤ (0) = 𝑣 by 𝛾 𝑣 , we
have that
 
𝑡
, 𝜆 > 0, 𝑡 ∈ [0, 𝜀].
𝛾 𝑣 (𝑡) = 𝛾𝜆𝑣
𝜆
In particular, 𝛾𝜆𝑣 is defined on [0, 𝜆𝜀 ]. Since by Theorem 2.20 𝛾 𝑣 depends
smoothly on 𝑣, there exists 𝜀 0 > 0 such that for k𝑣 k = 1 𝛾 𝑣 is defined at
least on [0, 𝜀 0 ]. Therefore, for any 𝑤 ∈ 𝑇𝑝 M with k𝑤 k ≤ 𝜀 0 , 𝛾 𝑤 is defined at
least on [0, 1].
d e f i n i t i o n 2.21 (Exponential map): Let M be a Riemannian manifold,
𝑝 ∈ M, and 𝑉𝑝 := {𝑣 ∈ 𝑇𝑝 M : 𝛾 𝑣 is defined in [0, 1]}. The mapping
exp𝑝 : 𝑉𝑝 → M
𝑣 ↦→ 𝛾 𝑣 (1)
is called the exponential map of M at 𝑝.
From a geometrical point of view, exp𝑝 (𝑣) associates to every 𝑣 ∈ 𝑇𝑝 M
the point obtained by travelling along 𝛾 𝑣 (𝑡) for an amount equal to k𝑣 k 𝑝 . To
fix ideas, the straight line segment 𝑟 (𝑡) = 𝑝 0 + 𝑡 (𝑝 1 − 𝑝 0 ) introduced at the
beginning of this chapter do the same thing in the Euclidean setting. In fact,
𝑟 (𝑡) is a map that associates to each 𝑡 a point 𝑞 obtained by moving from 𝑝 0 in
the direction 𝑤 := (𝑝 1 − 𝑝 0 ) for an amount 𝑡 · k𝑝 1 − 𝑝 0 k, where the norm we are
considering is the Euclidean one. One can show [dC92, Proposition 2.9] that the
exponential map exp𝑝 maps a neighborhood 𝑉 of 0 ∈ 𝑇𝑝 M diffeomorphically
onto a neighborhood of 𝑝 ∈ M. We can now give the following definition:
definition 2.22 (Normal ball): Let M be a Riemannian manifold, 𝑝 ∈ M.
Let 𝑉 be the neighborhood of 0 ∈ 𝑇𝑝 M within which exp𝑝 is a diffeomorphism.
Then exp𝑝 𝑉 = 𝑈 is called a normal neighborhood of 𝑝. If B𝜀 (0) is a ball centered
at 0 ∈ 𝑇𝑝 M with radius 𝜀 > 0, such that B 𝜀 (0) ⊂ 𝑉 , then exp𝑝 B𝜀 (0) = 𝐵𝜀 (𝑝)
is a normal ball centered at 𝑝 with radius 𝜀.
Let now 𝑒 0, 𝑒 1 be a basis of 𝑇𝑝 M, which is orthornormal with respect to the
inner product h· , ·i𝑝 on 𝑇𝑝 M. Expressing each vector 𝑣 ∈ 𝑇𝑝 M in terms of
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this basis we obtain a map
𝛷 : 𝑇𝑝 M → ℝ2
𝑣 = 𝑣 0𝑒 0 + 𝑣 1𝑒 1 ↦→ (𝑣 0, 𝑣 1 )
For the next definition, it is convenient to identify 𝑇𝑝 M with ℝ2 via 𝛷, and
the reason will be clear soon enough. By what said above, there exists a
neighborhood 𝑈 of 𝑝 which is mapped by exp𝑝−1 diffeomorphically onto a
neighborhood of 0 ∈ 𝑇𝑝 M.
definition 2.23 (Normal coordinates): The local coordinates defined by
the chart (𝑈 , exp𝑝−1 ) are called (Riemannian) normal coordinates with center 𝑝.
Note that, by the identification 𝑇𝑝 M  𝑅 2 via 𝛷, (𝑈 , exp𝑝−1 ) is a proper chart
in the sense of Definition 2.1. The mapping exp𝑝−1 is also called logarithmic
map at 𝑝, and it will be denoted with log𝑝 . A geometric interpretation of the
logarithmic map can be as follows. With the notations of above, 𝑣 := log𝑝 (𝑞) is
a vector in 𝑇𝑝 M such that the uniquely defined geodesic 𝛾 𝑣 such that 𝛾 𝑣 (0) = 𝑝
and 𝛾¤𝑣 (0) = 𝑣 satisfies 𝛾 𝑣 (1) = 𝑞, i.e. exp𝑝 (𝑣) = 𝑞, for every 𝑞 ∈ 𝑈 , as in Figure
2.4.

Figure 2.4: The exponential map at 𝑝 associates to a vector 𝑣 ∈ 𝑇𝑝 M the point
𝑞 = 𝛾 𝑣 (1), while the logarithmic map associates to a point 𝑞 in a neighborhood of 𝑝 a
vector 𝑣 ∈ 𝑇𝑝 M which is the tangent vector at 𝑝 of the geodesic joining 𝑝 with 𝑞.

Similarly to what said above about the exponential map, one can see the
logarithmic map as the counterpart of the difference between two points 𝑝 0, 𝑝 1
in the affine space ℝ3 . In fact, 𝑤 := (𝑝 1 − 𝑝 0 ) is a vector such that 𝑝 0 + 𝑤 = 𝑝 1 .
We state now an important result known as Gauss lemma.
l e m m a 2.24 (Gauss): Let 𝑝 ∈ M, 𝑣 ∈ 𝑇𝑝 M, 𝛾 (𝑡) := exp𝑝 (𝑡𝑣) the geodesic
with 𝛾 (0) = 𝑝, 𝛾¤ (0) = 𝑣, 𝑡 ∈ [0, 1]. If 𝑣 is contained in the domain of definition
of exp𝑝 , then for any 𝑤 ∈ 𝑇𝑝 M
h(𝑑𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑝 )𝑣 𝑣 , (𝑑𝑒𝑥𝑝 𝑝 )𝑣 𝑤i = h𝑣 , 𝑤i,
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where (𝑑𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑝 )𝑣 denotes the differential of exp𝑝 at 𝑣, and it is applied to the
vectors 𝑣, 𝑤 ∈ 𝑇𝑣𝑇𝑝 M  𝑇𝑝 M considered as vectors tangent to 𝑇𝑝 M at the
point 𝑣.
The above lemma implies that exp𝑝 is a radial isometry in the sense that
the length of the radial component of any vector tangent to 𝑇𝑝 M is preserved.
Moreover, we have that the image under the exponential map of every ball
centered at 0 ∈ 𝑇𝑝 𝑀, which thus intersect orthogonally the radius, is orthogonal to every radial geodesic.
We want now to relate the definition of geodesics to the curves in C𝑝𝑞 that
realize the distance between 𝑝, 𝑞 ∈ M. In other words, since we have seen
that geodesics are curve with zero curvature everywhere, we ask ourselves
whether these curves are the shortest one among all the curves connecting
two arbitrary points on M. For this purpose, it is convenient to introduce the
following terminology.
p r o p o s i t i o n 2.25 : Let 𝑝 ∈ M, 𝑈 a normal neighborhood of 𝑝. Then for
every 𝑟 > 0 such that the ball 𝐵 centered at 𝑝 with radius 𝑟 is normal, i.e.
𝐵 ⊂ 𝑈 , and for any 𝑞 ∈ 𝜕𝐵, there exists precisely one minimizing geodesic
from 𝑝 to 𝑞. If 𝑣 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑝 (𝑞), then such geodesic is 𝛾 (𝑡) := 𝑒𝑥𝑝 𝑝 (𝑡𝑣), 𝑡 ∈ [0, 1].
Here, “minimizing” means that such curve is the shortest among all the curves
in C𝑝𝑞 , i.e. 𝑑 (𝑝, 𝑞) = 𝐿(𝛾).
The above proposition tells us that every point 𝑝 ∈ M admits a neighborhood 𝑈 in which radial geodesics from 𝑝 behave like straight lines in the
following sense. For every 𝑞 ∈ 𝑈 , there exists a unique geodesic (i.e. a curve
with zero curvature) 𝛾 : [0, 1] → M such that 𝛾 (0) = 𝑝, 𝛾 (1) = 𝑞 and such
that 𝐿(𝛾) = 𝑑 (𝑝, 𝑞). In the following, we will denote such geodesic with 𝛾𝑝𝑞 .
From what said above, it is clear that if a curve 𝑐 realizes the distance between
𝑝 and 𝑞, then 𝑐 is for sure a geodesic, but Proposition 2.25 suggests that not
all geodesics emanated from 𝑝 ∈ M are minimizing. In fact, consider a point
𝑝 on the unit sphere 𝑆 2 , and let 𝑣 be a vector in its tangent space. Then the
geodesic 𝛾 (𝑡) := exp𝑝 (𝑡𝑣) is a great circle arc on the sphere. However, once
𝛾 (𝑡) cross the antipodal point 𝑞 of 𝑝, then it is clear that 𝛾 is no longer minimizing, since the points “beyond” 𝑞 can be reached with a shorter geodesic
𝜎 := exp𝑝 (𝑡 (𝑣 + 𝜋)), i.e. by going in the opposite direction with respect to 𝑣.
In Section 2.4.1 we will address the problem of determining the set of points
beyond which a geodesic emanated from a given point is no longer minimizing.
For now, we are interested in stating the conditions under which a minimizing
geodesic can always be found for every choice of 𝑝, 𝑞 ∈ M.
d e f i n i t i o n 2.26 (Geodesically completeness): A Riemannian manifold
M is geodesically complete if, for all 𝑝 ∈ M, the exponential map exp𝑝 is
defined for all 𝑣 ∈ 𝑇𝑝 M, i.e. if any radial geodesic 𝛾 (𝑡) from 𝑝 is defined for all
values of 𝑡 ∈ ℝ.
An example of a manifold which is not geodesically is ℝ3 \ {0}, since some
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geodesics will hit 0 and thus stop to be defined for some 𝑡. We can now state
the Theorem of Hopf-Rinow.
t h e o r e m 2.27 (Hopf-Rinow): Let M be a Riemannian manifold. The following statements are equivalent:
i) M is a complete metric space where the distance function 𝑑 from 𝑝 to 𝑞
in M is defined as the minimum lengths of all curves in C𝑝𝑞 .
ii) The closed and bounded sets of M are compact.
iii) There exists 𝑝 ∈ M for which exp𝑝 is defined for every 𝑣 ∈ 𝑇𝑝 M.
iv) M is geodesically complete.
Furthermore, any of the above statements imply
v) Any two points 𝑝, 𝑞 ∈ M can be joined by a minimizing geodesic, i.e. by
a geodesic of length 𝑑 (𝑝, 𝑞).
For our purposes, the implication i) =⇒ v) is the most important. Not
that i) is a very natural hypothesis which holds in particular whenever M is
compact. In the following, if not stated otherwise, we always denote with M
a complete Riemannian manifold.
At this point, we gave all the definitions needed to address the problems
raised at beginning of this chapter, which constitute a building block upon
which the theory of the next sections will be presented.

2 . 3 Curvature and Jacobi Fields
When considering a surface embedded in ℝ3 , we have an intuitive notion
of whether a surface is flat or curved. For example, if the implicit form of
such surface is linear, we know that it is flat, while when we think about
a sphere or a torus, we know that they are curved. This intuitive idea of
curvature is expressed by the Gaussian curvature, which will be one of the
main concept of this chapter. Note that, when moving to higher dimensions,
there are several notions of curvatures, that capture aspects of non-linearity
of the manifold with varying details. However, in our setting we only need
to define the Gaussian curvature, which, intuitively measures how much a
Riemannian manifold deviates from being Euclidean, i.e. flat. Let us consider a
point 𝑝 on a Riemannian manifold M. We know from the Gauss Lemma that
the exp𝑝 is a radial isometry, i.e. it preserves lengths along radial geodesics.
It is reasonable to ask ourselves what happens along non-radial directions
or, in other words, if there is way of quantifying how much radial geodesics
“pull away” from each other as they move away from 𝑝. To investigate this,
we will start by introducing the Riemannian curvature, which will lead to the
definition of Gaussian curvature.
We will then introduce special vector fields (called Jacobi fields) along radial
geodesics that, roughly speaking, measure how much two nearby geodesic
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Figure 2.5: The Riemannian curvature describe the difference in parallel transporting
a vector 𝑍 around an infinitesimal parallelogram spanned by two vectors 𝑋 and 𝑌 .

spread apart as they move away from their common starting point. This
definition will allow to relate the exponential map to the curvature.
We will conclude by stating the Gauss-Bonnet theorem, an important result
that will be helpful to have a geometric interpretation of some definitions in
Section 3.1 and to understand the theoretical limitations of some algorithms
in Chapter 6.

2.3.1 Curvature
d e f i n i t i o n 2.28 (Riemannian curvature): The Riemannian curvature R
of a Riemannian manifold M is a correspondence that associates to every
𝑋, 𝑌 ∈ X(M) a mapping 𝑅(𝑋, 𝑌 ) : X(M) → X(M) given by
𝑅(𝑋, 𝑌 )𝑍 = ∇𝑋 ∇𝑌 𝑍 − ∇𝑌 ∇𝑋 𝑍 − ∇ [𝑋 ,𝑌 ] 𝑍,

𝑍 ∈ X,

(2.18)

where [𝑋, 𝑌 ] is the Lie bracket [dC92]. Since in this thesis we will always
consider 𝑅(𝑋, 𝑌 )𝑍 in cases where [𝑋, 𝑌 ] = 0, we can forget about the last term
of the above equation and consider the Riemannian curvature defined as
𝑅(𝑋, 𝑌 ) = ∇𝑋 ∇𝑌 − ∇𝑌 ∇𝑋 .
Keeping in mind the definition of covariant derivative through Eq.(2.10), we
see that, when computing ∇𝑋 ∇𝑌 𝑍 , we first move 𝑍 by infinitesimal parallel
transport in the direction 𝑌 and then in the direction 𝑋 , while when forming
∇𝑌 ∇𝑋 𝑍 the order is reversed. The 𝑅(𝑋, 𝑌 )𝑍 expresses the difference between
parallel transporting 𝑍 along an infinitesimal parallelogram with sides 𝑋 and
𝑌 , i.e. the dependence of parallel transport on the chosen path. Therefore, we
clearly see that, if M = ℝ2 , then 𝑅(𝑋, 𝑌 )𝑍 ≡ 0 for every 𝑋, 𝑌 , 𝑍 ∈ X(M),
since parallel vector fields in ℝ2 are constant fields.
d e f i n i t i o n 2.29 (Gaussian curvature): Given a point 𝑝 on Riemannian
2-manifold M, the Gaussian curvature 𝐾 at 𝑝 is given by
h𝑅(𝜕0, 𝜕1 )𝜕1 , 𝜕0 i𝑝
𝐾=
,
(2.19)
𝐺
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Figure 2.6: The mapping 𝛼 (𝑡, 𝑠) maps the rays 𝑡𝑣 (𝑠) in 𝑇𝑝 M (dotted straight lines)
into geodesics 𝛾𝑠 (dotted black curves) through the exponential map. For illustrative
purposes, we consider only the case 𝑠 ∈ [0, 𝛿].

where 𝑔(𝑝) is the 𝑔𝑖 𝑗 of the metric at 𝑝 and 𝐺 denotes its determinant.
A geometric interpretation of the above definition could be as follows. We
first observe that | 𝑔(𝑝) |= k𝜕0 k 2 k𝜕1 k 2 − h𝜕0 , 𝜕1 i is the squared area of the
parallelogram spanned by 𝜕0 and 𝜕1 . From what said before, the numerator
in Eq.(2.19) is the component along 𝜕0 of the difference we get when parallel
transporting 𝜕1 along such parallelogram.

2.3.2 Jacobi Fields
We want now to examine the relationship between curvature and exponential
map. Let 𝑝 ∈ M, and 𝑣, 𝑤 ∈ 𝑇𝑝 M, where 𝑤 ∈ 𝑇𝑣𝑇𝑝 M  𝑇𝑝 M. Let us consider
the curve 𝑣 (𝑠) in 𝑇𝑝 M defined as 𝑣 (𝑠) := 𝑣 + 𝑠𝑤, 𝑠 ∈ [−𝛿, 𝛿]. Then 𝑣 (𝑠) is
such that 𝑣 (0) = 𝑣, 𝑣¤ (0) = 𝑤. Geometrically, one can think of 𝑣 (𝑠) as a fan
of vectors in 𝑇𝑝 M spanned by 𝑣 − 𝛿𝑤 and 𝑣 + 𝛿𝑤. We then define a 𝐶 ∞ map
𝛼 : [0, 1] × [−𝛿, 𝛿] → M as
𝛼 (𝑡, 𝑠) := exp𝑝 (𝑡𝑣 (𝑠)) = exp𝑝 𝑡 (𝑣 + 𝑠𝑤).
For each fixed 𝑠, the curve 𝛾𝑠 : 𝑡 ↦→ 𝛼 (𝑡, 𝑠) is a radial geodesic from 𝑝 such
that 𝛾¤𝑠 (0) = 𝑣 (𝑠). Roughly speaking, the parameter 𝑠 in 𝛼 (𝑡, 𝑠) determine the
direction along which we “shoot” a geodesic and parameter 𝑡 determine the
range of the shot (see Figure 2.6). Let us put 𝐽 (𝑡) := 𝜕𝛼
𝜕𝑠 (𝑡, 0), which is a vector
field along 𝛾 𝑣 := 𝑒𝑥𝑝 𝑝 (𝑡𝑣), 0 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 1. Note that 𝐽 (𝑡) = (𝑑 exp𝑝 )𝑡 𝑣 𝑡𝑤 and hence,
in particular, 𝐽 (1) = (𝑑 exp𝑝 )𝑣 𝑤. We will see that | 𝐽 (𝑡) | gives an estimation
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on how much geodesic spread apart with respect to the rays 𝑡𝑣 (𝑠) in 𝑇𝑝 M. By
using the notation 𝐽¤ = ∇𝛾¤ 𝐽 and 𝐽¥ = ∇𝛾¤ ∇𝛾¤ 𝐽 , one can show that 𝐽 (𝑡) satisfies
𝐽¥ + 𝑅(𝛾¤ (𝑡), 𝐽 (𝑡))𝛾¤ (𝑡) = 0,

(2.20)

which is called the Jacobi equation.
definition 2.30 (Jacobi field): Let 𝛾 : [0, ℓ] → M be a geodesic in M. A
vector field along 𝛾 is said to be a Jacobi field if it satisfies the Jacobi equation
(2.20).
We are now ready to see how curvature and exponential map are related.
p r o p o s i t i o n 2.31 : If 𝛾 : [0, ℓ] → M is a geodesic parametrized by arclength, (i.e., k𝛾¤ (𝑡) k ≡ 1), and 𝐾 is Gaussian curvature at 𝑝, then
1
| 𝐽 (𝑡) |= 𝑡 − 𝐾𝑡 3 + 𝑜 (𝑡 3 ),
(2.21)
6
To give a geometric interpretation to the above formula, let us consider
again
𝛼 (𝑡, 𝑠) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 𝑝 𝑡𝑣 (𝑠), 𝑡 ∈ [0, 𝜀], 𝑠 ∈ [−𝛿, 𝛿],
where 𝜀 is small enough to guarantee that exp𝑝 𝑡𝑣 (𝑠) is defined, and 𝑣 (𝑠) is
a curve in 𝑇𝑝 M such that k𝑣 (𝑠) k = 1, 𝑣 0 (0) = 𝑤. Let us consider the rays
𝑡 ↦→ 𝑡𝑣 (𝑠), 𝑡 ∈ [0, 𝛿], that start from 0 ∈ 𝑇𝑝 M and deviate from the ray
𝑡 ↦→ 𝑡𝑣 (0) with velocity


𝜕
𝑡𝑣 (𝑠) (0) = k𝑡𝑤 k = 𝑡 .
𝜕𝑠
On the other hand, Eq. (2.21) tells us that geodesics 𝑡 ↦→ exp𝑝 (𝑡𝑣 (𝑠)) deviate
from 𝛾 (𝑡) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 𝑝 𝑡𝑣 (0) with a velocity that differs from 𝑡 by − 61 𝐾𝑡 3 . This tells
us that, locally, the geodesics spread apart less than the rays in 𝑇𝑝 M in the
case 𝐾 > 0, while they deviate from each other faster if 𝐾 < 0. To fix ideas,
an example of the former case are geodesics starting from the north pole of
the sphere. Eventually, they will end up converging on the same point (the
south pole). On the other hand, geodesics starting from the same point on
the Poincarré disk, which are Euclidean circle arcs, pull away from each other
faster than straight lines and never meet. We conclude this section with the
definition of conjugate point, which will be needed when we will talk about
the cut locus in Section 2.4.1.
d e f i n i t i o n 2.32 (Conjugate point): Let 𝛾 : [0, ℓ] → M be a geodesic.
The point 𝛾 (𝑡 0 ) is said to be conjugate to 𝛾 (0) along 𝛾, 𝑡 0 ∈ (0, ℓ], if there exists
a Jacobi field 𝐽 along 𝛾, not identically zero, with 𝐽 (0) = 𝐽 (𝑡 0 ) = 0.
It can be shown that, on manifolds with constant positive curvature 𝐾, if we
consider two nearby geodesics emanated from the same point 𝑝 (e.g. 𝛼 (𝑡, 𝑠 0 )
and 𝛼 (𝑡, 𝑠 0 ), for some 𝑠 0, 𝑠 1 ∈ [−𝛿, 𝛿]), then these two geodesics initially diverge,
but then converge again, until they meet at a point, which is called indeed
the first conjugate point of 𝑝. Note that this does not happen on manifold
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with non-positive curvature: if 𝐾 = 0, then straight lines diverge linearly,
while if 𝐾 < 0 it can be shown that they diverge exponentially [Sak97]. As a
concrete example, one may think again at the case of the sphere: if we shoot
two geodesics from the north pole, then eventually these two geodesics will
meet each other at the south pole. In fact, every point 𝑝 on the sphere has
as conjugate point its antipodal point. Conjugate points are crucial in the
definition of cut locus, as we will see in Section 2.4.

2.3.3 Gauss-Bonnet Theorem
In this section, we will state an important result in the differential geometry
of surfaces, i.e. the Gauss-Bonnet theorem. We will report such theorem in
its local version, and refer to [dC76]. We will use such result to understand
the theoretical limitations in some algorithms presented in Chapter 6, and to
introduce a discrete notion of curvature at the vertices of a discrete surface
in Section 3.1. Since one of our purpose is having an intuitive definition
of curvature, in this section we will take an extrinsic approach, the intrinsic
formulation of the Gauss-Bonnet theorem can be found for example in [Cha06].
This choice will allow us to give an equivalent formulation of (2.19) which
may be more intuitive. In the following, we will therefore use the notations
introduced at the end of Section 2.1.2, and consider a surface 𝑆 embedded in
ℝ3 .
Let us consider a continuous mapping 𝛾 : [0, ℓ] → 𝑆 from the closed interval
[0, ℓ] to 𝑆. We will say that 𝛾 is a simple, closed, piece-wise regular, parametrized
curve if the following conditions hold:
i) 𝛾 (0) = 𝛾 (ℓ)
ii) For 𝑡 0, 𝑡 1 ∈ [0, ℓ), 𝑡 0 ≠ 𝑡 1 implies 𝛾 (𝑡 1 ) ≠ 𝛾 (𝑡 2 )
iii) There exists a subdivision
0 = 𝑡 0 ≤ 𝑡 1 ≤ . . . ≤ 𝑡𝑘 ≤ 𝑡𝑘+1 = ℓ,
of [0, ℓ] such that 𝛾 is differentiable and regular (i.e. 𝑔𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎(𝑡)
¤
≠ 0) in
each [𝑡𝑖 , 𝑡𝑖+1 ], 𝑖 = 0, . . . , 𝑘.
Essentially, we are requesting 𝛾 to be a closed curve i), that does not selfintersect ii), which fails to have a well defined tangent line only at a finite
number of points iii). The points 𝛾 (𝑡𝑖 ) are called vertices of 𝛾 and the traces
𝛾 ([𝑡𝑖 , 𝑡𝑖 + 1]) are called regular arcs of gamma, 𝑖 = 0, . . . , 𝑘. It is usual to call
the trace of 𝛾 [0, ℓ] a closed, piece-wise, regular curve. For our purpose, it is
convenient to think about 𝛾 as the boundary 𝜕𝑅 of a region 𝑅 ⊂ 𝑆, which we
assume to be homeomorphic to a disk. Moreover, we will say that 𝛾 is positively
oriented is for each 𝛾 (𝑡), belonging to a regular arc, the positive orthogonal
basis {𝛾¤ (𝑡), 𝑛(𝑡)} is such that 𝑛(𝑡) “points toward” 𝑅 or, more precisely, for
any curve 𝛽 : 𝐼 → 𝑅 such that 𝛽 (0) = 𝛾 (𝑡) and 𝛽¤ (0) ≠ 𝛾¤ (𝑡), we have that
h𝛽¤ (0) , 𝑛(𝑡)i ≥ 0.
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Let now 𝑥 : 𝑈 → 𝑆 be a parametrization of 𝑆 and let 𝑅 ⊂ 𝑥 (𝑈 ) be a bounded
region of 𝑆. If 𝑓 is a differentiable function on 𝑆, then it is easily seen that the
integral
∬
√
𝑓 (𝑢, 𝑣) 𝐸𝐺 − 𝐹 2𝑑𝑢𝑑𝑣
𝑥 −1 (𝑅)

does not depend on the parametrization 𝑥. This integral has, therefore, a
geometrical meaning and is called the integral of 𝑓 over the region 𝑅, and it is
usually denoted as
∬
𝑓 𝑑𝜎.
𝑅

theorem 2.33 (Local Gauss-Bonnet): Let 𝑅 ⊂ 𝑥 (𝑈 ) be a region of 𝑆 homeomorphic to a disk, where 𝑥 is an orthogonal parametrization of 𝑆. Let 𝛾 : 𝐼 → 𝑆
be such that 𝜕𝑅 = 𝛾 (𝐼 ). Assume that 𝛾 is positively oriented, parametrized
by arc length 𝑠 and let 𝛾 (𝑠 0 ), . . . , 𝛾 (𝑠𝑘 ) and 𝜃 0, . . . , 𝜃 𝑘 be the vertices and the
external angles of 𝛾, respectively. Then
∬
𝑘 ∫ 𝑠𝑖+1
𝑘
∑︁
∑︁
𝜅𝑔 (𝑠)𝑑𝑠 +
𝐾𝑑𝜎 +
𝜃 𝑖 = 2𝜋,
(2.22)
𝑖=0

𝑠𝑖

𝑅

𝑖=0

where 𝜅𝑔 (𝑠) denoted the geodesic curvature (see Section 2.2).
An interesting case is when the boundary of 𝑅 is a geodesic polygon, i.e.
𝜅𝑔 (𝑠) ≡ 0 along every regular arcs of 𝛾. Then (2.22) becomes
∬
𝑘
∑︁
𝜃 𝑖 = 2𝜋,
𝐾𝑑𝜎 +
𝑅

𝑖=0

by substituting 𝜃 𝑖 = 𝜋 − 𝜃ˆ𝑖 , where 𝜃ˆ𝑖 are the internal angles we have
∬
𝑘
∑︁
ˆ
𝜃𝑖 =
𝐾𝑑𝜎 + (𝑘 − 1)𝜋 .
𝑖=0

(2.23)

𝑅

Therefore, the sum of the internals angles of a geodesic polygon is fully determined by the total curvature of the region circumscribed by the polygon
itself. We note that if 𝐾 = 0 then we obtain the well known formula for the
sum of the interior angles of a planar polygon.
We would like now to present a definition of the curvature within this
setting equivalent to (2.19), which may be more intuitive. The notations will
be the same as of above with one difference: we will assume that the boundary
of 𝑅 has no vertices, i.e. we consider a curve parametrized by arc-length
𝛾 : [0, ℓ] → 𝑥 (𝑈 ) such that trace of 𝛾 ( [0, ℓ]) = 𝜕𝑅. We further suppose that 𝑥
is a parametrization of a neighborhood of some point 𝑝 ∈ 𝑆. Let us consider a
unit vector 𝑉0 tangent to 𝑆 at 𝛾 (0), and let us denote with 𝑉 (𝑠), 𝑠 ∈ [0, ℓ] its
parallel transport along 𝛾. By denoting with 𝜙 (𝑠) the angle formed by 𝑉 (𝑠)
with 𝑥𝑢 , and putting 𝛥𝜙 := 𝜙 (ℓ) − 𝜙 (0), we have the Gaussian curvature 𝐾 at
𝑝 satisfies
𝛥𝜙
𝐾 = lim
,
𝑅→𝑝 𝐴(𝑅)
where 𝐴(𝑅) denotes the area of the region 𝑅, and the limit is taken through a
sequence of regions 𝐵𝑛 that converges to 𝑝.
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2 . 4 Cut Locus and Convexity
In Section 2.2 we stated the conditions under which the minimizing geodesic
between two points 𝑝, 𝑞 ∈ M always exists. However, we did not talk about
their uniqueness outside a normal ball. Differently from what happens in 𝑅𝑛 ,
where every straight line realizes the distance between any of two points on it,
on a Riemannian manifold there could be more than one minimizing geodesics
joining two points. Moreover, we have seen that if a curve realizes the distance
between two points, then such curve must be a geodesic, but the converse
is no longer true. For these reasons, in Riemannian geometry, the concept of
convexity is more complicated, since, for example, even a normal ball (i.e. a
ball diffeomorphic to a Euclidean one) may not be convex.
In this section we will investigate more in details how geodesics behave
globally. We will start by introducing the concept of cut locus of a point 𝑝 ∈ M,
which is the closure of the set of points that can be joined to 𝑝 with more
than one minimizing geodesic. Since Poincaré introduced the concept of cut
locus [Poi05], this subject was studied by different researchers under different
perspectives and in different times. Initially, the cut locus has been studied
mainly from a geometrical point of view, while in the last decades important
results have been stated about the relationship of the cut locus at a point and
the behavior of the geodesic distance function sourced at such point. Since for
the purpose of this thesis we are more interested in this latter type of results,
we will not give a comprehensive analysis of this subject, and refer the reader
to [Sak97, GHL04, CE75] for further details. We will conclude by giving the
definition of strongly convex ball, which will play an important role in the
following.

2.4.1 Cut Locus
Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold and let 𝑝 ∈ M. Let us consider
the normal geodesic 𝛾 𝑣 : [0, +∞] → M emanating from 𝑝 such that 𝛾¤𝑣 (0) = 𝑣,
𝑣 ∈ 𝑇𝑝 M. We define the following quantity
𝑡 𝑣 := sup{𝑡 > 0 : 𝛾 𝑣 (𝑡) 𝑡 ∈ [0,𝑡 ] is minimizing, namely 𝑑 (𝑝, 𝛾 𝑣 (𝑡)) = 𝑡 }.
Of course, we have 0 < 𝑡 𝑣 ≤ +∞ and, if 𝑡 (𝑣) < +∞, then it corresponds
to the last value such that 𝛾 𝑣 (𝑡) 𝑡 ∈ [0,𝑡 𝑣 ] realizes the distance between each of
its point. In this case, we call 𝛾 𝑣 (𝑡 𝑣 ) a cut point of 𝑝 along 𝛾. We will start by
giving a fundamental property of 𝑡 𝑣 .
prop o s i t i o n 2.34 : Suppose that 𝛾 𝑣 (𝑡 𝑣 ) is a cut point of 𝑝 along 𝛾 𝑣 . Then
at least one of the following conditions a) and b) holds:
a) 𝛾 𝑣 (𝑡 𝑣 ) is the first conjugate point of 𝑝 along 𝛾 𝑣 ,
b) There exists a vector 𝑢 ∈ 𝑇𝑝 M, 𝑢 ≠ 𝑣 such that 𝛾𝑢 (𝑡 𝑣 ) = 𝛾 𝑣 (𝑡 𝑣 ).
In other words, the above Proposition tells us that the first point beyond
which a geodesic 𝛾 from 𝑝 stops of being minimizing is either the first conjugate
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point of 𝑝 along 𝛾, or it is a point that can joined to 𝑝 with another minimizing
geodesic 𝜎 different from 𝛾.
d e f i n i t i o n 2.35 (Cut locus): The set of all cut points of 𝑝 along every
geodesic emanated from 𝑝, is called the cut locus 𝐶 (𝑝) of 𝑝. More formally
𝐶 (𝑝) := exp𝑝 𝐶˜ (𝑝),
where

𝐶˜ (𝑝) := {𝑡 𝑣 𝑣 : 𝑣 ∈ 𝑇𝑝 M, 𝑡 𝑣 < +∞}
is called the tangent cut locus of 𝑝.

In the following, we will denote with U𝑝 the set {𝑣 ∈ 𝑇𝑝 M : 𝑡 𝑣 > 1}, i.e.
U𝑝 is the set of vectors 𝑣 in 𝑇𝑝 M such that the geodesic 𝑡 ↦→ 𝛾 𝑣 (𝑡) = exp𝑝 (𝑡𝑣)
is minimizing in the interval [0, 1].
p r o p o s i t i o n 2.36 : With the notation introduced above, we have that
𝐶 (𝑝) ∪ U𝑝 = M and 𝐶 (𝑝) ∩ U𝑝 = ∅. Moreover, the exponential map is a
diffeomorphism between U𝑝 and the open set M \ 𝐶 (𝑝), consequently 𝐶 (𝑝)
is closed.
One can show that if 𝑝 is a cut point of 𝑞 along 𝛾𝑝𝑞 then 𝑞 is a cut point of 𝑝
along 𝛾𝑞𝑝 . In particular, 𝑞 ∈ 𝐶 (𝑝) if an only if 𝑝 ∈ 𝐶 (𝑞). As an example, one can
consider 𝑝 ∈ 𝑆 2 . Then the cut locus of 𝑝 consists of its antipodal point 𝑞 and, in
this case, such point is both conjugate along all the geodesics emanating from
𝑝 and such that all geodesics joining 𝑝 and 𝑞 have the same length. However,
this simple structure of the cut locus is quite unusual. Actually, it has been
proved that a compact Riemannian 2-manifold for which the cut locus of every
point consists in just one point must be isometric to 𝑆 2 . In fact, even for the
2-dimensional, the determination of the cut locus of a point on a Riemannian
manifold is far from being trivial. We are going now to present the results that
will be exploited in Chapter 5. In the following, we will denote with 𝑑𝑝 the
distance function (or distance field) that associates to every 𝑞 ∈ M its geodesic
distance from 𝑝, i.e.
𝑑𝑝 : M → ℝ
𝑞 ↦→ 𝑑 (𝑝, 𝑞).
With this definition, we can report a well known result concerning the
smoothness of 𝑑𝑝 .
p r o p o s i t i o n 2.37 : The function 𝑑𝑝 defined above is of class 𝐶 ∞ on M \
{𝐶 (𝑝) ∪ 𝑝}, and its gradient ∇𝑑𝑝 (𝑞) at 𝑞 ∈ M \ {𝐶 (𝑝) ∪ 𝑝} is given by
∇𝑑𝑝 (𝑞) = 𝛾¤𝑝𝑞 (𝑑𝑝 (𝑞)),
where we remember that 𝛾𝑝𝑞 denotes the unique minimizing geodesic from
𝑝 to 𝑞 parametrized by arc-length. In particular, we have that k∇𝑑𝑝 (𝑞) k = 1.
Moreover, suppose that there exist at least two normal minimizing geodesics
joining 𝑝 to 𝑞. Then 𝑑𝑝 is not differentiable at 𝑞.
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Figure 2.7: Example of the cut locus (red) of a point (black bullet) on a torus.

Note that, for what said in Section 2.3.2, conjugate points along a given
geodesic from 𝑝 are critical points of exp𝑝 , since at those points the differential
of the exponential map is zero. Therefore, cut points may be characterized both
with geometric arguments (conjugate points, number of minimal geodesics)
and with analytical arguments (critical points of exp𝑝 , points at which 𝑑𝑝 is not
differentiable). We will see how these definitions has been used to implement
algorithms that estimate the cut locus on discrete surfaces in Chapter 5.
d e f i n i t i o n 2.38 (Injectivity radius):
the injectivity radius 𝑖 𝑝 (M) at 𝑝 as
sup{𝑟 > 0 : 𝑒𝑥𝑝 𝑝

𝐵𝑟 (0)

Let 𝑝 be a point in M. We define

is a diffeomorphism},

where 𝐵𝑟 (0)0 ∈ 𝑇𝑝 M is a ball centered at 0 ∈ 𝑇𝑝 M with radius 𝑟 .
prop o s i t i o n 2.39 :

With the notations used above, we have that
𝑖 𝑝 (M) = 𝑑 (𝑝, 𝐶 (𝑝)),

and 𝑝 ↦→ 𝑖 𝑝 (M) is a continuous function from M to ℝ+ ∪ {+∞}.
Second order differential properties at the cut locus have been investigated
only more recently in a weak sense, like in the sense of distributions, or of
viscosity, or of barriers [GOV22, MMU14, Nee07]. Roughly speaking, all such
methods study the behavior at the cut locus by approximating the distance
function arbitrarily well with a smooth function. Mantegazza and colleagues
show the equivalence of analyses in the sense of distributions and of viscosity,
and that the analysis in the sense of barriers implies the other two [MMU14].
Cordero-Erausquin and colleagues proved that the distance function fails to
be semiconvex at the cut locus, by showing that the Hessian is unbounded
from below [CEMS01]. Neel used the heat kernel as a natural mollification
of the distance function and, among other results, proved that the norm of
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the Hessian blows to infinity at the cut locus [Nee07]. We will report here
the result we will be using in Chapter 5, due to Générau [Gén20], referring to
cited literature for any further detail on the subject.
d e f i n i t i o n 2.40 : Let 𝜓 : M → ℝ be a continuous function, and 𝑝 ∈ M.
We say that the Laplacian of 𝜓 at 𝑝 is −∞ in the sense of barriers if for any
𝐴 > 0, there exists a smooth function 𝜙 : M → ℝ defined in a neighborhood
of 𝑝 such that
𝜙 ≥ 𝜓,

𝜙 (𝑝) = 𝜓 (𝑝), and 𝛥𝜙 (𝑝) ≤ −𝐴.

theorem 2.41 : Let M be a smooth manifold without boundary of dimension 𝑛 ≥ 2, and 𝑝 ∈ M. The Laplacian of 𝑑𝑝 is −∞ at every point of 𝐶 (𝑝) in
the sense of barriers.
Concerning topological properties, we first report an important result due
to Myers ( [Mye35, Theorem 4, Vol. II])
theorem 2.42 : The cut locus 𝐶 (𝑝) of point 𝑝 on a closed analytic surface 𝑆
is a linear graph. The endpoints of 𝐶 (𝑝) are conjugate to 𝑝, and are cusps turned
towards 𝑝 of the locus of first conjugate points to 𝑝. An arc of 𝐶 (𝑝) containing
no points conjugate to 𝑝 and no interior points which can be connected to 𝑝
with more than 2 minimizing geodesics is a regular analytic arc.
The term analytic surface means that 𝑆 can be locally represented through
(real) analytic functions. Since we will apply this results in the case of embedded
surface in the sense of Definition 2.17 with no boundary, this result holds in
our setting. Note that Myer also proves that the number of endpoints of 𝐶 (𝑝)
(as a graph) is finite ( [Mye35, Vol I]). These results have been generalized to
higher dimensions by Buchner [Buc77].
We will now report a result due to Mantegazza and Mennucci which summarizes most of the geometrical and topological properties of the cut locus
that we will need in the sequel. Such results will be adapted to our context in
the following sense. We will omit the contributions regarding concepts that
we did not define so far, and we will restrict the result to the case in which M
is a Riemannian 2-manifold endowed with a 𝐶 ∞ metric. For further details we
refer to [MM02].
p r o p o s i t i o n 2.43 : Let 𝑝 ∈ M, where M is a smooth and connected
Riemannian manifold. Then the squared distance function from 𝑝 is 𝐶 ∞ in
M \ 𝐶 (𝑝), which is an open neighborhood of 𝑝. Moreover, 𝐶 (𝑝) has Hausdorff
dimension at most 1, and the subset of 𝐶 (𝑝) where 𝑑𝑝 fails to be differentiable
is locally a finite union of smooth curves.
We now relate the topology of M with the one of 𝐶 (𝑝). For the sake of
brevity, we omit the introduction of basic concepts of Algebraic Geometry
such as homology groups and retractions. The reader not familiar with these
definitions is referred to [Ful97, CLO98].

2.4 cut locus and convexity

Figure 2.8: The intersection of a strongly convex set (blue) with a weakly convex one
(red) could be not topologically consistent with what happens in the Euclidean plane:
geodesics may intersect in more than one point (left) and circles may intersect in
more than two points (middle); a circle with radius greater than the injectivity radius
of its center may not be even homeomorphic to a Euclidean circle, and may be not
smooth at the cut locus of the center (right).

proposition 2.44 : Let M be a compact connected 2-dimensional Riemannian manifold, and let 𝑝 be a point on M. Then
i) M \ {𝑝} deformation retracts to 𝐶 (𝑝) and M \ 𝐶 (𝑝) deformation retracts
to 𝑝.
ii) 𝐻𝑖 (M, ℤ)  𝐻𝑖 (𝐶 (𝑝), ℤ)

𝑖 = 0, 1,

where 𝐻𝑖 (𝐴, ℤ) denotes the 𝑖-th homology group.
Condition i) tells us that we can continuously deform M \ 𝑝 into 𝐶 (𝑝) and
M \ 𝐶 (𝑝) into 𝑝, while, roughly speaking, condition ii) tells us that M and
𝐶 (𝑝) have the same number of connected components and the same number
of holes.

2.4.2 Convexity
As said before, in Riemannian geometry there several notions of convexity
that one may consider, all of which coincide in 𝑅𝑛 .
d e f i n i t i o n 2.45 (Convexity):
manifold M. Then 𝐾 is

Let 𝐾 (≠ ∅) be a subset of a Riemannian

• weakly convex, if for any two points 𝑝, 𝑞 ∈ 𝐾 there exists a unique normal
geodesic 𝛾𝑝𝑞 such that 𝛾𝑝𝑞 is entirely contained in 𝐾, and it is the unique
minimizing geodesic in 𝐾 connecting 𝑝 to 𝑞.
• strongly convex if for any 𝑝, 𝑞 ∈ 𝐾 there exists a unique normal minimizing
geodesic 𝛾𝑝𝑞 ∈ M, and 𝛾𝑝𝑞 is entirely contained in 𝐾.
To understand the difference between these two definitions one can consider
the examples in Figure 2.8. Note that a geodesic is strongly convex if its length
does not exceed the radius of injectivity of one of its endpoints, otherwise it is
weakly convex. When one intersects a strongly convex geodesic with another
geodesic which is not, then the number of intersections could be arbitrarily
many (Figure 2.8, left). Similar arguments apply to the case of geodesic circles:
if one of the two circles is not strongly convex, then the intersection could
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Figure 2.9: The cut locus (red) of a point 𝑝 (black dot) on a torus. The convex ball
(blue) centered at 𝑝 cannot extend further, since otherwise it would contain pairs of
points connected with a shortest path crossing the outer equator, hence not entirely
contained in such ball.

be not topologically consistent with what happens in the Euclidean setting,
where the intersection of two circles is either empty, or consists in one or two
points. Note that the red circle in Figure 2.8(middle) is weakly convex, since
for every point there exists a unique minimizing geodesic within such circle
connecting them, which is not the case for the circle on the right, which is not
even homeomorphic to its Euclidean counterpart.
d e f i n i t i o n 2.46 (Convexity radius):

For every point 𝑝 ∈ M, let

𝑟 𝑝 := sup{𝑟 > 0 : 𝐵𝑟 (𝑝) is strongly convex},
the 𝑟 𝑝 is called the convexity radius of 𝑝.
It is well known that if M is a Riemannian manifold with bounded curvature,
then 𝑟 𝑝 > 0 for every 𝑝 ∈ M. Nevertheless, the estimate of the convexity radius
of a point, or the convexity radius of the manifold (defined as the minimum
among the convexity radii of its point) is still a matter of research interest
nowadays (see for example [Dib17, Xu18]). Most of the classical results proved
lower and upper bound in terms of the injectivity radius and upper bound
of the curvature. However, in the following we will determine the convexity
radius of a point 𝑝 by considering the Hessian of the distance function 𝑑𝑝 . In
fact, Whitehead proved that if Hess𝑑𝑝 is positive definite inside a ball 𝐵𝑟 (𝑝),
i.e. 𝑑𝑝 is strictly convex, then 𝐵𝑟 (𝑝) is strongly convex [Whi33]. The proof
of this fact can be carried out also by arguments similar to the ones used
in [Sak97, Theorem 5.3]. Figure 2.9 shows the cut locus (red curve) of a point
(blue bullet) on a torus, and a strongly convex ball (blue circle) centered at that
point.

3
Discrete Setting
In the previous chapter we introduced the theory upon which the algorithms
described in the following will be built. We will now see how such concepts
can be brought into a discrete setting, where we cannot afford of considering
the neighborhood of a point 𝑝 ∈ M in the usual sense, i.e. as infinite set of
points on M surrounding 𝑝. The discretization of M will be a mesh 𝑀, made of
vertices, edges, and triangles, which will be denoted by 𝑉 , 𝐸 and 𝑇 respectively.
We assume the vertices {𝑣 1, . . . , 𝑣𝑛 } of 𝑀 to be points of M, i.e. they belong
to some sampling of points made on the continuous surface. We will denote
with 𝑡𝑖 𝑗𝑘 ∈ 𝐹 the triangle having vertices {𝑣𝑖 , 𝑣 𝑗 , 𝑣𝑘 }, and with 𝑒𝑖 𝑗 the edge
connecting 𝑣𝑖 with 𝑣 𝑗 . For every vertex 𝑣𝑖 ∈ 𝑀 there exists at least one triangle
in 𝑇 (plane) triangle having 𝑣𝑖 as one of its vertices. We further require such
triangulation to be a simplicial complex, which means that the intersection
of every pair of triangles is either the empty one, or a common vertex, or a
common edge. We do not allow configurations in which a triangle share its
edge with more than one triangle or in which its edge intersect the interior
of another triangle. Moreover, we would like to ensure that 𝑀 preserve the
property of a topological manifold, i.e. that it is possible to consider a covering
of 𝐶 0 charts that maps homeomorphically the neighborhood of a vertex to
a disk in ℝ2 . To state this property formally, we need to introduce some
definitions and notations. Given a vertex 𝑣 ∈ 𝑀, the set of triangles incident
to 𝑣 will be called the star of 𝑣, and will be denoted with S(𝑣), while the
set of vertices which are the other endpoints of all the edges incident in 𝑣 is
called the 1-ring of 𝑣, and will be denoted with N (𝑣), where the choice of the
letter N is due to the fact that we will often refer to this set as the (discrete)
neighborhood of 𝑣. For 𝑘 ≥ 2, we define the 𝑘-ring of 𝑣 as the set of vertices
that adjacent to the vertices of the (𝑘 − 1)-ring. Finally, since N (𝑣) consists of
a set of vertices that are connected pairwise with and edge, we will call the
link 𝐿𝑘 (𝑣) of 𝑣 the union of N (𝑣) and such edges. We will then require the
link of every vertex 𝑣 ∈ 𝑀 to be a single closes loop. If we think about the set
𝐿𝑘 (𝑣) ∪ S(𝑣) as a discretization of the mathematical neighborhood of 𝑣, then
under the assumption made above this latter requirement is equivalent to ask
that 𝐿𝑘 (𝑣) ∪S(𝑣) is homeomorphic to a plane disk, which somehow “discretize”
the definition of topological manifold seen in Section 2.1. More details about
the existence of such triangulation can be found in [Cai35, Whi40, Whi57]. In
the following, we will say that 𝑀 is a triangle mesh having M as carrier.
We will now show how the concepts introduced in Chapter 2 can be adapted
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in order to be defined in this (discrete) domain. We will start by defining the
tangent spaces for the vertices, the edges and the triangles of 𝑀. Then, we will
give the definitions of two possible metrics that can be defined on 𝑀 pointing
out the nuances between these choices. The definition of covariant derivative
will be somehow more subtle: in fact, we will only give the definition of
(discrete) parallel transport, and this by (2.10) implicitly means that our discrete
covariant derivative will be the one obtained by such definition. Note that, in
the literature, more sophisticated methods exist that propose a discretization
of this concept, see e.g. [LTGD16].

3 . 1 Tangent Spaces, Metric and Parallel Transport
We are now interested in defining the tangent space 𝑇𝑝 𝑀 of a point 𝑝 on M.
Note that, with the term “point” we are not restricting ourselves exclusively
to the vertices of 𝑀, but we are considering also the points in the interior of
edges and triangles. In the following, we will call 𝑝 a mesh point.
As pointed out in Section 2.1, the smoothness of the charts in Definition
2.2 allowed us to introduce the concept of vectors tangent to a differentiable
manifold, which lead to the definition of tangent spaces. Since in our current
setting we lack such differentiable structure, we need a way of “discretizing”
such concepts. This can be done in two ways: either we see 𝑀 as a topological
manifold, and we define the tangent space at a given point 𝑝 ∈ 𝑀 by finding
a suitable discrete counterpart of the definition in the continuous setting, or
we see 𝑀 as an approximation of an embedded surface, for which we find a
local parametrization around every vertex 𝑣𝑖 ∈ 𝑀. The former approach will
be the one described in this section. While a mixture of the two will be used
in Section 3.2.2 to define discrete differential operators on 𝑀 and in Section
3.2.3 we justify this latter choice. Note that these two different conceptions of
𝑀 will also be considered in Chapter 4, where we introduce the discretization
of the geodesics.
We thus aim at reproducing the concept of tangent space introduced in
Section 2.1, so for every point 𝑝 we want to define a 2-dimensional vector
space in which the vectors tangent to 𝑀 at 𝑝 belong.
Let us start by assuming that 𝑝 lies inside a triangle 𝑡𝑖 𝑗𝑘 . It is clear that,
for every curve 𝛾 : [𝑎, 𝑏] → 𝑀 through 𝑝, there exists 𝑎𝑝 , 𝑏 𝑝 ∈ ℝ such that
𝛾 [𝑎𝑝 ,𝑏𝑝 ] is a plane curve entirely contained in 𝑡𝑖 𝑗𝑘 . Therefore, in this case,
the 2-dimensional space in which all the vectors tangent to 𝑀 at 𝑝 lie can
be identified with the plane containing 𝑡𝑖 𝑗𝑘 . Similarly, if 𝑝 lies on an edge 𝑒,
once the two triangles 𝑡 0, 𝑡 1 sharing 𝑒 are flattened onto a common plane, the
considerations made before apply also in this case, too. Note that, in both cases,
one can define a system of coordinates in 𝑇𝑝 𝑀 such that the exponential map
exp𝑝 from 𝑇𝑝 𝑀 to 𝑈 ⊂ 𝑀 is an isometry, where 𝑈 in the first case is 𝑡𝑖 𝑗𝑘 and
in the second is 𝑡 0 ∪ 𝑡 1 .
If 𝑝 is vertex instead, then such mapping cannot be isometric, in general.
In this latter case, we use a well known approach in the literature (see e.g.
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[ZMT07, KCPS13, SSC19b]) which consist in mapping the triangles in the star
of 𝑝 by rescaling the total angle they form about 𝑝 by 2𝜋.
In details, if 𝑉 = {𝑣 1, . . . , 𝑣𝑛 }, suppose that
𝑝 = 𝑣𝑖 for some 𝑖 = 1, . . . , 𝑛. Let us denote with
𝜃 𝑖𝑗𝑘 the angle at 𝑣𝑖 of the triangle 𝑡𝑖 𝑗𝑘 ∈ S(𝑣𝑖 )
(see inset).
Then by letting
∑︁
𝛩𝑖 :=
𝜃 𝑖𝑗𝑘
(3.1)
𝑡𝑖 𝑗𝑘 ∈S (𝑣𝑖)

be total interior angle at 𝑣𝑖 , we define the normalized angles
𝜃˜𝑖𝑗𝑘 :=

2𝜋𝜃 𝑖𝑗𝑘
𝛩𝑖

which sum to 2𝜋. Therefore, we can now consider a plane 𝑇𝑝 𝑀 in which
all the neighbors of 𝑣𝑖 can be represented. In fact, by putting S(𝑣𝑖 ) =
{𝑡𝑖 𝑗0 𝑗1 , . . . , 𝑡𝑖 𝑗𝑚−1,𝑗𝑚 }, we can map an outgoing edge 𝑒𝑖 𝑗0 into the 𝑥-axis of 𝑇𝑝 𝑀,
and define a polar coordinate system (𝜌, 𝜃 ) consistently with the rescaling of
the angles done above. By putting
𝜃 𝑖 𝑗𝑎 :=

𝑎−1
∑︁

𝑗 𝑗
𝜃˜𝑖 𝑝 𝑝+1 ,

𝑝=0

every vertex {𝑣 𝑗0 , . . . , 𝑣 𝑗𝑚 } in N (𝑣𝑖 ) can be uniquely represented with the
pair (𝜌𝑖 𝑗𝑎 , 𝜃 𝑖 𝑗𝑎 ), where 𝜌𝑎 is the length of 𝑒𝑖 𝑗𝑎 and 𝜃 𝑖 𝑗𝑎 is the cumulative angle
defined above, 𝑎 = 0, . . . , 𝑚. It is therefore clear that, in this case, exp𝑝 will be
just a radial isometry, since we are just preserving the lengths of the outgoing
edges (i.e. the radial geodesics) from 𝑝.
In all the three possible scenarios discussed above, it is clear that the most
natural choice is to define the inner product in 𝑇𝑝 𝑀 as the usual Euclidean
inner product h· , ·i. Let us now consider the edge 𝑒𝑖 𝑗 for some 𝑣𝑖 , 𝑣 𝑗 ∈ 𝑉 . For
what said above, 𝜃 𝑖 𝑗 encodes the direction of such edge in the tangent space
of 𝑣𝑖 . In other words, the vector (𝜌𝑖 𝑗 , 𝜃 𝑖 𝑗 ) ∈ 𝑇𝑣𝑖 𝑀 is the vector tangent to the
(trivial) geodesic joining 𝑣𝑖 to 𝑣 𝑗 at 𝑣𝑖 . Suppose now that we want parallel
transport some vector 𝜉 ∈ 𝑇𝑝 𝑀 from 𝑇𝑣𝑖 𝑀 to 𝑇𝑣 𝑗 𝑀. Note that, since 𝑣 𝑗 is a
neighbor of 𝑣𝑖 , 𝑒𝑖 𝑗 can also be expressed in the coordinate system of 𝑣 𝑗 , i.e. by
(𝜌𝑖 𝑗 , 𝜋 + 𝜃 𝑗𝑖 ), where 𝜋 accounts for the fact that 𝜃 𝑗𝑖 is the direction of 𝑣𝑖 in
the tangent space of 𝑣 𝑗 , as shown in Figure 3.1. It is clear then that, to parallel
transport 𝜉 from 𝑇𝑣𝑖 𝑀 to 𝑇𝑣 𝑗 𝑀, we need to rotate it by the angle (𝜋 + 𝜃 𝑗𝑖 ) − 𝜃 𝑖 𝑗 .
By doing this, we are ensuring that 𝜉 will keep a constant angle with respect to
the tangent vector of 𝑒𝑖 𝑗 when moving from one tangent space to the other, i.e.
𝜉 does not undergo to any variation along 𝑒𝑖 𝑗 during the transition. Similarly,
one can parallel transport a vector from a vertex 𝑣 to a triangle 𝑡 (and vice
versa) by thinking of the centroid of the triangle as a vertex of the mesh, and
expressing its direction in the tangent space of 𝑣 and proceeding as before,
while the parallel transport a vector from a triangle to an adjacent one boils
down to a translation once we flatten the two triangle in common plane.
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Figure 3.1: The edge 𝑒𝑖 𝑗 can be represented both in the tangent space of 𝑣𝑖 and in the
tangent space of 𝑣 𝑗 . Viewed as a geodesic connecting such vertices, its tangent vector
at 𝑣𝑖 forms an angle 𝜃 𝑖 𝑗 with respect to the reference direction 𝜃 = 0 (red). We can
then express such direction in 𝑇𝑣 𝑗 𝑀 as 𝜃 𝑗𝑖 + 𝜋.

Therefore, parallel transport in the discrete setting consists in rotations that
keep a vector “constant” when moving them from a tangent space to another.
Such definition suggests a useful interpretation of the polar coordinates in
the tangent space of a vertex 𝑣𝑖 , which can be thought as normal coordinates
(Definition 2.23) at 𝑣𝑖 . In fact, we are considering a neighborhood around 𝑣𝑖 , and
we are mapping the points in such neighborhood through the logarithmic map,
since the pair (𝜌𝑖 𝑗 , 𝜃 𝑖 𝑗 ) represent the tangent vector at 𝑣𝑖 of the geodesic 𝑒𝑖 𝑗
connecting 𝑣𝑖 to 𝑣 𝑗 . Furthermore, it is clear that every mesh point 𝑝 belonging to
a triangle in S(𝑣𝑖 ) can be expressed in such coordinates system by considering
the straight line segment that join such point to 𝑣𝑖 .

3 . 2 Differential Operators
Quite often, a scalar field is sampled at the vertices of a mesh, which as said
before discretizes a given domain. Computational analysis of such field may
require evaluating its first and second order derivatives and, possibly, tracing
the integral curves of its gradient. To fix ideas, consider the case in which such
scalar field is the geodesic distance function from a given point on a mesh
(sampled at its vertices). Then the integral lines of such field are the geodesic
emanated from such point.
In the discrete setting, the knowledge of a scalar function (or a signal) on a
mesh 𝑀 is limited to a finite number of points, which usually are the vertices
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of 𝑀. However, in order to compute first and second order derivatives of such
function, one needs to somehow extend it to the whole 𝑀. In the present thesis,
this will always be done by linear interpolation, which means that we assume
the function to be linear inside the triangles of 𝑀, where we evaluate it by
interpolating its values at the vertices. Assuming the piecewise linearity of
the function could overly simplify its nature, especially if 𝑀 is coarse.
Working on a discrete domain not only influences the definition of a function
on it, but also the way in which one differentiate such function. To fix ideas, one
can think of the first order finite differences method to estimate the gradient
of a function 𝑓 in the univariate case: since the points at which the values of
𝑓 are known do not have a continuous neighborhood, one approximates the
quantity
𝑓 (𝑥) − 𝑓 (𝑥 0 )
lim
𝑥→𝑥 0
𝑥 − 𝑥0
with 𝑓 (𝑥𝑖+1 ) − 𝑓 (𝑥𝑖 )/(𝑥𝑖+1 −𝑥𝑖 ), where {𝑥 0, . . . , 𝑥𝑘 } is a sampling of the domain
at which 𝑓 is known. When moving to a discretization of a 2-dimensional
curved domain, things get more complicated, since we also need to find a way
of discretizing a covariant differentiation.
In this section, we will start by considering the planar case, i.e. we postpone
the case of discrete curved domain after reviewing the main methods that
estimate the gradient of scalar function defined over a triangle planar mesh.
The idea is to understand the pros and cons of each of these methods in the
former case, and exploit such knowledge to design a robust way of estimation differential quantities in the latter one. This seems reasonable since the
pathologies that a given method has in the planar case will be preserved when
considering a curved domain, so in this way we are somehow splitting the
analysis in two parts, where we isolate the problems due the discretization
of the domain from the ones induced by the discretization of the covariant
differentiation. The final purpose, will be a unique framework in which the
first and second order derivatives of scalar field on a (non-planar) triangle
mesh 𝑀 can be computed in an efficient and robust way.

3.2.1 Gradient Field Estimation on Triangle Meshes
This section includes contents from a co-authored paper [MLP19] that
has been re-formatted for this thesis.
A said before, in the geometry processing and FEM literature, a scalar
field is often extended from vertices to the interior of higher dimensional
triangles by linear interpolation. Under this approach, a constant gradient is
associated to each triangle with a straightforward computation, thus providing
the simplest form of evaluation of the gradient field. Although sufficient for
many applications, the piecewise constant gradient has several limitations
and drawbacks: being not continuous, the gradient has divergent covariant
derivative at the interface between triangles; singularities are forced to lie just
at vertices of the mesh; and integral curves are discretized into polylines that
travel parallel to each other inside each element, so that their distribution does
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not depend just on the field, but also on the orientation of edges and on the
vertex valences of the underlying mesh (see Figure 3.2).

Figure 3.2: Per-face gradient estimation on a paraboloid with minimum at the center
of the domain (left). Although the estimate is very accurate, integral lines traced
from a neighborhood of the minimum do not diverge uniformly, but rather travel in
four bundles of nearly parallel lines (right). This behavior is induced by the discrete
piecewise constant nature of the gradient field. Starting the tracing from the star of a
vertex with low valence exacerbates the problem.

As discussed in [DGDT16], discrete vector fields can be given per face,
per edge, or per vertex. Despite the entity to which the gradient estimate is
attached, the gradient field can be extended to the whole mesh either in a
piecewise constant manner – i.e., defining a local region surrounding each
vertex/edge/face and assuming the gradient to be constant within it, or via
interpolation – e.g., linearly inside each simplex. When vector fields are extended to the whole mesh by linear interpolation, they can be traced exactly
inside each region [KRG03, NJ99].
In [MLP19], common methods for estimating a per-vertex gradient field linearly interpolated within each element have been reviewed, and a comparison
of their accuracy with respect to the standard method to compute a per-face
constant gradient field has been presented. We will start by describing the
methods considered, and then briefly summarize the results of such work. Note
that, even if such comparisons has been made considering planar 2D meshes
and 3D meshes, further experiments confirmed that the considerations made
in that context may be extended also in the case of surface meshes. This latter
statement will be clarified at the end of this section through more specific
arguments. In the following, we will use the following notations.
Let 𝛺 ⊂ ℝ2 be a compact domain and 𝑀 be a triangle mesh having 𝛺 as
carrier. As done before, with denote with 𝑉 and 𝑇 the vertices and the triangles
of 𝑀, respectively. Let 𝑓 : 𝛺 −→ ℝ be a smooth scalar function on 𝛺. We
assume to know the value of 𝑓 only at the vertices of 𝑀. The discrete version
of 𝑓 is therefore a collection 𝐹 = {𝑓1, . . . , 𝑓𝑛 }, where 𝑛 is the number of vertices
in 𝑉 and each 𝑓𝑖 corresponds to the function value sampled at vertex 𝑣𝑖 , for all
𝑖 = 1, . . . , 𝑛. The problem addressed in the following is that of estimating the
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gradient ∇𝑓 on 𝛺, on the basis of the discretizations 𝐹 and 𝑀.

Per-Triangle linear Estimation (PTE)
Our bottom line is a method that estimates a constant gradient at each triangle.
We start by extending the values in 𝐹 to the triangles of 𝑀 by linear interpolation, which means that in each triangle 𝑡 of 𝑀 we consider the (unique) linear
function
∑︁
𝑓˜𝑡 (𝑝) =
𝑣𝑖 𝜆𝑖 𝑓𝑖 ,
𝑣𝑖 ∈𝑡

where 𝑝 is a generic point of 𝑡, the 𝑣𝑖 ’s are the vertices of 𝑡 and the 𝜆𝑖 ’s are the
barycentric coordinates of 𝑝 with respect to the 𝑣𝑖 ’s. In this model, function 𝑓˜
estimates 𝑓 as a piecewise-linear function, which is continuous over 𝛺 and
differentiable only in the interior of its triangles. The gradient of 𝑓˜ is thus
constant inside every triangle 𝑡 and it is associated either to the whole 𝑡, or
conventionally to its centroid 𝑐𝑡 , depending on the applications. For a triangle
𝑡 with vertices 𝑣𝑖 , 𝑣 𝑗 , 𝑣𝑘 it is easy to show that we have
(𝑣 𝑗 − 𝑣𝑖 ) ⊥
(𝑣𝑖 − 𝑣𝑘 ) ⊥
+ (𝑓𝑘 − 𝑓𝑖 )
.
(3.2)
2𝐴𝑡
2𝐴𝑡
where 𝑒 ⊥ denotes edge 𝑒 rotated by 90◦ , and 𝐴𝑡 is the area of 𝑡. In fact, by a
corollary of the divergence theorem, we have that the integral ∇ 𝑓˜ over 𝑡 is
equal to the integral of 𝑓˜ along the edges of 𝑡. Since 𝑓˜ is linear by definition
along edges, we can use the trapezoidal rule to compute such integral, which
gives Eq. (3.2).
In the piecewise linear model of 𝑓˜ the gradient is not defined at vertices of
𝑀. The methods we review in the following assume that 𝑓 is a higher order
function, smooth at edges and vertices of 𝑀. The different methods exploit
different facts that hold in the continuous case, and try to bring them to the
discrete setting. All such methods work either by averaging (integration) or
by approximation (fitting), because no exact model can be assumed for 𝑓 in
the generic case.
Note that, once the gradient has been estimated at all vertices, the gradient field can be extended by linear interpolation inside cells of any order. It
is therefore continuous in 𝛺 and overall more accurate than the piecewise
constant field reviewed in the previous section [MLP19]. In the following, with
a slight abuse, we will identify 𝑓 with 𝑓˜.
∇𝑓𝑡 = (𝑓 𝑗 − 𝑓𝑖 )

Average Gradient on Star (AGS)
A common procedure in discrete differential geometry consists of estimating
a differential property at a point 𝑝 as the average value of the same property
in a neighborhood of 𝑝 [MDSB03].
More formally, in our case, we can write
∫
1
∇𝑓 𝑑𝑎,
(3.3)
∇𝑓 (𝑝) '
𝐴𝐵 (𝑝) 𝐵 (𝑝)
where 𝐵(𝑝) is a neighborhood of 𝑝 and 𝐴𝐵 (𝑝) is its area.
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Now, given a vertex 𝑣 of 𝑀, we can use the method in the previous section to
estimate (an average value of) ∇𝑓 in the triangles of the star of 𝑣, and compute
the integral as a sum of constant terms, obtaining
∑︁
1
𝑤𝑡 ∇𝑓𝑡 ,
(3.4)
∇𝑓𝑣 ' Í
𝑤𝑡
𝑡 ∈N (𝑣)

𝑡 ∈N (𝑣)

where ∇𝑓𝑡 is the value computed with Equation 3.2 and 𝑤𝑡 is the weight assigned to triangle 𝑡 incident at 𝑣. Correa et al. [CHM09] studied the influence
of different weights on the accuracy of results on tetrahedral meshes, They
experimented using the inverse distance of centroid of 𝜏 from 𝑣, the (solid) angle
of 𝜏 at 𝑣, and the volume of 𝜏, where 𝜏 denotes a tetrahedron incident at 𝑣.
Note that, in our case, weighting with the area corresponds to applying the
divergence theorem to compute Equation 3.3 on the star of 𝑣 (or, equivalently, on a centroidal decomposition of triangles, as defined in [MDSB03]),
by assuming the linear model inside each incident triangle. According to the
experiments in [CHM09, TW97] however, the inverse distance of centroid
and the angle weights perform similarly, and overall better than the volume
weight. Furthermore, in the experiments made in [MLP19], we found the angle
weight to be more robust against anisotropic meshes (i.e., meshes containing
elongated elements), hence we consider such weight throughout. In summary,
𝑤𝑡 in Equation 3.4 will be the measure of the angle of 𝑡 at 𝑣 (where dependence
of 𝑤𝑡 on 𝑣 has been omitted to keep a lighter notation).

Least Squares fit of Directional Derivatives (LSDD)
This approach consists in estimating first a few directional derivatives of 𝑓 at
𝑣𝑖 , and imposing their relation with the gradient. Let be {𝑣 0, ..., 𝑣𝑘𝑖 } the vertices
belonging to the 1-ring of 𝑣𝑖 . Taylor’s expansion of 𝑓 at the first order allows
us to write:
𝑓 (𝑣 𝑗 ) − 𝑓 (𝑣𝑖 ) ≈ ∇𝑓 · (𝑣𝑖 − 𝑣 𝑗 ),
for every 𝑗 = 0, ..., 𝑘𝑖 . The idea is to build a linear system exploiting the above
approximation, i.e. writing
𝑓 (𝑣 𝑗 ) − 𝑓 (𝑣𝑖 ) = ∇𝑓 · (𝑣𝑖 − 𝑣 𝑗 ),

𝑗 = 0, ..., 𝑘𝑖 .

(3.5)

Note that the second term of (3.5) is the directional derivative of 𝑓 along vector
(𝑣𝑖 − 𝑣 𝑗 ), hence the name. Since 𝑘𝑖 is usually greater than the dimension of
the space, 2, the linear system is usually overdetermined and it only admits
a least squares solution. As observed in [CHM09], this can be addressed as a
weighted least squares problem, where a weight is assigned to each equation,
which is inversely proportional to the square of the corresponding edge length.
Let 𝐴𝑖 be the 𝑘𝑖 × 2 matrix obtained by collecting all the (𝑣 𝑗 − 𝑣𝑖 ), let 𝑊𝑖 the
diagonal matrix of weights, and let 𝐷𝑖 be the column matrix consisting of all
the 𝑓 (𝑣 𝑗 ) − 𝑓 (𝑣𝑖 ). Then, the weighted least squares solution is obtained by
resolving the 2 × 2 linear system
𝐴𝑇𝑖 𝑊𝑖 𝐴𝑖 ∇𝑓 (𝑣𝑖 ) = 𝐴𝑇𝑖 𝑊𝑖 𝐷𝑖 ,

(3.6)
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where 𝑊𝑖 ( 𝑗, 𝑗) = 1/𝑑𝑖2𝑗 and 𝑑𝑖 𝑗 is the length of edge 𝑣𝑖 𝑣 𝑗 . Note that such a
system must be solved at every vertex. The unweighted solution (i.e., 𝑊𝑖 = 𝐼 )
turned out to be less robust in all the experiments made in [MLP19].

Linear regression (LR)
The last approach we review consists of approximating function 𝑓 in the
neighborhood of 𝑣𝑖 with a polynomial 𝜋𝑖 of given degree, by setting a system
of linear equations that asks 𝜋𝑖 to assume the given values of 𝐹 at all vertices
of a given 𝑘-ring of 𝑣𝑖 . After the fitting polynomial has been obtained, the
gradient of 𝑓 at 𝑣𝑖 is estimated analytically as the gradient of 𝜋𝑖 .
In [MLP19], we considered quadratic polynomials and 1-rings, which are
extended to 2-rings only if the number of neighbors of 𝑣𝑖 is insufficient to fix
all degrees of freedom, so we will describe this method consistently with such
choice. We have
𝜋𝑖 (𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑎𝑖 𝑥 2 + 𝑏𝑖 𝑦 2 + 𝑐𝑖 𝑥𝑦 + 𝑑𝑖 𝑥 + 𝑒𝑖 𝑦 + 𝑓𝑖 ,

(3.7)

where coefficients 𝑃𝑖𝑇 = [𝑎𝑖 , 𝑏𝑖 , 𝑐𝑖 , 𝑑𝑖 , 𝑒𝑖 , 𝑓𝑖 ] are unknown. For each vertex 𝑣 𝑗
in the neighborhood of 𝑣𝑖 (including 𝑣𝑖 itself), we impose 𝜋𝑖 (𝑣 𝑗 ) = 𝑓 𝑗 , thus
obtaining a linear system with as many equations as the vertices in the neighborhood of 𝑣𝑖 . Again, we address it as a weighted least squares problem, by
assigning a weight to each equation, and we obtain the coefficients of the best
fitting polynomial by solving the system
(3.8)

𝐴𝑇𝑖 𝑊𝑖 𝐴𝑖 𝑃𝑖 = 𝐴𝑇𝑖 𝑊𝑖 𝐹𝑖 ,
where:

• 𝐴𝑖 is a 𝑘𝑖 × 6 matrix containing one row per vertex in the neighborhood
of 𝑣𝑖 (including 𝑣𝑖 itself); the row corresponding to vertex 𝑣 𝑗 = (𝑥 𝑗 , 𝑦 𝑗 )
contains values (𝑥 2𝑗 , 𝑦 2𝑗 , 𝑥 𝑗 𝑦 𝑗 , 𝑥 𝑗 , 𝑦 𝑗 , 1);
• 𝐹𝑖 is a column vector containing the values 𝑓 𝑗 corresponding to the vertices
𝑣 𝑗 in the neighborhood of 𝑣𝑖 ;
• 𝑊𝑖 is a diagonal matrix of weights, each inversely proportional to distance
from 𝑣𝑖 with a Gaussian decay:
2

𝑑𝑖 𝑗
1
𝑊𝑖 ( 𝑗, 𝑗) = √ 𝑒 − 𝐿2
𝐿 2𝜋
with 𝑑𝑖 𝑗 being the length of edge 𝑣𝑖 𝑣 𝑗 (𝑑𝑖𝑖 = 0) and 𝐿 being the average
edge length in the mesh.

Once the coefficients of 𝜋𝑖 are known, the gradient at 𝑣𝑖 = (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 ) is given
trivially by
∇𝑓 (𝑣𝑖 ) = (2𝑎𝑖 𝑥𝑖 + 𝑐𝑖 𝑦𝑖 + 𝑑𝑖 , 2𝑏𝑖 𝑦𝑖 + 𝑐𝑖 𝑥𝑖 + 𝑒𝑖 ).
Note that we have to assemble and solve such a system at every vertex, hence
this method is the most expensive in the set we review. As for the previous
method, we found the weighted solution of the least squares problem to
perform better than the unweighted solution in all our experiments.
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Outcome of the comparison
The four techniques presented in previous section were tested using analytic
functions, comparing numerical estimates with the ground truth. In order to
analyze different situations, a parametric family of non-polynomial periodic
functions was used together with meshes with different characteristics. We
considered the domain 𝛺 = [0, 1] × [0, 1] and the following parametric family
of functions:
𝑓𝑎,𝑏 (𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑎 sin(𝑏𝑥) cos(𝑏𝑦).
Parameters 𝑎 and 𝑏 control the amplitude and the frequency of the function,
respectively. Figure 3.3 shows four plots of 𝑓𝑎,𝑏 for different values of 𝑎 and 𝑏.

Figure 3.3: Four examples of the test function 𝑓𝑎,𝑏 used in [MLP19]. Parameter 𝑎
controls the amplitude, whereas parameter 𝑏 controls the frequency. From left to right:
𝑓2,10 , 𝑓5,10 , 𝑓2,30 , 𝑓5,30 .

We used three different types of discretization for the domain 𝛺: a structured
mesh made of equilateral triangles, an unstructured mesh obtained by triangulating a Poisson sampling of the domain, and an anisotropic mesh obtained by
triangulating a rectangle and squeezing it to fit the square. Closeups of these
three tessellations is shown in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4: Close up of the test meshes. From left to right: structured, unstructured
and anisotropic.

We also used different error metrics, in order to isolate the error in estimating the direction and the magnitude of the gradient. The analysis of our results,
not surprisingly, showed that PTE perform worse than vertex-based methods.
The only exception being performances at the boundaries, and the estimation of the sole magnitude of the gradient on coarse meshes, where separate
computation per triangle offers an advantage over methods that use a bigger
stencil. On the other hand, a smaller stencil turned out to be counterproductive
when considering the estimation of the direction of the gradient, especially
near critical points of the signal. In fact, sampling the signal just along three
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directions (the vertices of the triangle) gives not enough information for an accurate estimation, especially if nearby the signal undergoes to abrupt changes.
In other words, the vertices of the triangle give a poor approximation of the
neighborhood in Eq. (3.3) and this affects the estimation of the gradient, as
shown in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Example in which PTE (red arrows) fails in estimating the direction of
the gradient (black arrows). The geometry of the highlighted triangle is such that
the estimation of the gradient through Eq. (3.2) does not take into account of the
maximum the ground truth is pointing to.

AGS and LSSD are more resilient to this kind of errors, but they may offer
a poor approximation of the gradient near singularities. In fact, even if the
stencil used is larger, and span more directions around the vertex we are
considering, it still depends on the local geometry of the mesh, and it may
happen that some (relevant) information is lost. Moreover, these effects are
more evident at boundary vertices. In fact, in these cases the estimation relies
on an asymmetric discretization of the neighborhood 𝐵(𝑝), since we have only
half of it to our disposal. Roughly speaking, the absence of edges or triangles
that “pull” the gradient to a different direction make the estimation to be based
just on what happens on one side (the one in which we know the signal).
For LR the situation is rather different. Note that estimating a gradient at the
boundary with LR is equivalent to using LR to extrapolate the signal beyond the
boundary. It is well known that extrapolation methods are very unstable, unless
a prior on the data can be assumed. The assumption underlying LR is that the
signal is a quadric, which is not true in general, and in particular for the test
function used to run the experiments. In fact, LR does not fail systematically
at all critical points, but when it does, it may return very poor results. Figure
3.6 summarizes what has just been said showing the heat map of the error
made by the four methods when estimating the gradient of 𝑓0.1,11 . In detail,
the error shown is k∇𝑓 (𝑣𝑖 ) − ∇𝐹˜ (𝑣𝑖 ) k, where ∇𝑓 (𝑣𝑖 ) is the gradient estimated
with a given method, and ∇𝐹˜ (𝑣𝑖 ) is analytic gradient of 𝑓0.1,11 computed at 𝑣𝑖 .
We conclude this section by reporting a table that summarizes the results
obtained in [MLP19], and we refer to such paper for every further detail on
the subject (such as the analysis on 3D meshes which was not commented in
this thesis). For a given mesh, we define 𝐿 to be its average edge length, hence
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>0.25

f0.1,11

PCE

AGS

LSDD

LR

0

Figure 3.6: Heatmaps of the total error measured on the 2D unstructured mesh with
test function 𝑓0.1,11 .

1/𝐿 to be the sampling frequency. In the experiments, we did not investigate
progressively finer meshes; we rather decided to keep the tessellation fixed
and to act on the frequency of the test function (i.e., parameter 𝑏), in order
to study the interaction between domain discretization and signal frequency.
Note that the two approaches are equivalent. The quantity 𝐿/𝑃 in the table
below, stands for the ratio signal frequency over sampling frequency.
Method
PCE
AGS
LSDD
LR

Overall performance
interior
boundary
direction magnitude
-+
++
++
++
--

Comp. cost

Resilience to:
poor L/P

anisotropy

noise

+
-

+
+
++

-+
+
+

Pathologies
++
++
--

critical points
critical points
critical points
critical points on boundary

Table 3.1: Summary of the performance of the various methods on an ordinal scale
(- -, -, +, ++) on all aspects analyzed. Overall, LR is the preferable algorithm to use
in terms of robustness, while AGS offers the best trade off between accuracy and
efficiency.

3.2.2 Differential Operators: A Unified Framework
Even if the analysis made in [MLP19] dealt with planar and 3D meshes, i.e.
complexes that do not require the use of a non-linear geometry, further experiments confirmed that the considerations made applied also to the case of
surface meshes. In fact, the (discrete) curvature of the mesh does not change
the fact that methods such as PTE, AGS or LSSD heavily depend on the quality
of the neighborhood used to compute the gradient. In details: PTE considers
just one triangle, while, in the other two cases, once the contributions of the
neighboring triangles or vertices has been parallel transported to the tangent
space of a given vertex, there are no differences between surface and planar
setting in terms of pathologies. Of course, results can be worsened by the fact
that the contributions of nearby vertices are parallel transported. At this regard, it is important to point out another major difference between the setting
considered in [MLP19] and the current one. Both in the case of planar meshes
and 3D meshes, the discretization of the domain implies the restriction of the
knowledge of the signal to the vertices of the mesh. Nevertheless, such domain is exactly represented by the faces (triangles or tetrahedra) of the mesh,
which is not the case when considering a curved domain. In other words,
when we triangulate a planar domain 𝛺 we are considering a subdivision of
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𝛺 into triangles such that the union of such triangle is exactly 𝛺, so a coarse
tessellation of 𝛺, for example, is just affecting the way in which the signal
is approximated (since we assume its linearity inside the triangles), but the
underlying domain is still faithfully represented by the mesh. This is no longer
true when considering the triangulation of a smooth manifold: the triangles
are an approximation of the geometry, so in this case a poor discretization of
the domain does not affect just the signal, but also the accuracy in representing
the exact domain in which the signal is defined.
As it will be clear in the following, an accurate estimation of the gradient near
critical points is of paramount importance for our purposes, so the pathologies
that AGS and LSSD present near such points are not acceptable. On the other
hand, LR is more robust away from boundaries, since the geometry around the
vertex is used to fit a quadratic polynomial which in turn will determine the
gradient at that vertex. Nevertheless, we cannot afford to solve a linear system
for every vertex of the mesh whenever we need to compute the gradient of
a function, since our target are high-tessellated meshes and every operation
need to be real-time on them.
We therefore considered the approach proposed by Xu in [Xu13]. The
main idea is similar to what described for the LR algorithm, although in this
case the quadratic fitting is used not only to estimate the derivatives of the
signal, but also to approximate the local parametrization of the continuous
surface discretized by the mesh, and use such knowledge to compute the local
representation of the metric.
Our implementation follows this exact construction, except for the choice of
points used to fit the quadric. At the end of this section, we will present some
examples that show how our choice improve the accuracy of the algorithm.
Based on such technique, we also implemented a discrete Riemannian Hessian
operator which, at the best of our knowledge, has never been proposed before.

Local Representation of the Metric through Quadric Fitting
Let us consider an embedded surface 𝑆 ⊂ ℝ3 as in Definition 2.17. Then, for
every 𝑝 ∈ 𝑆, we know that we can consider a local parametrization 𝑥 : 𝑈 → 𝑆
in a neighborhood 𝑉 of 𝑝. In order to simplify the notations, sometimes we
may write the coordinates (𝑢, 𝑣) of ℝ2 as (𝑢 0, 𝑢 1 ), consistently with what done
in Chapter 2.
We will start by introducing some notations and re-writing some quantities
in a more convenient way. In particular, if
𝑥𝑢 𝑖 =

𝜕𝑥
𝜕 2𝑥
𝑖𝑢 𝑗 =
,
𝑥
,
𝑢
𝜕𝑢 𝑖
𝜕𝑢 𝑖 𝜕𝑢 𝑗

𝑖, 𝑗 = 0, 1,

then 𝑔𝑖 𝑗 = h𝑥𝑢𝑖 , 𝑥𝑢 𝑗 i, where 𝑔𝑖 𝑗 denotes the local representation of the metric.
Therefore, by denoting with 𝐺 the determinant of 𝑔𝑖 𝑗 and remembering that
its inverse 𝑔𝑖 𝑗 has the form


1 𝑔11 −𝑔01
𝑖𝑗
𝑔 =
,
𝐺 −𝑔10 𝑔00
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the expression of the gradient in (2.12) may be written as
∇𝑓 = (𝑥𝑢 , 𝑥 𝑣 )𝑔𝑖 𝑗 (𝑓𝑢 , 𝑓𝑣 )𝑇
= 𝑔𝑢∇ 𝑓𝑢 + 𝑔𝑣∇ 𝑓𝑣 ,

(3.9)

where 𝑔𝑢∇ = (𝑔22𝑥𝑢 − 𝑔12𝑥 𝑣 )/𝐺 and 𝑔𝑣∇ = (𝑔11𝑥 𝑣 − 𝑔12𝑥𝑢 )/𝐺. We will also write
𝑔𝑖 𝑗𝑘 to denote the product h𝑥𝑢𝑖 , 𝑥𝑢 𝑗 𝑢𝑘 i. With these notations the expression
(2.11) of the Christoffel symbol may be re-written as
1
𝛤𝑖𝑘𝑗 = 𝑔𝑘𝑚 (𝑔𝑚 𝑗𝑖 + 𝑔 𝑗𝑚𝑖 + 𝑔𝑖𝑚 𝑗 + 𝑔𝑚𝑖 𝑗 − 𝑔 𝑗𝑖𝑚 − 𝑔𝑖 𝑗𝑚 )
2
(3.10)
𝑘𝑚
= 𝑔 𝑔𝑚 𝑗𝑖 ,
where we exploited the fact that 𝑔𝑖 𝑗𝑘 = 𝑔𝑖𝑘 𝑗 , since the derivatives of 𝑥 commute.
Then, by (2.13), we can write
1
∇2 𝑓00 = 𝑓𝑢𝑢 − (𝐻𝑢00 𝑓𝑢 + 𝐻 𝑣00 𝑓𝑣 )
𝐺
1
(3.11)
∇2 𝑓01 = 𝑓𝑢𝑣 − (𝐻𝑢01 𝑓𝑢 + 𝐻 𝑣01 𝑓𝑣 )
𝐺
1
∇2 𝑓11 = 𝑓𝑣𝑣 − (𝐻𝑢11 𝑓𝑢 + 𝐻 𝑣11 )𝑓𝑣 ),
𝐺
where
𝐻𝑢00 = 𝑔11𝑔000 − 𝑔01𝑔100

𝐻 𝑣00 = 𝑔00𝑔100 − 𝑔01𝑔000

𝐻𝑢01 = 𝑔11𝑔001 − 𝑔01𝑔101

𝐻 𝑣01 = 𝑔00𝑔101 − 𝑔01𝑔001

𝐻𝑢11 = 𝑔11𝑔011 − 𝑔01𝑔111

𝐻 𝑣11 = 𝑔00𝑔111 − 𝑔01𝑔011

Putting together the above formulas with (2.15) we have
𝛥
𝛥
𝑓𝑢𝑢 + 𝑔𝑢𝑣
𝑓𝑢𝑣 + 𝑔𝛥𝑣𝑣 𝑓𝑣 𝑣,
𝛥 𝑓 = 𝑔𝑢𝛥 𝑓𝑢 + 𝑔𝛥𝑣 𝑓𝑣 + 𝑔𝑢𝑢

(3.12)

where
𝑔𝑢𝛥 = −(𝑔00 (𝑔11𝑔011 − 𝑔01𝑔111 ) + 2𝑔01 (𝑔01𝑔101 − 𝑔11𝑔001 ) + 𝑔11 (𝑔11𝑔000 − 𝑔01𝑔100 ))/𝐺 2,
𝑔𝛥𝑣 = −(𝑔00 (𝑔00𝑔111 − 𝑔01𝑔011 ) + 2𝑔01 (𝑔01𝑔001 − 𝑔00𝑔101 ) + 𝑔11 (𝑔00𝑔100 − 𝑔01𝑔000 ))/𝐺 2,
𝛥
𝑔𝑢𝑢
= 𝑔11 /𝐺,

𝛥
𝑔𝑢𝑣
= −2𝑔01 /𝐺,

𝑔𝛥𝑣𝑣 = 𝑔00 /𝐺 .

Even if (3.11) turned out to be very useful to obtain (3.12), which will be
used to define our discrete Laplacian operator, for our purposes it is important
to find a similar expression for Hess𝑓 , since it will be the object we will use
to assess the positive-definetess of the second covariant derivative. For this
reason, we observe that, by substituting (3.10) in (2.14) we can write
𝜕2 𝑓
𝜕𝑓 
− 𝑔 𝑗𝑖𝑚𝑔 𝑗ℎ ℎ 𝜉 𝑖 𝑥𝑢 ℓ ,
𝑚
𝑖
𝜕𝑢 𝜕𝑢
𝜕𝑢
𝑖
ℓ
where 𝜉 = 𝜉 𝑥𝑢𝑖 ∈ 𝑇𝑝 𝑆. By defining the matrix H𝑖 as the matrix having the
𝑖𝑘-th entry equal to
Hess𝑓 (𝜉) = 𝑔ℓ𝑚

𝜕2 𝑓
𝜕𝑓 
− 𝑔 𝑗𝑖𝑚𝑔 𝑗ℎ ℎ ,
𝑚
𝑖
𝜕𝑢 𝜕𝑢
𝜕𝑢
we have that Hess𝑓 (𝜉) is a linear operator from 𝑇𝑝 𝑆 to itself satisfying
𝑔ℓ𝑚

Hess𝑓 (𝜉) = H𝑖ℓ 𝜉 𝑖 𝑥𝑢 ℓ .

(3.13)
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The reader familiar with basic notions of tensor algebra may notice that we
have just switched from the notion of second covariant derivative, which
is a tensor of type (0, 2), to the one of Hessian operator, which is a tensor
of type (1, 1) (i.e. a matrix). Some authors called the Hessian operator the
former [Sak97, CE75], while others use this term for the latter [dC92, AMP08].
Since both of them are important in our context, we use the notation and
terminology consistent with [AMP08], and refer the reader to Chapter 5 of
such book for further details about this subject.
The idea proposed in [Xu13] can be seen as a mixture of the techniques
describe in the LR and the LSSD algorithm. In fact, the shape of a neighborhood
𝑉 of a vertex 𝑣𝑘 ∈ 𝑀 is approximated with a quadratic polynomial, in order
to compute the partial derivatives of the parametrization 𝑥 (similarly to what
seen in the LR algorithm), and the same techniques is used to approximate the
partial derivatives of a scalar function 𝑓 defined on 𝑀 exploiting its Taylor
expansion in 𝑉 (as in the LSSD methods). Since we have seen in the planar
case that both of these approaches are more accurate when the neighborhood
considered is as similar as possible to a ball, instead of considering the 1-ring
of 𝑣𝑘 as done in [Xu13], we perform a uniform sampling of 𝑚 points around
on a geodesic circle of radius 𝑟 around 𝑣𝑘 . In this way, we considerably reduce
the dependence on the connectivity of the mesh. At the end of this section we
will present some examples that show how this choice considerably improves
the accuracy of the method and we will give more details about the choice of
𝑚 and 𝑟 .
We start by considering a uniform sampling {𝜃 1, . . . , 𝜃𝑚 } of the interval
[0, 2𝜋], and we trace 𝑘 straightest paths of length 𝑟 with initial direction
(𝑟 cos(𝜃 𝑎 ), 𝑟 sin(𝜃 𝑎 )) ∈ 𝑇𝑣 𝑀, 𝑎 = 1, . . . , 𝑚. Let B := {𝑝 1, . . . , 𝑝𝑚 } be endpoints
of such geodesics. In order to simplify the notation, we put 𝑝 0 = 𝑣𝑘 . Since in
this case we want more flexibility, instead of fixing a quadratic polynomial as
done before, it is more practical to consider the basis functions
1
1
5
{𝑄 ℓ (𝑢, 𝑣)}ℓ=0
:= {1, 𝑢, 𝑣, 𝑢 2, 𝑢𝑣, 𝑣 2 },
2
2
where the factor 12 is present just to simplify the computations. Our first step
is to find an approximation of 𝑥 using these basis functions. To do that, we
put 𝑞 0 = (0, 0) and 𝑞𝑎 = (𝑟 cos(𝜃 𝑎 ), 𝑟 sin(𝜃 𝑎 )), 𝑎 = 1, . . . , 𝑚, and we look for
coefficients 𝑐 ℓ ∈ 𝑅 3 such that
∑︁
𝑐 ℓ 𝑄 ℓ (𝑞𝑎 ) = 𝑝𝑎 , 𝑎 = 0, . . . , 𝑚,
in the least-squares sense. To do that, we consider the matrix 𝐴 ∈ M𝑚+1×6 (ℝ)
of the form
1
0
0
...
...
0
©
ª
1 2
1 2
2
2
2
1 𝑟 cos(𝜃 1 ) 𝑟 sin(𝜃 1 ) 2 𝑟 cos (𝜃 1 ) 𝑟 cos(𝜃 1 ) sin(𝜃 1 )
2 𝑟 sin (𝜃 1 ) ®
.
®
..
..
..
..
..
.
®
.
.
.
.
.
.
®
1 2
2 (𝜃 ) 𝑟 2 cos(𝜃 ) sin(𝜃 ) 1 𝑟 2 sin2 (𝜃 ),
𝑟
cos
1
𝑟
cos(𝜃
)
𝑟
sin(𝜃
)
𝑚
𝑚
𝑚
𝑚
𝑚
𝑚
«
¬
2
2
i.e 𝐴(ℓ, 𝑎) = 𝑄 ℓ (𝑞𝑎 ), ℓ = 0, . . . , 5, 𝑎 = 0, . . . , 𝑚. We know that if
𝐶 = (𝐴𝑇 𝐴) −1𝐴𝑇 ∈ M6×𝑚+1 (ℝ),
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then (𝑐 0, . . . , 𝑐 5 ) = 𝐶 (𝑝 0, . . . , 𝑝𝑚 )𝑇 . Note that, in this case, we are not using the
weight matrix 𝑊 , since the points are at the same distance from 𝑣𝑘 . This choice
turned out to be more robust in our experiments, although it seems interesting
to investigate how other options may affect or ameliorate the accuracy of the
method. It is important to point out that the technique used to sample the
points ensure that, if 𝑚 ≥ 5, then 𝐴 has full rank, and hence 𝐴𝑇 𝐴 is always
invertible.
We can thus define our local parametrization around 𝑣𝑘 as
𝑥 (𝑢, 𝑣) =

5
∑︁

𝑐 ℓ 𝑄 ℓ (𝑢, 𝑣).

ℓ=0

Moreover, given discrete function 𝑓 sampled at the vertices of 𝑀, we can
consider the values 𝑓 (𝑝𝑎 ), obtained by linear interpolation, 𝑎 = 0, . . . , 𝑚.
Similarly to what done in the LSSD algorithm, by considering the second order
Í5
Taylor expansion of 𝑓 at 𝑣𝑘 , we can define 𝑓 (𝑢, 𝑣) = ℓ=0
𝑑 ℓ 𝑄 ℓ (𝑢, 𝑣), where
𝑑 ℓ = 𝐶 (𝑓0, . . . , 𝑓𝑚 )𝑇 . A straightforward computation shows that, if we denote
with 𝐶 1, 𝐶 2, 𝐶 11, 𝐶 12 and 𝐶 22 the second, third, fourth, fifth and sixth rows of 𝐶,
respectively, then at (0, 0) the following identities hold
𝑥𝑢𝑖 = 𝐶𝑖 (𝑝 0, . . . , 𝑝𝑚 )𝑇 ,

𝑖 = 0, 1
𝑖 = 0, 1

𝑇

𝑓𝑢𝑖 = 𝐶𝑖 (𝑓0, . . . , 𝑓𝑚 ) ,
𝑇

𝑥𝑢𝑖 𝑢 𝑗 = 𝐶𝑖 𝑗 (𝑝 0, . . . , 𝑝𝑚 ) ,

0≤𝑖 ≤ 𝑗 ≤1

𝑓𝑢𝑖 𝑢 𝑗 = 𝐶𝑖 𝑗 (𝑓0, . . . , 𝑓𝑚 )𝑇 ,

0≤𝑖 ≤ 𝑗 ≤1

(3.14)

By substituting (3.14) into (3.9), we get an approximation of the gradient
operator as follows
∇𝑓 (𝑣𝑘 ) ≈

𝑚
∑︁

𝑤 𝑎 = 𝑔𝑢∇𝑐 1(𝑎) + 𝑔𝑣∇𝑐 2(𝑎) ,

𝑤 𝑎 𝑓 (𝑝𝑎 ),

(3.15)

𝑎=0

where 𝑐𝑖(𝑎) is the 𝑎-th component of 𝐶𝑖 . We can thus build a sparse matrix
G ∈ M3𝑛×𝑛 (ℝ) such that, if 𝐹 = (𝑓1, . . . , 𝑓𝑛 )𝑇 are the discrete values of 𝑓
sampled at the 𝑛 vertices of 𝑀, then
© ∇𝑓 (𝑣 1 ) ª
..

®

®
.

®
∇𝑓 (𝑣𝑛 )𝑥 ®

®
 ∇𝑓 (𝑣 1 ) 𝑦 ®

®

®
..

® ≈ G𝐹,
.

®
𝑦
∇𝑓 (𝑣𝑛 ) ®

®
 ∇𝑓 (𝑣 )𝑧 ®
1 ®


®
..

®
.

®
𝑧
∇𝑓
(𝑣
)
𝑛
«
¬
𝑥
𝑦
where ∇𝑓 (𝑣𝑘 ) = (∇𝑓 (𝑣𝑘 ) , ∇𝑓 (𝑣𝑘 ) , ∇𝑓 (𝑣𝑘 )𝑧 ), 𝑘 = 1, . . . , 𝑛. However, in
order to do that, we need to distribute the contribution of every point 𝑝𝑎 in
(3.15), since the 𝑝𝑎 ’s are mesh point and not vertices. In details, by denoting
𝑥
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with {𝑣 𝑎ℓ0 , 𝑣 𝑎ℓ1 , 𝑣 𝑎ℓ2 } the vertices of the triangle 𝑡𝑎 containing 𝑝𝑎 , 𝑎 = 0, . . . , 𝑘,
we denote its barycentric coordinates in 𝑡𝑎 as 𝜆𝑎ℓ0 , 𝜆𝑎ℓ1 , 𝜆𝑎ℓ2 , so that
𝑝𝑎 = 𝜆𝑎ℓ0 𝑣 𝑎ℓ0 + 𝜆𝑎ℓ1 𝑣 𝑎ℓ1 + 𝜆𝑎ℓ2 𝑣 𝑎ℓ2 ,

𝑎 = 0 . . . , 𝑘.

By assuming the piecewise linearity of 𝑓 within the triangles of 𝑀, (3.15) may
be re-written as
(
𝑛 ∑︁
𝑚
∑︁
(0, 0, 0) 𝑣 𝑎ℎ ∉ 𝑡𝑎
∇𝑓 (𝑣𝑘 ) ≈
𝑤¯ 𝑎ℎ 𝑓 (𝑣 𝑎ℎ ), 𝑤¯ 𝑎ℎ =
𝜆𝑎ℎ 𝑤 𝑎
𝑣 𝑎ℎ ∈ 𝑡 𝑎
ℎ=1 𝑎=0
So far, we did not express the dependence from 𝑣𝑘 of the 𝑤¯ 𝑎𝑖 ’s in order to keep a
notation as light as possible. However, since the points {𝑝 1, . . . , 𝑝𝑚 } obviously
depend on 𝑣𝑘 , we shall now make such dependence explicit by writing 𝑤¯ 𝑎𝑘𝑖 .
𝑥
𝑦
𝑧
Moreover, since 𝑤¯ 𝑎𝑘𝑖 is a vector in ℝ3 , we will write 𝑤¯ 𝑎𝑘𝑖 = (𝑤¯ 𝑎𝑘𝑖 , 𝑤¯ 𝑎𝑘𝑖 , 𝑤¯ 𝑎𝑘𝑖 ) We
can therefore define G as the sparse matrix such that
𝑚
∑︁
𝑥
G(𝑖, 𝑗) =
𝑤¯ 𝑎𝑖 𝑗
𝑎=0

G(𝑛𝑖, 𝑗) =

𝑚
∑︁

𝑤¯ 𝑎𝑖 𝑗

𝑦

𝑎=0

G(2𝑛𝑖, 𝑗) =

𝑚
∑︁

𝑤¯ 𝑎𝑖 𝑗 .
𝑧

𝑎=0

The sparsity of G is due to the fact that the only vertices contributing to
the estimation of ∇𝑓 (𝑣𝑘 ) are the ones of the triangles containing the points
{𝑝 1, . . . , 𝑝𝑚 }.
For the sake of brevity, we will not enter into the details about state-of-theart methods for the computation of the Laplacian on discrete surfaces, referring
to the work of Wardetzky et al. [WMKG07] in which the variety of discrete
Laplace operators are described. Essentially, a discrete Laplace operator is
described by its linear action on vertex based functions:
∑︁
(𝐿𝑓 )𝑖 =
𝜔𝑖 𝑗 (𝑓 𝑗 − 𝑓𝑖 ),
𝑗

where usually 𝑗 varies in the set of indices of the vertices in the 1-ring of 𝑣𝑖 .
Among the various discretizations of the Laplace operator, the most popular is
the so called cotangent Laplacian, introduced in [Mac49]. Since the weights
𝜔𝑖 𝑗 in the cotangent Laplacian are estimated measuring the cotangent of the
angles opposite to the edge 𝑒𝑖 𝑗 , the robustness of this method depends on
the tessellation of 𝑀 (see for example [SSC19b, Section 5.4]). This has been
further confirmed in our experience while working on the cut locus (Chapter
5), where an accurate estimation of the Laplacian was crucial for our purposes.
Our implementation turned out to be more resilient to the tessellation of the
mesh (see Section 5.4).
We are now ready to define our discrete Laplace operator. Similarly to what
done with gradient, by substituting (3.14) in (3.12) we obtain
𝑚
∑︁
𝛥 𝑓 (𝑣𝑘 ) ≈
𝜔𝑎 𝑓 (𝑝𝑎 ),
(3.16)
𝑎=0
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𝛥 𝑐 (𝑎) + 𝑔𝛥 𝑐 (𝑎) + 𝑔 𝑐 (𝑎) and 𝑐 (𝑎) is the 𝑎-th
where 𝜔𝑎 = 𝑔𝑢𝛥 𝑐 1(𝑎) + 𝑔𝛥𝑣 𝑐 2(𝑎) + 𝑔𝑢𝑢
𝑣𝑣 22
𝑢𝑣 12
𝑖𝑗
11
component of 𝐶𝑖 𝑗 .
As before, we can build a sparse matrix 𝐿 ∈ M𝑛×𝑛 (ℝ) such that

𝛥 𝑓 (𝑣 )
© . 1 ª
 . ® ≈ 𝐿𝐹 .
 . ®
«𝛥 𝑓 (𝑣𝑛 ) ¬

Of course, also in this case we need to suitably distribute the contribution at
the vertices of 𝑀. Therefore, with the notations consistent with above, we will
have that 𝐿 will be such that
(
𝑚
∑︁
0
𝑣 𝑎 𝑗 ∉ 𝑡𝑎
𝑖
𝑖
𝐿(𝑖, 𝑗) =
𝜔¯ 𝑎 𝑗 , 𝜔¯ 𝑎 𝑗 =
.
𝜆𝑎 𝑗 𝜔𝑎𝑖 𝑣 𝑎 𝑗 ∈ 𝑡𝑎
𝑎=0
Concerning the Hessian operator, the advantage of Eq. (3.13) is that when
considering a vertex 𝑣𝑘 ∈ 𝑀, by (3.14) we can write

H𝑖ℓ (𝑣𝑘 ) ≈ 𝑔ℓ𝑚 𝐶𝑖+1𝑚 − 𝑔 𝑗𝑖𝑚𝑔 𝑗ℎ𝐶ℎ (𝑓0, . . . , 𝑓𝑚 )𝑇 ,
where the dependence from 𝑣𝑘 is just to keep in mind that H𝑖ℓ (𝑣𝑘 ) maps vectors
from 𝑇𝑣𝑘 𝑀 into vectors of 𝑇𝑣𝑘 𝑀. This allows us to store a matrix H ∈ M4𝑛×𝑛 ℝ
such that
H 𝐹 = 𝐻,
where 𝐻 is a 4𝑛 × 1 vector having at the 𝑘-th, 2𝑘-th, 3𝑘-th and 4𝑘-th entry
the value H00 (𝑣𝑘 ), H01 (𝑣𝑘 ), H10 (𝑣𝑘 ) and H11 (𝑣𝑘 ), respectively, 𝑘 = 1, . . . , 𝑛. For
the sake of brevity, we omit the details about how constructing H , since the
procedure is similar to what seen for the gradient and the Laplacian.

3.2.3 Discussion
Even if it is a minor change with respect to what proposed by Xu in [Xu13], the
uniform sampling {𝑝 1, . . . , 𝑝𝑚 } is of paramount importance for the robustness
of the algorithms described above. In fact, relying on the connectivity of the
mesh to sample the signal lead to similar problems discussed in Section 3.2.1:
the accuracy of the estimation at 𝑣𝑘 heavily depends on the geometry of its
neighborhood, and, according to the directions such neighborhood spans, we
may lack important pieces of information. Moreover, this problem becomes
more evident near singularities. On the other hand, by using the 1-ring of a
vertex, one does not need to assume piecewise linearity of the signal inside the
triangle, since its partial derivatives are estimated using a second-order version
of LSSD (Section 3.2.1), while in our case we basically only values obtained
through linear interpolation of the input function within the triangles of the
mesh. Nevertheless, the experiments made so far suggest that it is better to
have a less accurate information, but uniformly sampled around a point, rather
than working with the exact values of the function but sampled according to
the geometry of the mesh. Figure 3.7 show two examples. In both examples,
the input signal is the distance function 𝑑𝑥 sourced at some point 𝑥 ∈ 𝑀, where
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Figure 3.7: The estimation of the gradient of a distance field 𝑑𝑥 using the approach
proposed in [Xu13] (red) and the one described in the previous section(blue). Even in
regions far from the cut locus, estimating the gradient by relying on the connectivity
of the mesh may give poor results (left). In proximity of the cut locus, this behavior is
more evident (right).

𝑀, in this particular case, is the Stanford bunny1 . The gradient estimated with
our approach is depicted with blue arrows, while red arrows are used for
the gradient computed with the algorithm proposed in [Xu13]. Estimating
the gradient using the 1-ring (or the 2-ring in case the matrix 𝐶 is singular),
may lead to a poor estimation of the gradient at several vertices. Interestingly
enough, the error is more evident when the vertex at which we are estimating
the gradient has a dual edge that points towards the direction of steepest ascent
of 𝑑𝑥 , consistently with what observed in the planar case (see Figure 3.5). This
kind of problem is more evident while approaching the cut locus. Even if the
point of the cut locus are not critical points of the 𝑑𝑥 , since 𝑑𝑥 at those point
is not even differentiable, the estimation of the gradient at the vertices around
𝐶 (𝑥) seems always to be poor when using stencils based on the geometry of
the mesh. In Figure 3.7(right), we can see two fronts of ∇𝑑𝑥 meeting at 𝐶 (𝑥).
Even if our method is not the groundtruth, the behavior seems consistent with
what should happen in the continuous setting: since 𝑑𝑥 is smooth away from
𝐶 (𝑥), which has Hausdorff dimension 1, one expects to see the two fronts of
the gradient to “break” at just one polyline across some vertices at which the
discontinuity is evident (which is what happens for the blue arrows). When
looking at the red arrows instead, we see that the discontinuities around 𝐶 (𝑥)
are less localized. We think that this happens because using a stencil whose
geometry is dictated by the one of 𝑀 around a vertex inhibits the possibility
of catching the variations to which 𝑑𝑥 undergoes around 𝐶 (𝑥), similar to what
observed with 𝑃𝑇 𝐸, 𝐴𝐺𝑆 and 𝐿𝑆𝑆𝐷 near critical points.
Concerning our approach, we estimated the gradient by sampling 𝑚 = 36
point and by choosing 𝑟 as the average edge length of the 1-ring of 𝑣𝑘 (see
1 Courtesy of the Stanford University Computer Graphics Laboratory
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inset).
This choice gave good results in all our experiments, although a thorough analysis to assess
the optimal values for 𝑚 and 𝑟 has not been carried out yet. For example, it is reasonable to think
that, on highly anisotropic meshes, choosing 𝑟 as
the average edge length may lead to stencils that
are too big, in the sense that, in some directions,
we may consider points lying on triangles having vertices that do not belong to the 1-ring of the vertex we are considering.
Nevertheless, also the Laplace operator defined with this technique turned
out to be more robust than the cotangent Laplacian, as briefly discussed in
Section 5.5. On this regard, it seems interesting to compare our discrete Laplace
operator with the diamond Laplacian proposed by Bunge et al. in [BBA21],
which, in a nutshell, discretize the Laplace operator using a more balanced
stencil than the cotangent Laplacian.
In the future, we plan to perform a thorough analysis in the spirit of [MLP19],
considering surfaces meshes and extending the study to second order differential operators.

4
Geodesic Paths and Distances
Most of the algorithms presented in this thesis have been designed and implemented with one conditio sine qua non: efficiency on highly-tessellated
meshes. This means that such algorithms are required to be compatible with
real-time interaction on complex meshes (few millions of triangles), i.e. to be
able to produce the output in less than 0.1𝑠. In every case, the most expensive
operations, which need particular care in order to achieve such a goal, are
the computations of geodesic paths and distances. In this chapter, we will
describe how such queries can be answered in the discrete setting. Differently
from what has been seen in the smooth setting, where geodesics are both
auto-parallel (i.e. straight) and locally shortest, this is not always true on
meshes. For this reason, the algorithms required to trace straightest geodesics
will be different from the ones that compute shortest geodesics. We will also
describe various techniques to compute a geodesic distance field on 𝑀, i.e.
scalar function defined at the vertices of 𝑀 that associates to every vertex its
(geodesic) distance from the source, which may consist either in a point or a
set of points on 𝑀.
Broadly speaking, there exists two major classes of methods that address
the problems mentioned above, which differ on how the mesh 𝑀 is considered.
In one case, 𝑀 is viewed as an exact description of the geometry, hence the
domain is polyhedral; while in the other case, 𝑀 represents an approximation
of a smooth surface. Neither class of approaches is to be preferred a priori,
since each may be best-suited to a particular task and in a particular setting
according to a variety of trade offs in terms of accuracy, storage cost, run time
performances, and scalability. We will therefore describe the main algorithms
present in the literature to address such problems keeping into account the
different setting in which they solve them. We will then conclude by presenting
the approaches used in our implementations, which have been obtained by
mixing and/or modifying well known state-of-the-art methods, in order to
obtain an optimal trade-off between accuracy and efficiency.
For the sake of brevity, the description of the state of the art will focus on
the ideas behind the main methods, entering into details only when needed
for the description of our algorithms. For any further details about this subject,
we refer to the surveys [CLPQ20, BMSW11].
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4 . 1 PDE-based Methods
Many methods for computing geodesic distances are based on formulating
the problem in terms of partial differential equations (PDEs) on a smooth
manifold M. By discretizing and solving these PDEs, a solution on a mesh
𝑀 representing the smooth surface can be found. These methods are usually
suitable to compute the geodesic distance field from a point or a set of points.
To explicitly trace a shortest geodesic between two points, one needs to exploit
the knowledge of the geodesic distance field sourced at one of them and, for
example, trace a suited integral curve of the gradient field of such function. In
fact, by Proposition 2.37 we know that the integral curves of the vector field
on M ∇𝑑𝑝 are geodesic emanated from 𝑝 ∈ M. On this regard, we have also
seen that k∇𝑑𝑝 (𝑞) k = 1 for every 𝑞 ∈ M \ {𝐶 (𝑝) ∪ {𝑝}}. Roughly speaking,
all PDEs methods leverage on this fact, since they are all trying to minimize
the residual of the eikonal equation, defined as
k∇𝑢 (𝑥) k = 1
𝑢 (𝑥) = 0

𝑥 ∈𝛺
𝑥 ∈ 𝜕𝛺 .

(4.1)

By identifying 𝛺 with M, the solution 𝑢 of the above equation will be a scalar
function 𝑢 on M such at any point of 𝜕M, which can be thought as the source
set, 𝑢 should be zero, while at every other point the gradient of 𝑢 should equate
one, just as the geodesic distance field sourced at 𝜕M.
PDE-based methods can be categorized according to the type of equation
considered when formulating the problem in the smooth setting. At a high
level, there are two basic classes of methods: wavefront-based and diffusionbased. We will describe only one method for each category and refer the reader
to [CLPQ20] for further details on this type of methods.

Fast Marching
The idea behind the fast marching
method for triangle meshes [KS98]
is to solve the eikonal equation (4.1)
by propagating a front starting from
the source. In fact, since solving the
eikonal equation using standard linear FEM is far from being trivial
due to its non-linearity, the approach
used consists in iteratively updating
the solution while the front is propagated. Such a strategy is very similar to
Dijkstra’s algorithm, which can be described as follows. We start by putting
the distance at the source set to zero, and to infinity anywhere else. We then
use a region-growing strategy to update the remaining distances in an “upwind” order, i.e. we consider the node with smallest distance first. The fast
marching method proceeds similarly. The key difference is that distances are
not updated according to paths along arcs, but by solving an equation that
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approximates through finite differences the eikonal equation. If the values
𝑢𝑖 , 𝑢 𝑗 of two vertices 𝑣𝑖 , 𝑣 𝑗 are known, one picks a third value 𝑢𝑘 for the third
vertex 𝑣𝑘 such that the gradient of 𝑢 inside the triangle computed with PTE
has unit norm.

Heat Method
The heat method has been introduced in [CWW13] and exploits a relationship
between the geodesic distance function 𝑑 and the short-time heat kernel
𝑘𝑡 (𝑥, 𝑦), where the latter measures the heat transferred from a source 𝑥 to a
destination 𝑦 after time 𝑡. Such a relationship is dictated by the Varadhan’s
formula [Var67]:
√︁
𝑑 (𝑥, 𝑦) = lim −4𝑡 log 𝑘𝑡 (𝑥, 𝑦).
𝑡 →0

Such formula can be interpreted as follows: if a point-wise source of heat
centered at point 𝑥 diffuses for a very short time 𝑡, then the resulting heat
distribution looks nearly identical to the geodesic distance function, up to a
simple transformation of the value at each point. Since computing a numerical
approximation
𝑢𝑡 of the heat kernel such that the Varadhan’s transformation
√︁
𝑢𝑡 ↦→ −4𝑡 log 𝑢𝑡 yields to a good approximation of 𝑑 (𝑥, 𝑦) is quite challenging,
the idea behind the heat method is to leverage the knowledge of the magnitude
of the gradient of the distance function, and estimating its direction by solving
the heat equation
𝑑
𝑢𝑡 = 𝛥𝑢𝑡
𝑑𝑡
𝑢 0 = 𝛿𝑥 ,

(4.2)
(4.3)

where 𝛿𝑥 is a Dirac delta centered at 𝑥. Therefore, the pipeline of the heat
method can be described as follows. First, it determines an approximation
𝑢𝑡 of the heat kernel by solving the heat equation above. Define the vector
field 𝑋 = −∇𝑢𝑡 /k∇𝑢𝑡 k, where the minus sign accounts for the fact that 𝑑
increases when moving away ∫from 𝑥 while the heat kernel does the opposite.
Identify 𝑑 with minimizer of M k∇𝑑 − 𝑋 k 2 , or, equivalently, by solving the
corresponding Euler-Lagrange equations 𝛥𝑑 = ∇ · 𝑋 .

Concerning performances, the advantage of the heat method with respect
to the fast marching method is that the matrices used to solve linear systems needed to approximate the heat kernel and to solve the Euler-Lagrange
equation can be prefactored. This means that the computation of a geodesic
distance field consists in two steps: a pre-processing phase in which a sparse
Cholesky factorization [CDHR08] of the matrices involved in the computation
is built, and the effective computation of the distance field by solving the above
mentioned linear systems. Note that the pre-processing phase depends only
on the geometry of the mesh 𝑀, so the query of another distance field sourced
at some other point of 𝑀 can be answered very efficiently once the matrix has
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been pre-factorized. On the other hand, the fast marching method needs to
propagate a new front every time the source is relocated, so it is outperformed
in terms of efficiency. In terms of accuracy, the results reported in [CWW13]
show that fast marching tends to achieve smaller maximum error, whereas
the heat method does better on average (see [CWW13, Table 1]).

4 . 2 Polyhedral methods
The methods described in this section are based on the assumption that 𝑀 is
an exact representation of the geometry, which means that 𝑀 is viewed as a
topological manifold endowed with a piece-wise linear structure [Cai35,Whi40].
In this class we have the so called exact methods that, roughly speaking, define
the distance between two points just as in the smooth case, i.e. as the length of
the shortest curve joining them, which, by the piecewise nature of the mesh,
is a polyline made of straight line segments. The idea on which most of the
methods that fall in this group rely on, is due to Mitchell et al. [MMP87], in
which a characterization of what is a shortest path (or a minimizing geodesic)
in this setting is given. The MMP (Mitchell-Mount-Papadimitriou) algorithm
proposed in this paper is commonly viewed as a landmark in the research
of polyhedral geodesic algorithms, and many subsequent approaches have
proposed methods to increase its efficiency and robustness without violating
the constraint that the final result should be the exact polyhedral distance.
However, these methods can be time-consuming for large-scale applications,
so several algorithms have been proposed that approximate the polyhedral
distance, which can be applied in scenarios where the accuracy is not an
essential feature. In this class fall the graph-based and local methods, which
will both play an important role in this thesis.
Differently from PDE-based methods, polyhedral methods are well suited for
geodesic paths tracing. In some cases, the technique can be space-consuming
and not very useful from a practical point view when dealing with highlytessellated meshes. However, we will see that such query can be answered
efficiently by combining a graph-based approach with a local method.

4.2.1 Shortest and Straightest Paths on Triangle Meshes
As said above, polyhedral methods compute geodesic distances by considering curves of minimum length between points. Therefore, it is clear that a
characterization of such curves is needed. The piece-wise flat structure of a
triangle mesh 𝑀 helps in giving an idea of what happens in some trivial cases.
For example, if two points 𝑝 and 𝑞 lie in the same triangle 𝑡, then the shortest
path connecting is a straight line segment within 𝑡. Similar arguments can be
made if 𝑝 and 𝑞 belong to adjacent triangles: we can unfold the two triangle
in a common plane, connect 𝑝 and 𝑞 with a straight line segment, and map
the result on 𝑀. In general, if a shortest path does not cross any vertex, once
the triangle crossed by such a path are flattened into a common plane, then it
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Figure 4.1: Due to the piecewise linear nature of the mesh, the shortest path between
𝑝 and 𝑞 is a polyline made of straight line segments, which reduces to a straight line
once the strip of triangles crossed by this path is flattened.

reduces to a straight line segment, as shown in Figure 4.1. Note that, in these
cases, we obtain a path connecting the two points which are both straightest
and shortest. However, when 𝑝 and 𝑞 get far away from each other, things get
more complicated.

Straightest Paths
Let 𝑝 ∈ 𝑀 be a point in 𝑀 and let 𝑢 be a direction
in 𝑇𝑝 𝑀. For the moment, suppose that 𝑝 is not a
vertex. We are interested in tracing the straightest possible path from 𝑝 with direction 𝑢. It seems
reasonable to start by tracing the straight line
segment with direction 𝑢 until we hit an edge
of the triangle containing 𝑝, and then unfold the
neighboring triangles to extend this ray indefinitely. Here we are implicitly leveraging the fact
that the tangent space of a point 𝑞 in a triangle
is identified with the plane that contains this
triangle, so it is natural to ask ourselves what
happens when the said ray hits a vertex 𝑣𝑖 of
𝑀. In that case, the idea proposed by Polthier
and Schmies in [PS98] is, roughly speaking, to
impose the path to be “straight” in the tangent space 𝑇𝑣𝑖 𝑀. More formally, if
(1, 𝜃𝑢 ) are the polar coordinates of the incoming direction in 𝑇𝑣𝑖 𝑀, then we
impose the outgoing direction to have coordinates (1, 𝜋 +𝜃𝑢 ). This is equivalent
to require that the incoming and outgoing directions splits the total angle 𝛩𝑖
in half, where 𝛩𝑖 is defined as in (3.1), see inset.
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Discrete Curvature
Before describing what characterizes a shortest path on 𝑀, it is convenient to
introduce a way of measuring the “flatness” of a vertex 𝑣𝑖 ∈ 𝑀. We thus define
the angle defect 𝛺𝑖 as
𝛺𝑖 = 2𝜋 − 𝛩𝑖 ,
The angle is often viewed as a discrete analogue of the Gaussian curvature. In
fact, if we put 𝑅 := S(𝑣𝑖 ), then 𝜕𝑅 = 𝐿𝑘 (𝑣𝑖 ) (thick blue line in the inset). Since
the Gauss-Bonnet theorem holds also in this setting, we can write
∬
𝑚
∑︁
𝐾𝑑𝜎 +
𝛽ℎ = 2𝜋,
(4.4)
𝑅

ℎ=0

where {𝑣 𝑗0 , . . . , 𝑣 𝑗𝑚 } = N (𝑣𝑖 ) and 𝛽ℎ is the external angle of 𝐿𝑘 (𝑣𝑖 ) at 𝑣 𝑗ℎ ,
ℎ = 0, . . . , 𝑚 (see inset).
Note that this simplified form is
due to the fact that the integral of
geodesic curvature along the piecewise linear boundary of 𝑅 is zero.
With notations consistent with the
ones of Section 3.1, and assuming
that indexes are meant modulo 𝑚, we
have that
𝛽ℎ = 𝜋 − (𝜃 𝑖𝑗ℎ𝑗ℎ−1 + 𝜃 𝑖𝑗ℎ𝑗ℎ+1 ).
Therefore, when summing over ℎ, we can re-arrange the terms and write
𝑚
∑︁
ℎ=0

𝛽ℎ =

𝑚
∑︁

𝑗ℎ
𝜋 − (𝜃 𝑖𝑗ℎ−1
+ 𝜃 𝑖𝑗ℎ𝑗ℎ−1 ) =

ℎ=0

∑︁

𝜃 𝑖𝑗ℎ 𝑗ℎ−1 = 𝛩𝑖 ,

ℎ

where again the indices are meant modulo 𝑚. Therefore, (4.4) becomes
∬
𝐾𝑑𝜎 = 2𝜋 − 𝛩𝑖 .
𝑅

We will therefore refer to vertex with positive, zero and negative curvature
(or angle defect) as spherical (or cone-like), Euclidean and hyperbolic (or saddlelike), respectively.

Shortest Path
Let us now consider two points 𝑝, 𝑞 ∈ 𝑀 directly opposite a spherical vertex 𝑣𝑖
(i.e. a vertex at which the curvature is positive). What we said about straightest
path, suggests that the shortest route between 𝑝 and 𝑞 is to consider the
straightest path from 𝑝 to 𝑣𝑖 and from 𝑣𝑖 to 𝑞. However, this is wrong, since
if we think at 𝑣𝑖 as a bump, or a hill, one can find a shorter path by walking
“around” it rather than walking over it. In fact, Sharir and Schorr proved
in [SS84] that, on a convex mesh, i.e. a mesh 𝑀 such that every vertex 𝑣𝑖 ∈ 𝑀
is such that 𝛺𝑖 > 0, a shortest path never passes through a vertex.
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On the other hand, if 𝑣𝑖 is a saddle vertex (𝛺𝑖 < 0), then one can find
many shortest paths passing through it. In fact, as we thought about cone-like
vertices as hills, here we may think about hyperbolic ones as passages between
two mountains: in order to reach the other side, it is more cost-effective to go
through the passage than crossing the ridge of one of the mountains. In fact,
suppose that you want to find the shortest path connecting the red point with
the black point in the inset. It is clear that it is much quicker to pass straight
through the vertex than to walk up and down across the nearby triangles.
However, the big difference when considering the discrete setting, is that, in this case, the
passage “collapses” into just one vertex, so all
the shortest paths that connect two points at the
opposite side of a hyperbolic vertex will pass
through it. In fact, if we keep the red point fixed,
there will be infinitely many outgoing directions
that yield a shortest path; these directions form
a wedge-like region of angle | 𝛺𝑖 | (red).
The above considerations have been formalized by Mitchell et al. in [MMP87],
in which they give a full characterization of shortest paths in the polyhedral
setting, which is summarized in the following lemma [MMP87, Lemma 3.5].
l e m m a 4.1 : The general form of a geodesic path is a path which goes
through an alternating sequence of vertices and (possibly) empty edge sequences such that the unfolded image of the path along any edge sequence is
a straight line segment and the angle of the path passing through a vertex is
greater than or equal 𝜋. The general form of an optimal path is the same as
that of a geodesic path, except that no edge can appear in more than one edge
sequence and each edge sequence must be simple.
In the above lemma, “optimal path” stands for shortest paths, and an edge
sequence is called simple when no edges appear more than once in it. The
condition on the angle of the path passing through a vertex exclude spherical
vertices by the definition. In fact, suppose that a path 𝛾 passes through a vertex
𝑣𝑖 while going from the triangle 𝑡 0 to the triangle 𝑡 1 . Let ℓ 𝑗 be the segment of 𝛾
on 𝑡 𝑗 leading to 𝑣, 𝑗 = 0, 1. Then 𝛾 splits the star of 𝑣𝑖 in two portions: the first is
the strip of adjacent triangles {𝑡 0, . . . , 𝑡 1 } that goes from 𝑡 0 to 𝑡 1 moving around
𝑣𝑖 in a clockwise order, the other goes from 𝑡 0 to 𝑡 1 in a counterclockwise order.
Let {𝑣 𝑎0 , . . . , 𝑣 𝑎𝑚 } be the vertices in N (𝑣𝑖 ) that belong to the first portion and
{𝑣𝑏 0 , . . . , 𝑣𝑏𝑚 } the ones in the second portion. Let 𝜙𝑎0 and 𝜙𝑏0 be the angles
formed by ℓ0 with 𝑒𝑖𝑎0 and 𝑒𝑖𝑏 0 , respectively. Similarly, let 𝜙𝑎1 and 𝜙𝑏1 be the
angles formed by ℓ1 with 𝑒𝑖𝑎𝑚−1 and 𝑒𝑖𝑏𝑚−1 . We define
𝛩𝑖+ := 𝜙𝑎0 +

𝑚−1
∑︁
𝑗=1

𝑎 𝑎 𝑗 +1

𝜃𝑖 𝑗

+ 𝜙𝑎1,

𝛩𝑖− := 𝜙𝑏0 +

𝑚
∑︁

𝑏 𝑏 𝑗 +1

𝜃𝑖 𝑗

+ 𝜙𝑏1

(4.5)

𝑗=1

as the total angles of these two portions. Note that the summations go from one
to 𝑚 − 1 because we are measuring the clockwise and the counterclockwise
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Figure 4.2: The window is data structure 𝑤 = (𝑎 0, 𝑎 1, 𝑑 0, 𝑑 1, 𝜎, 𝜏), where 𝑎 0, 𝑎 1 denote
the endpoints of 𝑤; 𝑑 0, 𝑑 1 denote the corresponding distances from 𝑎 0, 𝑎 1 to the pseudosource 𝑣𝑖 ; 𝜎 denotes the geodesic distance from 𝑣𝑖 to the source 𝑣𝑠 ; and 𝜏 denotes the
direction of the propagation. Adapted from [SSK+ 05].

angles from ℓ0 to ℓ1 . Then the angle of 𝛾 at 𝑣𝑖 is defined as the minimum
between 𝛩𝑖+ and 𝛩𝑖− . Note that, if 𝛺𝑖 > 0, then such an angle is always smaller
than 𝜋.

4.2.2 Exact Methods
Mitchell et al. [MMP87] proposed the first practical algorithm for geodesic
computation on polyhedral surfaces, which is commonly referred to as MMP
(Mitchell-Mount-Papadimitriou) algorithm. The main idea is to use the characterization of a shortest path made in Lemma 4.1 to propagate a front from the
source with a technique that the authors call continuous Dijkstra. In fact, this
procedure somehow extends the well known Dijkstra’s algorithm [Dij59] from
graphs to polyhedral surfaces, since it views the edges of the mesh as nodes of
a graph. Instead of distance values, they use a dedicated data structure, called
window, which encodes all locally shortest paths in an unfolded triangle strip.
Essentially, windows are intervals on edges that a shortest path may cross.
Whenever the front hits a hyperbolic vertex 𝑣𝑖 , then a new front is propagated
from 𝑣𝑖 , which has been called in the following works a pseudosource. In this
case, the propagation of the windows starts again from 𝑣𝑖 as if it were the
original source, hence the name. This not essential but for technical reasons
it makes the algorithm faster. It may happen though, that the propagations
started from two pseudosources “intersect”, i.e. there may be edges where
windows overlap. In this case, the optimization of windows on an edge is
accomplished by trimming such windows into disjoint ones according to the
smaller distance in the overlapping part. Since the cost of the algorithm is
positively correlated to the number of windows arriving at each edge, in order
to minimize this number, the wave front propagation paradigm in Dijkstra’s
algorithm and fast marching is used. This means that windows across 𝑀 are
propagated from near to far by maintaining a priority queue. This paradigm
ensures that redundant windows will be trimmed at earliest possible stage.
Then, the geodesic distances can be computed by finding the optimal windows
on the edges of 𝑀. If 𝑥 is hyperbolic vertex, then its distance from the source
has been labeled during the propagation, since it is a pseudosource, otherwise
the distance is retrieved in 𝑂 (log 𝑛), where 𝑛 denotes the number of vertices
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of 𝑀. Since the authors proved that at most 𝑂 (𝑛 2 ) windows are created by this
algorithm, it can be easily derived that MMP computes the geodesic distance
from a vertex 𝑣 to all the other vertices of 𝑀 in 𝑂 (𝑛 2 log 𝑛).
The MMP algorithm is commonly viewed as landmark in the research of
polyhedral geodesic algorithms. Its distinct distribution is the window propagation framework which contains three major components: window propagation,
window pruning (e.g. trimming) and window management (e.g. priority queue).
Several approaches in the literature have adopted this framework in order
to propose an algorithm that computes exact geodesic polyhedral distances
in the most efficient possible, and they differ from their unique techniques
used in the three components. For the sake of brevity, we report the main
ones [CH90,SSK+ 05,XW09,XWL+ 15,QHY+ 16] and refer the reader to [CLPQ20]
for further details. In a nutshell, the best performing algorithm to date is the
VTP algorithm (Vertex-oriented Triangle Propagation), proposed by Qin et
al. [QHY+ 16].

4.2.3 Graph-Based methods
Even the most efficient method for computing exact polyhedral distances is far
from being compatible with real-time performances on average-sized meshes.
Therefore, one needs to find a trade off between accuracy and efficiency, which
means giving up on computing the exact distance between two points and
relying on more efficient approaches that provide an estimation of it. Graphbased methods rely on the assumption that the shortest geodesic distance
between any pair of point 𝑝, 𝑞 can be approximated by considering a set
(𝑝, 𝑣 0, . . . , 𝑣𝑘 , 𝑞), where 𝑣 0 . . . , 𝑣𝑘 belong to a finite set 𝑉𝐺 of points on 𝑀, such
that the distance between any pair of points of 𝑉𝐺 is precomputed and stored
in the edges 𝐸𝐺 of a graph 𝐺 = (𝑉𝐺 , 𝐸𝑔 ).
To fix ideas, suppose 𝑀 is made of two triangles obtained by splitting the
square 𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐶, 𝐷 by connecting 𝐴 and 𝐶 with one of the diagonal of the square
(see inset). Now suppose that we want to estimate the distance between 𝐵 and
𝐷.
By allowing ourselves to move just along the
edges of 𝑀 (black lines), the best we can do is
to approximate such distance with 2ℓ, where ℓ is
the length of the side of the square. However, by
considering the graph 𝐺 = (𝑉𝐺 , 𝐸𝐺 ), such that
𝑉𝐺 = {𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐶, 𝐷, 𝑂 }
𝐸𝐺 = (𝐴𝐵, 𝐵𝐶, 𝐶𝐷, 𝐷𝐴, 𝐴𝐶, 𝑂𝐵, 𝑂𝐷),
where 𝑂 is the centroid of square, we can “go” from√𝐵 to 𝐷 by “walking” along
𝐵𝑂 and 𝑂𝐷 (red), i.e. we obtain the correct distance 2ℓ. The idea behind graphbased method is to refine the initial mesh 𝑀 by adding nodes and connecting
them with arcs in order to improve the estimation of the distances that we
would have if we allow ourselves to move just along the edges of 𝑀.
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This idea has been probably proposed for the first time in the PhD thesis
of Lanthier [Lan00]. Such methods differ for the choice of points of 𝑉𝐺 and
the edges of 𝐸𝐺 and the strategy to build the graph. Once 𝐺 is provided,
geodesic distances and shortest paths can be easily resolved though shortest
path queries on 𝐺, most frequently with standard Dijkstra search [Dij59].
In [Lan97, LMRS01], Lanthier et al. proposed three different strategies to build
a graph 𝐺 made of edges that can cross the triangles of 𝑀. The first step
consists in defining the vertices 𝑉𝐺 of 𝐺 by adding Steiner points along the
edges of 𝑀, while in the second one the graph of edges 𝐸𝐺 is built, which
interconnects the vertices of 𝑉𝐺 with arcs that walk either along edges or
across faces. The three above mentioned techniques differ in how the Steiner
points are distributed along the edges (same number of points distributed
uniformly on all the edges or different number of points such that the distance
between them on all the edges is the same), and in the way in which they are
connected, i.e. by which arcs one add to 𝐸𝐺 . Lanthier et al. [LMRS01] proved
that if the number of Steiner points is large enough, they can approximate the
geodesic shortest path within additive bound that is a function of the length
of the longest edge in 𝑀.
Several other techniques have been proposed that deal with the positioning
of Steiner points and with the accuracy of the resulting method [MM97,ALM00,
AMS00,AMS05]. However, the results in these works have mostly a theoretical
interest, since the proposed algorithms are too slow for practical purposes
[BMSW11].
Ying et al. [YWH13] proposed a graph based method base on the observation
made in Lemma 4.1: since a shortest path on a polyhedral mesh may cross a
vertex only if it is a hyperbolic one, they proposed to build a Saddle Vertex
Graph (SVG) having the vertices of 𝑀 as nodes, and one arc in 𝐸𝐺 for any
direct path between a pair of vertices, where a path is said to be direct if it
does not cross any vertex. Therefore, in this case the arcs are polygonal paths
across edges. However, since encoding all the direct paths between any pair
of vertices may result in a too large data structure for practical purposes, they
proposed to connect each vertex 𝑣𝑖 with the 𝐾 vertices belonging to a geodesic
disc centered at 𝑣𝑖 . They compared SVG with the heat method and report that
SVG is faster for 𝐾 < 100, comparable for 100 < 𝐾 < 500 and slower, but more
accurate for larger values of 𝐾.
Wang et al. [WFW+ 17] improved the efficiency of SVG proposing the Discrete
Geodesic Graph, in which they relax the hypothesis that no shortest path should
cross a spherical vertex. They start by observing that cones resulting from the
window propagation in the MMP algorithm become progressively narrower.
If a cone is long enough, then any direct path from the source 𝑣𝑠 to a vertex
𝑣𝑡 in the cone can be approximated by the sum of two shortest paths 𝑣𝑠 𝑣 and
𝑣𝑣𝑡 , where 𝑣 is a vertex preceding 𝑣𝑡 and lying on the boundary of the cone.
Therefore, while generating direct paths as in the SVG method, they set an
early termination of window propagation when the length of the cone reaches
a certain threshold, which depends on the parameter defining a window 𝑊
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that bounds the cone and on a tolerance threshold 𝜀. The experiments carried
out by the authors show that DGG is the best graph-based algorithm in terms
of efficiency and accuracy to date.

4.2.4 Local Methods
The methods reviewed above are well suited for computing geodesic distances.
Both exact methods and graph-based methods can be used to compute a
shortest path but, as it will be clear soon enough, there are methods that are
tailored for this type of query. Therefore, in this section we will focus on
methods that compute the shortest path between two vertices 𝑣𝑠 and 𝑣𝑡 . The
idea behind local methods is to compute an initial guess 𝑃, which is a path
connecting 𝑣𝑠 and 𝑣𝑡 which is not needed to be the shortest one, and then refine
𝑃 in order to turn it into a geodesic path. Note that, in the last statement we used
the term “geodesic” and not “shortest”, because these methods only guarantee
the result to be locally shortest, i.e. it is not possible to assess if another
globally shortest path exists. To clarify the previous statement, let us start by
describing how to locally assess that a given path is geodesic or not. To this end,
it is important to remember the discussion made in Section 4.2.1, where we
observed that, in the discrete setting, the concepts of shortest and straightest
do not coincide, in general. Polthier and Schmies [PS98] observed that a path
passing through vertex 𝑣𝑖 divides its total angle into two components (𝛩𝑖+
and 𝛩𝑖− in (4.5)), and define geodesic paths in terms of these quantities. In
particular, they state that a path is
- locally straightest if 𝛩𝑖+ = 𝛩𝑖− ,
- locally shortest if 𝛩𝑖+ ≥ 𝜋 and 𝛩𝑖− ≥ 𝜋.
Note that if 𝛺𝑖 = 0, i.e. if 𝑣𝑖 is Euclidean, both conditions hold and the
parallelism with the smooth setting is preserved. However, we notice that
there are infinitely many shortest paths passing through an hyperbolic vertex,
i.e. any solution 𝛩𝑖+ + 𝛩𝑖− = 𝛩𝑖 with 𝛩𝑖+ ≥ 𝜋 and 𝛩𝑖− ≥ 𝜋 defines a locally
shortest path through 𝑣𝑖 .
Many local methods in the literature exploit this classification to turn the
initial guess 𝑃 into a path which is locally shortest. Essentially, 𝑃 is represented
as a concatenation of mesh points 𝑝 0, . . . , 𝑝𝑛 , such that 𝑝𝑖 and 𝑝𝑖+1 belong to the
same triangle 𝑡, 𝑖 = 0, . . . , 𝑛. The idea is to iteratively flatten the mesh around
each one of these points and update their position in order to locally straighten
or shorten the path. This procedure is iterated until convergence, that it, when
all the points locally satisfy the geodesic criterion ( [Wan04, MVdC04]). Xin et
al. [XW07] strive for locally shortest geodesics, but rather than using the local
angle criteria expressed in [PS98], they adopt an equivalent concept based
on the Fermat principle, which states that light always follows the shortest
optical path. As in [Wan04, XW07], this method is guaranteed to converge to a
path that is locally shortest everywhere in the sense of [PS98]. Recently, Sharp
and Crane [SC20a] proposed an algorithm that shortens the initial guess by
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flipping the edges of the mesh and updating the path accordingly to such flip.
They proved that their local flipping procedure is guaranteed to reduce the
length in the general case. The comparison made in Chapter 7 shows that our
method is, on average, one order of magnitude faster than the one proposed
in [SC20a].
Other methods in the literature address this problem by updating the all
path at each iteration. In a nutshell, instead of focusing on one point, they
move all the points in the path by minimizing a suited energy. Since we will
not use this kind of approach in the following, we omit their description for
the sake of brevity and refer to [CLPQ20] for further details.

4.2.5 Geodesic Tracing
With geodesic tracing we mean the tracing of a curve 𝛾 which is locally
straigthest everywhere in the previously described sense. Therefore, we are
interested in finding a piece-wise linear curve such that 𝛩𝑖+ = 𝛩𝑖− whenever
a vertex 𝑣𝑖 is crossed. The theoretical bases for solving this problem on a
polyhedral surface has been laid by Polthier and Schmies in [PS98], as described above. Polthier and Schmies [PS98] proposed two alternative methods
to integrate a vector field on a mesh, one based on Euler integration, and the
other based on the fourth order Runge-Kutta method. In the implementation
of the algorithms described in the sequel, the former will always been used.
We report the definition given by the author and describe how it has been
implemented in our setting.
d e f i n i t i o n 4.2 ( [PS98, Definition 21]): Let 𝑀 be a polyhedral surface
with a polyhedral tangent vector field 𝑣 on 𝑀, let 𝑦0 ∈ 𝑀 be an initial point, and
let ℎ > 0 a (possibly varying) step size. For each point 𝑝 ∈ 𝑀, let 𝛿 (𝑡, 𝑝, 𝑣 (𝑝))
denote the unique straightest geodesic through 𝑝 with initial direction 𝑣 (𝑝)
and evaluated at parameter value 𝑡. A single iteration step of the geodesic Euler
method is given by
𝑦𝑖+1 := 𝛿 (ℎ, 𝑦𝑖 , 𝑣 (𝑦𝑖 )).
The produces a sequence of points {𝑦0, 𝑦1, . . .} on 𝑀 which are connected by
straightest geodesic segments of length ℎ. For each 𝑖{0, 1, . . .}, we define
𝛾 (𝑖ℎ + 𝑡) := 𝛿 (𝑡, 𝑦𝑖 , 𝑣 (𝑦𝑖 )),

𝑡 ∈ [0, ℎ]

and obtain a piece-wise straightest, continuous curve 𝛾 : [0, ℓ) → 𝑀 of some
length ℓ such that each segment 𝛾 [𝑖ℎ,(𝑖+1)ℎ] is a straightest geodesic.
Note that, in the definition above, the existence of a tangential vector field
on 𝑀 is assumed. However, in our setting we always start with just one point 𝑝
and a direction 𝑤. In this case, the authors state that such a vector field should
be computed during a pre-processing step. On this regard, let us consider
the case in which 𝑝 lies within a triangle 𝑡 0 , and hence 𝑤 is a tangent vector
defined in the plane containing 𝑡 0 . The unique straightest geodesic satisfying
these initial conditions is therefore the straight line segment emanating from
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𝑝 with direction 𝑤. We therefore trace such segment until we hit the boundary
of 𝑡 0 at some point 𝑝 0 . Let us assume that 𝑝 0 is not a vertex, and let 𝑡 1 be the
triangle adjacent to 𝑡 0 along the edge on which 𝑝 0 lies. We can then flatten 𝑡 0
and 𝑡 1 onto a common tangent plane, and extending the straight line segment
defined in 𝑡 0 to 𝑡 1 . If 𝑝 0 is a vertex instead, suppose 𝑝 0 = 𝑣𝑖 for some 𝑣𝑖 ∈ 𝑉 .
We parallel transport 𝑤 from 𝑡 0 to 𝑇𝑣𝑖 𝑀 as described in Section 3.1. With
an abuse of notation, we will call such a vector 𝑤 for simplicity, The polar
coordinates (𝜌 𝑤 , 𝜃 𝑤 ) in 𝑇𝑣𝑖 𝑀 uniquely determine the vertices 𝑣 𝑗𝑎 and 𝑣 𝑗𝑎+1 such
that 𝜃˜𝑗𝑎 ≤ 𝜃 𝑤 ≤ 𝜃˜𝑗𝑎+1 , where 𝜃˜𝑗𝑎 and 𝜃˜𝑗𝑎+1 are defined as in Section 3.1. We
therefore parallel transport 𝑤 from 𝑇𝑣𝑖 𝑀 to 𝑡 1 . Again, the straightest geodesic
in 𝑡 1 emanated from 𝑣𝑖 with direction 𝑤 is uniquely defined, we can therefore
trace a straight line segment within 𝑡 1 and determine the next triangle 𝑡 2 .
In other words, we construct the tangential vector field in Definition 4.2 by
parallel transporting the initial direction from cell to cell. Note that, if 𝛾 is the
piece-wise linear curve consisting of all the straight line segments traced inside
every triangle, then by construction we have that 𝛾 is a locally straigthest
curve in the sense of [PS98]. In fact, within a triangle 𝛾 is just a straight line
segment, and when moving from one triangle to another, the parallel transport
of the direction ensures that 𝛾 remains “straight”, in the sense of [PS98].
Although the above method is the most popular and used, it has some
limitations. Suppose for example that we are interested in approximating
the exponential map at some vertex 𝑣𝑖 , and, to do that, we trace straightest
geodesics in every possible direction from 𝑣𝑖 . Suppose that one of them, say 𝛾
hits a spherical vertex 𝑣 𝑗 . Then 𝛾 splits the beam of nearby curves into two
groups which meet discontinuously on the opposite side of 𝑣 𝑗 , since the tangent
spaces we are considering to define them are different and, most importantly,
it is not possible to smoothly pass from one to the other. Note that, if 𝑣 𝑗 is
hyperbolic, then we also fail in covering the wedge of all possible outgoing
directions of shortest paths beyond 𝑣 𝑗 . Kumar et al. [KSH+ 03] proposed a
method that uses the discrete normals of the mesh rather that tangent spaces
to define stragihtest geodesics. This allows to trace beams of the curves that
leave less “blind spots” when passing a vertex, as demonstrated in [BMBZ02].
In our implementation, we do not use such techniques since we do not have the
same requirements of Biermann et al. [BMBZ02], and the method of Polthier
and Schmies [PS98] perfectly fits our purposes.
Note that, at the best of our knowledge, none of the existing methods
ensure to have consistency between shortest and straightest paths in the
following sense. Suppose that to have a discrete exponential map constructed
as above, i.e. by tracing a finite number of straightest paths from one vertex
𝑣𝑖 . Besides the aforementioned problems regarding the injectivity of such
mapping, the shortest paths connecting 𝑣𝑖 with the points obtained in this
way would not coincide with the geodesic rays emanated from 𝑣𝑖 . It seems
therefore interesting to investigate if there is way of defining a metric and a
covariant derivative such that the curves having null geodesic curvature with
respect to the said covariant derivative are also shortest paths with respect to
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such a metric. It seems reasonable to think that one needs a proper definition
of a (discrete) covariant derivative, instead of relying on the one obtained
through the parallel transport. On this regard, the work of Liu et al. [LTGD16]
seems a good starting point to investigate this problem. In fact, straightest
geodesics defined using the covariant derivative proposed in [LTGD16] would
not be straight line segments within the triangles, since, roughly speaking, the
tangent space of a triangle is not assumed to be just a plane, so one need a way
to parallel transport vectors within it. Of course, in order to have consistency,
one needs to define shortest path differently from what done above. We plan
to investigate this possibility in future works.

4 . 3 Our approach
The methods described in Chapter 6 and 7 heavily rely on efficient algorithms
to compute geodesic distance field and shortest paths. Besides efficiency, these
algorithms need also be accurate, since otherwise the continuity and/or smoothness of the result would be affected. As an example, consider the geodesic
ball in Figure 4.3. To trace it, we considered the isoline of the distance field
𝑑𝑝 sourced at the red point 𝑝. Since 𝑑𝑝 is defined at the vertices of the mesh,
we linearly interpolate 𝑑𝑝 along the edges in order to make the ball cross the
edges and the triangles of the mesh. Since the mesh is made of 1 million of
triangles, the linear interpolation of the field does not visibly affect the result,
in the sense that triangles are small enough and the piece-wise linear nature
of the curve is not perceived (see close up on the bottom). However, since the
estimation of the distance field is not enough accurate, we obtain a wiggly
geodesic circle, which is not acceptable.
Nevertheless, such circle has been traced in real-time, that is, once the center
has been selected, by dragging the mouse the user can see in real-time the
isoline corresponding to the position of the mouse. Therefore, the computation
of 𝑑𝑝 must support the tracing of geodesic balls via click-and-drag. Similar
arguments apply to shortest paths tracing: the accuracy of the result is crucial
in order to obtain a pleasant output and, in most cases, we need to trace many
of them in real-time. In this section, we describe the approaches used to satisfy
these requests.

4.3.1 Locally Shortest Paths Tracing
The method described below has been proposed in [MNPP22] and a comparison
with the FlipOut algorithm of Sharp and Crane [SC20a] will be presented in
Chapter 7.
Our algorithm to compute locally shortest geodesic paths is derived by
combining insights from the work of Lee and Preparata [LP84] and Xin and
Wang [XW07]. The algorithm consists of three phases: (i) extraction of an
initial strip; (ii) shortest path in a strip; and (iii) strip straightening.
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Figure 4.3: If the estimation of the distance field is not enough accurate, when
computing its isoline we may obtain a wiggly geodesic circle, even on high-tessellated
meshes.

Phase (i), which has been overlooked in previous approaches, is critical
as it can become the bottleneck on large meshes (see, e.g., the discussion
in [SC20a, Section 5.2.1]). Given two mesh points 𝑃 and 𝑄, we compute a strip
of triangles that connects them, performing a search on a dual graph. This
graph is defined on the mesh having as nodes the centroids of the triangles of
𝑀. Each node is connected with the centroids of the three adjacent triangles
and each arc encodes the distance between two nodes, computed by flattening
the triangles in a common plane. Since every node of this graph has valence 3,
its navigation turns out to be very efficient.
We experienced a relevant speedup over the classical Dijkstra search by
using a shortest path algorithm based on the small-label-first (SLF) and largelabel-last (LLL) heuristics [Ber98], which do not require a priority queue, but
a double ended queue. Instead, the SLF heuristics adds a new node to either
the front, or the back of the queue, according to the estimated distance of
that node, compared to the distance of the first node in the queue. The LLL
heuristics moves a node from the front to the back of the queue if its distance
is larger than the average distance of nodes in the queue. The SLF and LLL
heuristics govern the insertion and extraction of weighted nodes in the queue.
Besides, we weight each node as in a classical A* search, with the sum of its
current distance from the source plus its Euclidean 3D distance to the target.
This heuristic prioritizes the exploration of triangles closer to the destination
in terms of Euclidean distance, improving performance on most models.
In phase (ii), the strip is unfolded in the 2D plane and the shortest path
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Figure 4.4: Shortest path computation. Given a source 𝑃 and a target 𝑄 an initial
strip of triangles is found with a search on the dual graph of the mesh. (a) A shortest
path within the strip is found by propagating a funnel, which is initialized with its
apex at 𝑃 and its front at the first edge crossing the strip. (b) The edges of the strip are
processed one by one, to tighten the front of the funnel. (c) When the funnel collapses,
a new vertex, called a pseudo-source, is added to the path and the apex of the funnel
is moved to the pseudo-source. (d) When 𝑄 is reached, some reflex vertices may still
lie on the path. (e) Reflex vertices are analyzed for possible removal, starting at the
vertex 𝑣 causing the sharpest turn. (f) The final path is found when no more reflex
vertices can be removed.

within it is computed in linear time with the funnel algorithm [LP84]. See
Fig. 4.4(a-b-c) for an example.
In phase (iii), in order to obtain the locally shortest path on the mesh, we
remove reflex vertices from the strip where possible. To this aim, Xin and
Wang find the reflex vertices that can be removed by computing angles about
a vertex inside and outside the strip, respectively [XW07]. However, in our
experiments, the computation of angles slows down the algorithm, because the
star of each reflex vertex is retrieved from a data structure that is not in cache
memory. Instead, we select the reflex vertex 𝑣 that creates the largest turn in
the polyline and, similarly to [XW07], we update the strip by substituting the
current semi-star of 𝑣 inside the strip with its other semi-star. We perform
the unfolding and the funnel algorithm on the new strip: if 𝑣 still remains on
the path, then it is frozen; we repeat this procedure until all reflex vertices
either are removed or become frozen. See Fig. 4.4(d-e-f) for an example. This
procedure is repeated iteratively until no turns in the path are found, at which
point the 2D path is mapped back into a surface geodesic path and returned
as result. Another special stopping case is when the larger turn is found at
the same vertex twice in a row: this happens when the path passes through a
hyperbolic vertex and nothing can be done to further shorten the path. This
iterative algorithm is usually efficient as the input strip is made of up to a few
hundreds of faces even on dense meshes.
The comparison with [SC20a] made in Chapter 7, shows that we consistently
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Figure 4.5: Geodesic circle traced on a 200k triangles Bunny. Even if the mesh is
coarser than the one in Figure 4.3, the isoline of the distance is smooth and faithfully
represent the behavior of the geodesic distance field.

beat it for about one order of magnitude in speed. The breakup of times
presented suggests that the speed-up stems mostly from Phase (i).

4.3.2 Geodesic Distance Fields Computation
The method described below has been proposed in [MP22].
Our approach to estimate geodesic distance fields is a graph-based method
similar to the techniques described in [NPP22] and [WFW+ 17], on a different
graph though. In fact, our graph has all the vertices of the mesh as nodes, and
arcs from each vertex to all vertices in its 𝑘-ring, where 𝑘 is a parameter. Each
arc is weighted with the length of the shortest path between two vertices,
computed as described in the previous section.
As it will be clarified next, we will need to compute the geodesic distance
field for a generic mesh point 𝑝 ∈ 𝑀. To do that, we first compute the exact
distances from 𝑝 to the vertices of its containing triangle 𝑡 and to the vertices
opposite to the edges of 𝑡, and we initialize the distances of the corresponding
nodes of the graph accordingly. We then propagate the distance field using
the heuristic algorithm described above for the dual graph.
The parameter 𝑘 used in building the graph provides a trade-off between
the accuracy and the cost of the solver. A low value of 𝑘 may compromise
the smoothness of the distance field, hence resulting in wiggly isolines. For
example, the geodesic circle in Figure 4.3 has been traced using the graph
proposed in [NPP22], where the arcs of the graph connect a vertex 𝑣 to its
1-ring and to every vertex in its 2-ring which can be connected to 𝑣 with a dual
edges. On the other hand a too high value for 𝑘 may slow down computations
considerably, thus hindering interaction. We experimented that 𝑘 = 3, 4 are
choices compatible with real-time interaction on high-tessellated meshes (few
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millions of triangles) and provide an estimation of geodesic distances sufficiently accurate for our purposes. For example, the geodesic circle in Figure 4.5
has been traced on a 200k triangles mesh. Even if the resolution is way lower
than the example on the elephant showed in Figure 4.3, the result is smooth
and the tracing is performed in real-time via a click-and-drag procedure. In
future works, we plan to carry out a thorough comparison with state-of-the-art
methods. On this regard, Nazzaro et al. have compared their implementation
(which can be thought as the case 𝑘 = 1.5 of our method) with the exact
geodesic distances and experiments show that their method makes in average
an error between 0.1 and 0.2 percent (see [NPP22]).

PART II

Geometric primitives on discrete
surfaces

5
Practical Computation of the Cut
Locus on Discrete Surfaces
This section includes contents from a co-authored paper [MLP21] that
has been re-formatted for this thesis.

5 . 1 Introduction
Computational problems in the geodesic metric of Riemannian manifolds
are becoming more and more relevant in geometry processing [AOCBC15,
KCPS15,MRCK21,Sch13,SSC19b], optimal transport [BvdPPH11,LD11,SRGB14,
SDGP+ 15, Sol18, MCSK+ 17], and machine learning [BYF+ 19, MKK21, MBBV15,
RGA+ 20, SRC+ 20]. Many results, however, make assumptions about well definiteness of differential quantities of the distance function, uniqueness of shortest
paths, injectivity of the exponential map, etc. However, such properties are
violated at the cut loci of points.
Therefore, methods that make assumptions about staying away from the
cut locus, without properly knowing it, might be hindered not just on a global
basis, but on a local basis too. For example, the cut locus sets a tight bound to
the injectivity of the exponential map in local surface parametrization [HA19]
and it impacts the smoothness of the solution to the Monge problem in optimal
transport [Vil08, Vil11].
Surprisingly enough, there are very few algorithms for computing the cut
locus. Besides, existing algorithms are slow, or dependent on several parameters, or limited to specific classes of surfaces, or suffer of all such limitations
(see Sec. 5.2).
In this chapter, we focus on real analytic surfaces represented as polygonal
meshes, and propose a practical and efficient algorithm for finding the cut
locus in this setting. The presented algorithm is independent of the method
used to estimate the distance function, which is taken as an input and defined
at the vertices of the mesh. Starting from the point farthest from the source
(which surely belongs to the cut locus), we exploit Theorem 2.41 to grow a
spanning tree that floods the entire mesh, and locally aligns with the cut locus.
The method relies on a unique parameter that the user can tune interactively
to obtain an approximation of the cut locus by pruning the spanning tree. For
surfaces of genus higher than zero, we restore the correct topology by closing
the necessary loops. As a result, we obtain a cut locus that is geometrically
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Figure 5.1: We can compute the cut locus of the geodesic distance function on any
shape. From the simplest ones (left) to the most complex, both geometrically (middle)
and topologically (right). Our output can be as smooth as the real cut locus (left,
middle), or encoded in the edges of the underlying mesh (right). Both results are
practically relevant for applications.

approximated, being made of edges of the mesh; and topologically accurate,
having the same homology of the underlying manifold. For geometrically
more accurate results, we also provide an algorithm to smooth the curves that
compose the cut locus.
This method has three key practical advantages with respect to prior art: (i)
the user can intuitively tweak a single parameter in real time with immediate
feedback; (ii) it is orders of magnitude faster, thus permitting to operate on
discrete manifolds with substantially higher complexity, both geometric and
topological; (iii) it is independent of the algorithm used to compute the distance
function, thus allowing the user to trade-off between accuracy and speed.
The method has been evaluated on several shapes as well as different algorithms for computing the distance function. We demonstrate its applications
to the computation of the radius of injectivity of the exponential map, and to
visibility-aware mesh cutting for texture mapping. The code is released in the
public domain at https://github.com/Claudiomancinelli90/CutLocus.

5 . 2 Related Works
The first two tools for computing the cut locus that were proposed in the
literature are Loki [ST02] and Thaw [IS04]. They both have limited capabilities, and were mainly developed with the purpose of supporting theoretical
investigations. Loki is based on a polynomial approximation of the exponential
map defined from a periodic parametrization of the surface, and supports only
surfaces with genus one. Thaw supports only convex surfaces.
Misztal and colleagues [MBAM11] compute a retraction of the surface to
the cut locus by means of an advecting front, represented as a piecewise linear
curve. The cut locus is detected from self-intersections of the propagated front.
Geodesics are computed by relying on a local parametrization through (2.17),
and using finite differences to compute derivatives. Results are presented
just on parametrized tori, and reported running times are about half an hour.
While in principle this method scales to arbitrary surfaces, such an extension
would require developing more general ways to compute geodesics, and to
propagate the advecting front. Specifically, many geodesics are radially cast
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during front propagation, hence it may become very expensive to maintain
the front accurate, especially far from the source, where it stretches.
Dey and Li [DL09] compute a subset of the cut locus, defined as the set
of points where two minimizing geodesics meet after spreading apart by a
certain amount. Geodesics are discretized with shortest paths on a graph,
and are traced from all pairs of sampled points that lie closer than a given
threshold. If two geodesics starting at nearby points diverge, then such points
are added to the cut locus. The method depends on several parameters, but it
is proven to converge to the cut locus by increasing the density of sampling
and reducing the thresholds for distances between adjacent points and spread
between geodesics. The output is just a discrete collection of points, which
may be connected to form a complex. The authors report about ten minutes to
compute the cut locus on a mesh of about 280K triangles.
Générau and colleagues [Gén20, GOV22] provide a comprehensive account
of the subject, and propose a method to compute an approximation of the cut
locus on a rigorous mathematical basis. They define a 𝜆-cut locus as a regularized subset of the cut locus. They prove that such set can be approximated
arbitrarily well with the solution of a variational problem, depending in turn
on another parameter 𝑚. The solution converges to the exact cut locus when 𝑚
goes to infinity and 𝜆 goes to zero. The approximation is obtained by resolving
the variational problem with finite element methods. The method can work
on general surfaces, but results are presented just on simple shapes (multi-tori
of genus 1, 2, 3); reported times are of about an hour to process a mesh with
100K triangles.
None of these previous techniques is capable of combining the performances
of the method described in this chapter with its ability to compute the cut
locus on discrete manifolds with arbitrary geometric or topological complexity.
In Sec. 5.4, we validate our geometric accuracy by comparing it against the
ground truth on the torus [GMST05], as well as against numerical methods
that converge to the exact solution [DL09, Gén20].

5 . 3 Method
Our method alternates discrete differential geometry and topology computations. We take as input an approximation of a smooth surface M approximated
by a polygonal mesh 𝑀 = (𝑉 , 𝐹 ), where 𝑉 and 𝐹 are the vertices and faces, respectively. Without lack of generality, we assume all faces of 𝐹 to be triangles.
In the following, 𝑥 ∈ 𝑀 is the source for which we evaluate the cut locus,
and 𝑑𝑥 is the distance function from it. We assume that a method is given to
compute the distance function from any given point on 𝑀 to all the vertices
of 𝑉 , as this computation is orthogonal to our contribution. In Section 5.6 we
experiment with different methods. The method relies on four properties of
the cut locus that has been introduced in Section 2.4.1, which we recall below.
(P1)

The Laplacian 𝛥𝑑𝑥 of the distance function is −∞ in the sense of barriers
at the cut locus (Theorem 2.41);
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Figure 5.2: The distance function emanating from the red source is smooth everywhere except at the cut locus, where its gradient is discontinuous (closeup).

(P2)

The cut locus is a finite linear graph, having the local structure of a tree
(Theorem 2.42);

(P3)

The cut locus has the same homology as M: it is a tree for genus zero
surfaces, and it contains 2𝑔 cycles otherwise, with 𝑔 being the genus of
M (Proposition 2.44);

(P4)

The cut locus is piece-wise smooth. Specifically, it is 𝐶 ∞ at all cut points
which are not conjugate (Proposition 2.43).

Our method consists of two steps, plus one optional smoothing step. The
steps jointly address the properties (P1-P4) listed above. We first compute the
cut locus in the form of a tree, exploiting its relation with the Laplacian of the
distance function (Property P1) and its local structure (Property P2). This step
is already sufficient to provide a valid solution for objects of genus zero. In
the second step, we ensure the correct homology for objects of higher genus
(Property P3). In the third (optional) step, we smooth the cut locus, following
the gradient of the distance function (Property P4). In the following sections
we provide the technical details.

5.3. 1 Cut locus from spanning tree
We know that the distance function 𝑑𝑥 is not differentiable at points that can
be joined with more than one geodesic to 𝑥 (which are also called regular or
ordinary points). In fact, the gradient ∇𝑑𝑥 points towards the cut locus and
breaks at it, as illustrated in Figure 5.2. Moreover, it has been proved that
regular points are dense in 𝐶 (𝑥) [Bis77] and that the number of conjugate
points is finite [Mye35], so the set of all regular points is for sure a good
approximation of the cut locus of 𝑥. Our method aims to determine such a set.
The distance function 𝑑𝑥 can be approximated arbitrarily well with a smooth
function 𝑑˜𝑥 (barrier), whose Laplacian diverges to −∞ at the cut locus as the
approximation improves (Property P1). Therefore, if we estimate the discrete
Laplacian of the distance function sampled at the vertices of 𝑀, we expect it
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Figure 5.3: Left: cut locus of a three torus with respect to a distance function sourced
at its topmost vertex. Right: the valleys of the Laplacian of the distance function
clearly demarcate the paths of the cut locus. We catch these paths with a spanning
tree that grows by locally prioritizing lower Laplacian values (closeup).

to become highly negative close to the cut locus. We base our construction on
the above observation, designing a spanning tree that floods the entire mesh
while aligning to the valleys of the discrete Laplacian, and then pruning its
branches in order to retain only the portions of it that are at the cut locus
(Figure 5.3).

ORG Spanning Tree
Knowing that the cut locus has the local structure of a tree (Property P2), to
retain its branches we rely on the construction of an Ordered Region Growing
(ORG) spanning tree 𝑇 . For this, we were inspired by techniques that extract
line structures from higher dimensional data, such as blood vessels from
medical images [YCS00] and curve-skeletons [LGS12].
We set the root of 𝑇 at the mesh vertex 𝑦 ∗ that maximizes function 𝑑𝑥 . Being
the global maximum, this point is guaranteed to be in the cut locus. We then
initialize a priority queue Q with 𝑦 ∗ , and we grow 𝑇 by iteratively extracting
the top element from Q, creating new arcs with all its neighbors that have not
been included in 𝑇 yet, and inserting these points into Q. The process stops
when the whole mesh is flooded, hence the queue Q becomes empty. We set
the priority of each point 𝑦 at −𝛥𝑑𝑥 (𝑦). This ensures that the tree expands
following the deepest valleys of the Laplacian, thus aligning to the branches
of the cut locus (Property P1). See the closeup to the right side of Figure 5.3.

Thinning
By construction, tree 𝑇 spans the whole surface. Since we are operating in a
discrete setting, if parallel branches of 𝑇 are connected by transversal edges
of mesh 𝑀, we consider them to span the portion of surface between them.
On the other hand, we know that the cut locus has Hausdorff dimension one
(Proposition 2.43). Therefore, we should not allow nodes of 𝑇 to contain in
their 1-ring in 𝑀 any node of 𝑇 , other than their parent and siblings in 𝑇 . We
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Figure 5.4: On a sphere with a bump, the cut locus of a point 𝑥 (blue) is a geodesic
line from the top of the bump to the antipodal point 𝑥¯ (yellow). Despite weak in terms
of discontinuity of gradients, our Laplacian-based detection system clearly defines
a valley along the whole cut locus (closeups). Branches that accumulate around the
antipodal point 𝑥¯ may be filtered out.

prune 𝑇 by removing the weaker nodes (in terms of their Laplacian) that do
not fulfill this property. In order to preserve the integrity of the tree, we apply
a thinning filter, akin [RKS00], again prioritized on the value of the Laplacian.
We insert all the leaves 𝑦 of 𝑇 in a priority queue Q, this time by using 𝛥𝑑𝑥 (𝑦)
as priority. When an element 𝑦 is extracted from Q, we check whether any of
its neighbors, different from its parent and siblings in 𝑇 , also belong to 𝑇 . If
there exits one such neighbor 𝑦 0 such that 𝛥𝑑𝑥 (𝑦 0) < 𝛥𝑑𝑥 (𝑦), then we remove
𝑦 from 𝑇 , and we add its parent to Q if it has become a leaf node. Although
this filter does not guarantee to fulfill the constraint above everywhere, it
maintains the integrity of the tree, avoiding to discard whole branches which
might contain strongly negative values of the Laplacian, just because some of
their intermediate nodes are weak. In practice, we found it to produce better
results than other thinning strategies that we have tried.

Filtering
Having flooded the entire mesh, even after thinning, the tree 𝑇 contains many
spurious branches, which do not belong to the cut locus. Spurious branches
are not easy to remove automatically, because the paths of the cut locus may
be very unstable. Consider for instance the example in Figure 5.4. It is well
known that the cut locus of a point 𝑥 on a sphere consists just of its antipodal
¯ However, if the sphere is perturbed with a bump, the cut locus of 𝑥 is
point 𝑥.
¯ Note that
extended to a geodesic curve that connects the top of the bump to 𝑥.
the bump can be arbitrarily small and arbitrarily close to 𝑥, hence the cut locus
on the bumpy sphere can be as extended as a maximal semi-circumference.
Since we are working on a discrete approximation 𝑀 of the manifold M,
we may easily miss existing bumps or, conversely, create artificial bumps.
Branches caused by small bumps will be weak in terms of Laplacian, since
geodesic lines from 𝑥 reach them at a very narrow angle, hence easily confused
with noise.
We thus decided to let the user clean the tree 𝑇 from spurious branches,
pruning it from the leaves, by means of a simple filter that can be tuned
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Figure 5.5: Increasing the threshold on the gradient angle, we obtain progressively
simpler version of the cut locus, where "weak" branches that are nearly differentiable
are pruned. Pushing the threshold to the extreme, we retain only the point antipodal
to the source (right).

interactively in real time. The filter is controlled with a geometric parameter,
which is independent of the specific dataset and is very intuitive: the angle
between gradients that approach the cut locus from opposite sides. For each
leaf node 𝑦 of 𝐺 C , we consider the gradients ∇𝑑𝑥 (𝑦𝑖 ) for all neighbors 𝑦𝑖 in
the 1-ring of 𝑦, we parallel transport such gradients to the tangent plane at 𝑦,
and we compute the maximum angle between any two of them. If this angle is
below a given threshold 𝜃 , then we prune 𝑦 from 𝑇 , and we proceed recursively
along the branch it belongs to.
Note that, by pushing threshold 𝜃 towards relatively large angles, we may
also remove the weaker branches of the cut locus, where function 𝑑𝑥 is nearly
differentiable, thus obtaining progressively simpler cut loci (Figure 5.5).
This may be useful in a variety of applications, since it is equivalent to
consider a smoothed version of the manifold, or of its distance function. An
alternative to the above filter consists of pruning the tree based on a threshold
on the value of the Laplacian. While the two filters provide similar results,
we privilege the one based on gradients because it is most intuitive and independent of the underlying shape. However, in some cases the filter based on
the Laplacian allows the user to obtain better results. We therefore support
switching between the two filters, or combining them.
Moreover, the filtering process can use two alternative policies: one based on
pruning, in which the leaves that exceed the threshold are recursively removed;
and the other based on growing, in which the tree is expanded from the root,
including nodes that fulfill the given threshold. Pruning is more conservative,
while growing is more aggressive. Consider again the example in Figure 5.4:
both the gradient and the Laplacian are “strong" only at the antipodal point
and at the tip of the bump. If pruning is applied, then the whole ridge shown
in the image would be retained; conversely, if growing is applied, just the
antipodal point would be retained, and the bump would be deemed noise.
The default policy, which has been applied in most of our experiments, is the
conservative one. However, with models containing many tiny details, such as
the ones in Figure 7.16, the aggressive strategy provides cleaner results.
In our experiments, we experienced the presence of spurious tiny branches
incident at the main ridges even after filtering. We provide an additional
filter, which can be used to remove short branches to obtain clean paths. The
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Figure 5.6: The cut locus has the same homology of the underlying manifold. We use
a field-aware variant of the tree cotree algorithm [EW05] to transform the spanning
tree into a system of loops, always guaranteeing the correct topology. In the upper
closeup, red and blue lines denote the tree and cotree, respectively. Light green edges
are the homology generators. The bottom closeup shows a detail of the output cut
locus.

filter can be tuned either based on the number of edges in a branch (for high
resolution meshes, we found that removing branches shorter than three edges
is a reasonable choice in all cases), or on the length of the branch relative to
the size of the object (for coarser meshes, removing branches shorter than 0.01
the length of the diagonal of the bounding box is a reasonable choice).
The filtered tree 𝑇 C provides our final approximation of the cut locus for
objects of genus zero.

5.3.2 Homology
If 𝑀 has genus 𝑔 > 0, we know that its cut locus must have the same homology
(Property P3), thus it must contain exactly 2𝑔 cycles. To restore the correct
homology, we employ a variation of the greedy homotopy basis algorithm
proposed in [EW05]. The original algorithm finds the shortest homotopy basis
centered at a mesh vertex in O (𝑛 log 𝑛), by first growing a shortest spanning
tree emanating from a source node, and then growing a spanning tree in the
dual mesh (a.k.a. cotree [Epp03]), covering the edges not in the primal tree.
This procedure leaves exactly 2𝑔 edges that are covered neither by the primal
nor by the dual trees. These edges are the generators of the homology basis,
and – bridging disjoint branches in the primal tree – form the wanted system
of loops.
In our specific case, we are interested in finding the system of loops that
best aligns with the cut locus. To this end, we initialize the tree with 𝑇 C , and
extend it so as to flood the entire mesh with a new tree 𝑇¯ . Next, we set the
root of the cotree 𝐶¯ at one of the triangles incident to the source 𝑥, and we
expand it across edges that do not belong to the primal tree 𝑇¯ . Our goal is to
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position the homology generators as close as possible to the cut locus. To do
so, we ensure that both the tree and the cotree grow at constant speed in all
directions, thus forcing opposite fronts of the trees to cover roughly the same
distance before they collide. We obtain the desired result by prioritizing the
growth of the tree 𝑇¯ with values of 𝑑𝑥 , and the growth of the cotree 𝐶¯ with
−𝑑𝑥 (interpolating the function at the centroid of each triangle). In most cases,
the endpoints of a generator are already nodes of 𝑇 C , and it is sufficient to add
such edges to the graph to close the loop (Figure 5.6). In case a generator 𝑒
is not connected to 𝑇 C at its endpoints, we climb the branches of 𝑇¯ until we
reach a node of 𝑇 C , and we close the loop by adding the corresponding paths
to 𝑇 C .
In the latter case, the portion of cut locus that closes the loop is a subset
of tree 𝑇¯ , hence misaligned with the valleys of the Laplacian. We explain
here why our choice to grow 𝑇¯ according to values of 𝑑𝑥 not only does not
sacrifice geometric accuracy, but rather enhances it. Remembering that the
Laplacian 𝛥𝑑𝑥 is the divergence of the gradient ∇𝑑𝑥 , the previous step of the
algorithm is extremely effective at detecting strong branches of the cut locus,
characterized by strongly convergent gradients, but is less effective at detecting
weak branches, characterized by nearly parallel gradients. Weak branches of
the cut locus, which may have been missed in the previous step (e.g., due to
aggressive thresholding), roughly align with the local gradient, which provides
a valid guidance for tracing them (if a valid starting point in the cut locus is
known).
Tree 𝑇¯ is initialized with the subset of the cut locus selected at the previous
step, and is then expanded according to growing values of 𝑑𝑥 , hence aligning
with ∇𝑑𝑥 . As a whole, this hybrid tree aligns to the valleys of the Laplacian
where the gradients clearly converge, and to the gradients where they are
nearly parallel. This allows us to have the best of both indicators, using each
one of them in the places where it is more appropriate. With this technique, we
were able to reconstruct high quality cut loci of shapes with non trivial topology
even operating with approximated distance functions, often characterized by
less accurate Laplacian fields (Figure 5.11). The result of this step is a graph
𝐺 C providing a discrete approximation of the cut locus.

5.3.3 Smoothing
Graph 𝐺 C is made of edges of mesh 𝑀, thus it necessarily contains wiggly
paths. This approximation is suitable to many applications, e.g., if we want to
prevent any computational technique from crossing the cut locus. However,
we know that the cut locus of a smooth manifold M consists of smooth lines
(Property P4). We try to obtain a smoother (yet still piecewise-linear) structure
by pushing the nodes of 𝐺 C closer to the true cut locus, freeing them from the
edges of 𝑀, while remaining on its surface.
We apply a tangent space smoothing algorithm driven by gradient ∇𝑑𝑥 . We
know that the gradient of 𝑑𝑥 is oriented towards the cut locus from both sides
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Figure 5.7: Construction for gradient-driven smoothing. We estimate the discrete
tangential normal tn𝑦 of the cut locus at 𝑦. The displacement vector is proportional
to the component of the gradient ∇𝑑𝑥 (𝑦) along tn𝑦 . Curve 𝛾 is a geodesic line cast
from 𝑦 in direction sign(∇𝑑𝑥 (𝑦) · tn𝑦 )tn𝑦 for length 𝜆|∇𝑑𝑥 (𝑦) · tn𝑦 |.

of it ( Figure 5.2); since we actually estimate the gradient of the smooth barrier
∇𝑑˜𝑥 , we expect its component orthogonal to the cut locus to be null at the
cut locus. Thus, we iteratively displace each node 𝑦 of 𝐺 C in the direction of
the normal to the curve through 𝑦 in its tangent plane, for an amount that
depends on the component of ∇𝑑˜𝑥 (𝑦) along this normal, until such component
becomes null. Note that, a displaced node 𝑦 is no longer a vertex of 𝑀, but it
lies inside a triangle 𝑡 𝑦 of 𝑀, and it is encoded with barycentric coordinates
wrt 𝑡 𝑦 ; we estimate the gradient at 𝑦 by linearly interpolating the gradients at
the vertices of 𝑡 𝑦 , parallel transported at 𝑦. Consecutive nodes are connected
with shortest geodesic paths to obtain the final cut locus.
Refer to Figure 5.7 for a visual explanation of the smoothing step. Let 𝑦𝑝 , 𝑦, 𝑦𝑛
be three consecutive nodes of 𝐺 C , 𝑦 being a regular node. We first estimate the
normal of the 3D curve through 𝑦𝑝 , 𝑦, 𝑦𝑛 with standard finite differences, as
in [LBS05], then we project such a vector to the tangent plane at 𝑦 to recover
the tangential normal tn𝑦 . We displace 𝑦 by casting a geodesic path from 𝑦
in tangent direction tn𝑦 for a length 𝜆ℓ (∇𝑑𝑥 (𝑦) · tn𝑦 ) where 𝜆 is a damping
parameter, which is initialized at 0.5 and halved at each iteration, and ℓ is the
average edge length. Note that the sign of the dot product may reverse the
direction of tn𝑦 according to the component of the gradient along it. Note
also that the geodesic path will hardly cross more than one edge per iteration,
while it provides a safe way to follow the intrinsic metric.
For a leaf node 𝑦𝑙 the algorithm is analogous, just the displacement of 𝑦𝑙
occurs in the opposite direction wrt the parallel transport of the normal at its
neighbor. A branching node 𝑦𝑏 is simply displaced tangentially towards the
centroid if its neighbors on 𝐺 C , as the gradient estimated at branching points
is usually not reliable.
The proposed approach readily pushes the discrete cut locus to the smooth
cut locus in areas where the former has a non vanishing angle with the local
gradient ∇𝑑𝑥 (𝑦). Extremely weak portions of the cut locus are less affected,
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Figure 5.8: Visual comparison with the analytic cut loci showed in [GMST05] (top),
and with the numerical method described in [Gén20] (bottom). We manually tried
to replicate the same sources, obtaining visually indistinguishable results. For the
comparison with [Gén20], both meshes contain 100K triangles. We computed our cut
locus in less than one second. Our competitor is based on a convoluted numerical
FEM scheme, which requires 17 Gauss quadrature points per element. The author
declares that the computation terminated in less than 1 hour.

because the tangent curve and the local gradient are nearly parallel. We eventually apply one step of classical tangent space smoothing to relax these areas,
too.

5 . 4 Results
We have implemented our algorithm in C++, using libraries Yocto/GL [PNC19],
CinoLib [Liv19] and libigl [JP+ 18] for geometry processing. We have validated
our results in a variety of experiments reported in this section. The method
performs efficiently on meshes with a complexity up to a few million triangles,
and demonstrates to produce plausible results on all models, correctly locating
the cut locus even in places where the distance function seems rather smooth
upon visual analysis (see, e.g., Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.10).

Validation
From a topological standpoint, our method is always guaranteed to produce
the correct result, meaning that the cut locus has the same homology of the
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Figure 5.9: Visual comparison with the method proposed in [DL09] (left). We manually
pinpointed the source on a different mesh. The mesh used in [DL09] contains about
60K triangles and the computation takes about 12 seconds, while our model contains
250K triangles and computation takes about 3 seconds. Reported times in [DL09] are
about ten minutes for other meshes of complexity comparable to ours.

underlying manifold. From a geometric point of view, the algorithm has a
strong theoretical foundation in the continuous setting, but in practice it relies
on a discretization of the Laplace-Beltrami operator, and on heuristics to build
the connectivity of the cut locus. Therefore, we cannot guarantee the exact
location of the cut locus on the manifold. In Figures 5.8 and 5.9, we validate
the geometric accuracy of our algorithm by comparing our outputs with the
ground truth on a torus [GMST05], and with the output of prior approximated
methods, which are guaranteed to converge to the exact solution [DL09,Gén20].
We obtain visually indistinguishable results on the torus, and a very similar
result on the kitten. For the latter, based on our understanding and practical
experience, we ascribe the tiny differences in the actual paths to the different
mesh tessellations.

Scalability and performances
We experimented our method on a variety of meshes, ranging from about
100K to about 2M triangles. High-resolution meshes for all models have been
obtained via isotropic remeshing in Meshlab [CCC+ 08], to warrant a stable
estimation of differential properties. All experiments are executed on a laptop
equipped with a 2.9 Ghz quad-core Intel Core i7 and 16 GB RAM, running on
a single core. Table 5.1 reports running times for the various phases of the
method. Considering time for pre-processing (once per mesh) and computation
of the distance function (once per source point, possible with three different
methods), on large meshes our method runs at least two and up to three orders
of magnitude faster than any other competitor. The time for the part due to
our contribution (i.e., excluding the computation of the distance function) is
interactive, and several orders of magnitude faster. Note that this is relevant
because, while the other methods require to run the algorithm again from the
beginning each time the parameters are changed, we can do parameter tuning
interactively after the time consuming part (i.e., computation of the distance
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model
torus
diamond
block
2-torus
3-torus
raindeer
sphere
kitten
nefertiti
bunny
fertility
pyramid
bust
octopus
basket
fertility

triangles
100K
160K
170K
200K
200K
200K
240K
250K
460K
500K
500K
660K
700K
800K
1.1M
2.0M

genus
1
0
0
2
3
0
0
1
0
0
4
0
0
0
260
4

Pre-processing
min-max
1.13 - 2.78
1.86 - 5.46
1.90 - 5.62
2.35 - 6.41
2.17 - 6.84
2.45 - 5.08
2.82 - 10.04
2.70 - 7.73
5.37 - 17.77
5.52 - 19.45
5.55 - 19.21
8.46 - 38.24
9.18 - 39.89
9.93 - 28.10
13.94 - 97.98
22.92 - 173.68

Distance function
VTP heat graph
0.78 0.03
0.01
3.11 0.06
0.01
3.20 0.06
0.01
2.55 0.07
0.01
2.29 0.07
0.01
1.92 0.06
0.02
5.64 0.10
0.02
2.67 0.09
0.02
3.97 0.19
0.04
8.16 0.19
0.04
7.92 0.20
0.04
11.64 0.30
0.08
10.65 0.32
0.09
14.42 0.31
0.09
13.87 0.62
0.12
66.09 2.99
0.20

Cut locus computation
spanning tree homology
0.06
0.10
0.12
–
0.13
–
0.16
0.21
0.14
0.19
0.18
–
0.22
–
0.18
0.24
0.42
–
0.39
–
0.41
0.50
0.73
–
0.78
–
0.87
–
1.18
1.36
1.81
2.10

Total
min-max
0.17 - 0.95
0.13 - 3.23
0.14 - 3.33
0.38 - 2.91
0.33 - 2.88
0.20 - 2.10
0.24 - 5.86
0.44 - 3.09
0.46 - 4.39
0.43 - 8.55
0.95 - 8.83
0.81 - 13.45
0.87 - 11.43
0.95 - 15.29
2.66 - 16.41
4.11 - 70.00

Table 5.1: Statistics on models used in the experiments and related running times
in seconds. Preprocessing includes times for: evaluating metric tensors and related
vectors for differential computations; pre-factorization in case the heat method is used;
construction of the graph in case the graph method is used (the latter is one order of
magnitude smaller than the rest). Spanning tree computation includes also the thinning
filter. The total time depends heavily on the method used for the distance function
(min with graph, max with VTP [QHY+ 16]) and does not include pre-processing times;
graph achieves minimum times even including pre-processing; while heat becomes
the most expensive for large meshes because of the cost of pre-factoring. Applying a
filter upon parameter tuning works in real time, taking less than 0.01 seconds on all
models, and it is not included in the table.

function) is complete.

Impact of mesh resolution
As any other technique that approximates continuous entities with a finite
discretization, our method performs best on dense and regular samplings. In
particular, in our experiments we noticed that even though theory ensures
that the Laplacian goes to −∞ at the cut locus, the discrete Laplace-Beltrami
may yield values near zero where the local gradients are almost parallel, hence
the cut locus is very weak. In Figure 5.10 we show a typical failure case.
Notwithstanding the feeble signal in the Laplacian, our method was able to
reconstruct the corresponding loop and enforce the correct topology. Similar
issues that arise outside closed loops cannot be recovered. Considering the
computational efficiency of our method, the easiest way to overcome these
issues is to operate on dense meshes.

Impact of distance computation
We have experimented with three different methods for computing the distance function: VTP [QHY+ 16], which provides an efficient variant of the
original MMP algorithm [MMP87]; the heat method [CWW13]; and a simple
graph-based solver [NPP20]. VTP requires no pre-processing, and provides an
exact solution in the polyhedral metric, but it is rather slow on large meshes.
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Figure 5.10: Mesh resolution may impact the result of our algorithm. In the denser
mesh, the Laplacian field (left closeup) clearly identifies a weak path. In the coarse
mesh the same path is more blurred. Since that portion belongs to a closed loop, our
topological step correctly reconstructs it, but if the same path was open, it would have
been difficult to retain it because the gradients are almost parallel, as the level sets of
the distance function suggest.

The heat method requires solving a linear system of the same size of the mesh.
The matrix can be pre-factorized once per mesh, and the solution after factorization amounts to a matrix vector multiplication, hence it is quite fast. It
provides an approximated estimate of the distance function for an underlying
smooth manifold, and converges to the exact solution as a parameter 𝑡 tends
to zero. We used the implementation in [JP+ 18] with the default parameter, as
recommended by the authors [CWW13]. The graph-based solver relies on a
graph with one node per vertex, and one arc for each edge and dual edge of the
input mesh. The graph is built during pre-processing, and a solve consists of a
Dijkstra-like visit, which is quite fast, too. We have used the implementation
in [PNC19]. Compared with the exact polyhedral solution, the accuracies of
the heat method and of the graph solver are similar, but with different artifacts,
as discussed below.
All images in the paper, except 5.11, were generated by using VTP. In 5.11, we
compare results obtained with the three methods on two objects. We were able
to successfully compute the cut locus with all three methods. Nevertheless, we
could observe some interesting differences between the alternative approaches,
especially in terms of the Laplacian they yield. VTP consistently produces a
neat Laplacian that is completely free from noise. The paths of the cut locus are
very sharp and easy to identify. The graph based approach produces a Laplacian
with biased noise, where the propagation paths can be clearly identified. Apart
from that, the paths of the cut locus remain sharp and easy to identify. On the
positive side, the noise-level stripes produced by this method turn out to be
useful to trace the weak branches of the cut locus, because they align with the
gradient of the function. The heat method was the most challenging for us
because, by solving a Poisson problem, it generates a function that is smooth

5.4 results

Figure 5.11: Cut loci computed with two approximated methods (the heat
method [CWW13] and a graph solver [NPP20]), and an exact polyhedral method
(VTP [QHY+ 16]). We show the distance function with the output (top), and its Laplacian (bottom). The exact method produces fields that clearly demarcate the branches
of the cut locus. With approximated methods, noise occasionally blurs the Laplacian
around the branches of the cut locus.

everywhere, cut locus included. This results in a blurred Laplacian field, where
strong branches of the cut locus are still clearly identified, but weaker ones
fade away (e.g. the three green paths in the upper part of the diamond), or
completely disappear (e.g. the closure of the inner loops in the double torus).
As a result, the paths of the cut locus computed with the heat method tend to
slightly misalign from the other methods, albeit the result is still acceptable
for most applications.
In terms of speed, we report timings in Table 7.1. The cost of VTP is dominant
over all other phases of our algorithm. The heat method and the graph solver
are quite fast (after pre-processing); the graph method scales better on large
meshes, though, in terms of both pre-processing and solve times. All in all,
for non time critical applications where quality dominates timing, VTP is by
far the best solution. On the other hand, the graph based approach provides
a good balancing between accuracy and running times, also proving to scale
better than the other methods on meshes containing millions of elements.

Impact of filtering
The interactive filter described in Sec. 5.3.1 ranks each edge of the ORG spanning tree according to the angle formed by the gradients of the distance
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Figure 5.12: Our method can cope with complex shapes with small details and a
rough surface, too. In these cases, it may be necessary to tweak the filter to a higher
threshold in order to remove spurious branches and obtain a clean cut locus.

Figure 5.13: Given a mesh and a point of view (yellow dot), cutting the mesh along the
cut locus positions texture seams furthest from it, making discontinuities least visible.
We provide three alternative examples on complex shapes containing elongated structures. UV maps (shown in the middle insets) were computed with ARAP [LZX+ 08].

function at its two sides. For free branches, this is a quite reliable estimate of
their “strength" in the cut locus, namely of whether or not they are caused
by relevant features of the model, or just by noise. However, even important
branches may fade into regions with nearly parallel gradients.
The reconstruction of homology loops is quite robust and independent of
filtering. We consistently experienced correct reconstructions even if parts
of the loops were filtered out before the homology part is performed. On the
contrary, weak free branches are quite unstable and may need to be recovered
by tweaking the filter properly. The exact position of terminal points of such
branches, which are all conjugate points in the exact cut locus, are hard to
detect. Therefore, the length of such branches is necessarily approximated.
This is especially evident for rough surfaces containing many small details, as
the ones depicted in Figure 5.12.

Meshes with open boundaries
Our current implementation supports watertight meshes only. In principle, its
extension to meshes with open boundaries is straightforward. Of course, the
methods for computing the distance field must support meshes of this kind;
and some shortest paths would contain boundary edges and not be geodesics in

5.4 results

Figure 5.14: Starting from a geodesic distance function emanating from a single
source, our method allows to precisely retrieve its distance from the cut locus, thus
defining the radius of the maximal ball under which the exponential map is injective.
This construction is relevant for many techniques in machine learning and optimal
transport (Sec. 5.1).

a geometric sense. In terms of the algorithm, the point furthest from the source
is no longer guaranteed to belong to the cut locus, if it lies on the boundary.
In that case, the root of the ORG spanning tree could be set at the point with
the lowest Laplacian, which is the best guess in this scenario. Besides these
tiny details, perhaps the most critical issue concerns the reliable estimate of
the Laplacian field. As already observed for differential quantities of the first
order, the absence of a complete neighborhood for boundary points makes the
estimate of gradients unreliable [MLP19]. We expect the estimate of second
order differential quantities to be even worse, possibly affecting the efficacy of
our method. Thus, special care would be needed to process boundary points.

5.4.1 Applications
Being a fundamental descriptor of a distance function living on a surface
manifold, the cut locus lends itself to a variety of alternative uses. While
demonstrating them all is outside of the scope of this paper, in this section we
showcase two practical applications involving the cut locus, in the context of
global and local surface parameterization.

POV-aware texture mapping
In texture mapping, objects that are not topological disks must be cut open
prior being flattened to the plane. Cuts introduce discontinuities in the map,
and often accumulate distortion, resulting in visual artifacts. Techniques for
texture mapping try to hide cuts in the least visible parts of the surface, so that
the weak spots of the map are not immediately perceived [SH02]. To this end,
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Figure 5.15: Alternative cut loci computed with our method using progressively
finer meshes (rows) and wider angle thresholds 𝜃 (colums). With enough filtering,
our method recovers the cut locus correctly on all models. Short branches have been
filtered and smoothing have been applied to models in the last column only.

the cut locus reveals itself to be a practical tool. For objects that are largely
observed from a known viewpoint – e.g., for digital sculptures in a virtual
museum, or for objects for which a visual saliency map is known – one can
initialize a distance function that emanates from a specific point of interest,
and cut the mesh open through the cut locus of such function. There are two
nice consequences: (i) since the cut locus and the manifold are homotopic,
cutting through the cut locus will provably generate a topological disk, suitable
to texture mapping; (ii) since the cut locus maximizes the distance from the
source, cuts will be naturally hidden when the mesh is observed from the
selected viewpoint. We implemented an interactive tool that allows the user to
select a saliency point on a mesh, and automatically cuts it at the cut locus of
the distance function that emanates from it. 5.13 shows a few results obtained
with our tool.

Maximal injectivity disk
Methods that exploit a local parameterization of the surface typically rely on a
heuristically computed radius, under which the exponential map is supposed
to remain injective (Sec. 7.1). Considering its minimal computational overhead,
our method allows to enhance these methods, providing a precise estimate
of the maximum radius that verifies this assumption. The check is pretty
straightforward: considering a point 𝑥 and the distance function 𝑑𝑥 emanating
from it, the maximum radius 𝑟 max can be computed as
𝑟 max = arg min 𝑑𝑥 (𝑝)

𝑠.𝑡 . 𝑝 ∈ C(𝑥) .

𝑝

Note that a disk having radius 𝑟 max centered at 𝑥 will be tangent to itself at
the cut locus. In practice, one may want to consider a slightly smaller radius
𝑟 0 = 𝑟 max − 𝜖, which guarantees the full injectivity of the map. In 5.14 we
show a few examples of nearly maximal disks centered at different points of a
manifold with complex genus.

5.5 limitations

(pruning)

(growing)

or
(pruning)

Figure 5.16: Cut loci computed on the Stanford bunny with its original tessellation
and filled holes (left) and a regular isotropic remeshing of it (right), computed with
Meshlab [CCC+ 08]. Left: because of the artifacts shown in the closeups in Fig. 5.17,
the pruning and the growing policies are not able to retain the cut locus and, at the
same time, filter the spurious branches of the spanning tree. Right: on a regular mesh
all versions of the filter perform equally well

5 . 5 Limitations
Our method assumes a fairly accurate estimate of first and second order
differential quantities of the distance function. The discrete methods discussed
in Sec. 5.3.1 achieve this on meshes with high resolution and isotropic elements.
Since our method is fast, we found it easy to remesh unsatisfactory models
prior processing.
On coarse meshes, our algorithm still reconstructs the cut locus correctly, as
long as the resolution is not too low and the mesh elements are slightly regular
(5.15). On coarse meshes, or when the elements are poor(e.g. badly shaped,
vertices with low-valence and/or irregular 1-ring, etc.), the weak branches
of the cut locus are hard to distinguish from noise. In that case, while the
homology is always recovered correctly, the geometry may become imprecise,
some weak branches may be lost, and some spurious branches may be retained.
For instance, the Stanford bunny has a complicated cut locus with many free
branches that are hard to detect (5.16). On the original mesh, the irregular
tessellation may interrupt the valleys of the Laplacian that demarcate the cut
locus, or introduce bumps along them, or spurious local minima (5.17). Such a
poor estimation may cause some points to become either too strong, or too
weak, thus hindering the action of filters. Note that the “strength” of a branch
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min

max

Figure 5.17: Estimating the Laplacian on an irregular (left) and regular (right) mesh:
a poor tessellation may break the valleys of the Laplacian (discontinuous blue line)
and introduce spurious local minima. Both types of artifacts may hinder the action of
our filters, as exemplified in 5.16

depends on the location of the source, the geometry of the shape, and the
discretization. Therefore, in general it is not possible to determine a priori
which mesh density is suitable to detect all branches. The pruning policy needs
an aggressive threshold to filter the branches ending at spurious local minima,
also missing the weak branches of the cut locus (5.16, left). On the other hand,
with the growing policy some branches of the cut locus are truncated too
soon, because of bumps and cracks along the valleys of the Laplacian (5.16,
middle). On a regular tessellation, both policies allow us computing an accurate
estimate of the cut locus with reasonable thresholds (5.16, right).
At this regard, it is worth pointing out that the discrete Laplacian operator
described in Section 3.2.2 turned out to be more resilient to irregular tessellation. Although even on regular tessellation the valleys slightly more evident
with respect to the cotangent Laplacian (Figure 5.18, left), the difference is way
more evident when computing the Laplacian of a distance field on the original
Stanford bunny (Figure 5.18, right). Even if the branches are not identical
in the two cases, since the tessellation are different and the source is not
placed exactly in the same point, we can notice that our method still manage
to clearly identify the main branches of the cut locus, while the cotangent
method provides mostly weak branches that often blur away. Moreover, the
presence of “false local minima” (isolated blue regions in the heat map of the
bunny in the bottom-right of Figure 5.18) in this latter case may affect the
expansion of the spanning tree, while, modulo the limitations discussed above,
is more robust from this point of view.
We did not experiment with extreme cases characterized by very sparse
meshing and long and skinny elements, such as many of the meshes found
in the Thingi10k repository [ZJ16]. In that case, it may be convenient to use
intrinsic triangulations [SSC19a] and related differential estimators [SC20b].
The rest of our method would work unchanged, but it needs being implemented
in the framework of intrinsic triangulations.

5.6 concluding remarks

Regular

Original

Ours

Cotangent

Figure 5.18: Estimation of the Laplacian with the operator described in Section 3.2.2
(top) and the cotangent Laplacian (bottom. On regular meshes (left), the performances
of two methods is comparable, whereas on the original Stanford bunny our method
demonstrate higher resilience to irregular tessellations.

5 . 6 Concluding remarks
We have presented a novel method to compute the cut locus that is practical
and fast. The method depends on a unique intuitive parameter that can be
tuned interactively to filter out artifacts arising from small details of the surface,
or from discretization. The method works on surfaces of any genus, always
recovering the correct topology of the cut locus; it works on shapes with sharp
creases; and on rough shapes with many small details, too.
We conjecture that out method converges to the true cut locus as the mesh
becomes denser, but proving this fact requires further work. In summary, all
methods we adopted for computing the distance field can be shown to converge
to the true geodesic distance; and the method to compute the differential
quantities also converges for smooth functions. By applying such estimators
to a denser and denser mesh, the estimated Laplacian should converge to the
Laplacian of the distance function away from the cut locus, and to the Laplacian
of a smooth barrier function near the cut locus. Thus, we expect that for any
given value 𝐴 < 0 there exists a mesh dense enough that 𝐿(𝑦) < 𝐴 for all 𝑦
at the cut locus. However, since no bound from below to the Laplacian away
of the cut locus is known, in general the Laplacian alone is not sufficient to
characterize all and only the points of the cut locus. This fact further motivates
the additional criteria that we apply in our method. We foresee two interesting
avenues for future work. For the computation of the cut locus, we plan to
improve on our current method to achieve a reliable fully automatic detection
that works well in all practical scenarios. The most challenging issue in this
direction is to determine where the weak free branches end. It would also be
interesting to exploit the boundary structure provided by MMP-like algorithms,
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as in [LCT11]. Based on such structure, the exact cut locus in the polyhedral
metric can be computed. However, such a cut locus would consist of a dense
tree, with one leaf at each parabolic vertex, thus being useful only for strictly
polyhedral objects without any curved surface. It is an open problem how to
define suitable pruning strategies to obtain a cut locus that is descriptive for
curved objects approximated with a mesh, too.
Finally, we plan to explore the capabilities of our approach for the computation of the medial axis, which is a widely popular shape descriptor used
for shape compression, matching and skeletonization [TDS+ 16]. Indeed, the
medial axis can be defined as the cut locus of a distance field emanating from
the boundaries of a geometric domain, growing inwards. Despite in this work
we focused our attention on distance fields emanating from a single (point-like)
source, in his work Générau showed that the Laplacian goes to −∞ also for
distance fields emanating from a general hypersurface embedded in the manifold domain [Gén20], creating a connection with the 𝜆-medial axis [CL05]. In
its current state, our algorithm is not able to reconstruct a proper connectivity
for this more general case, but since the theoretical foundation still holds, it
would be interesting to work at different tools to filter the Laplacian field and
generate the medial connectivity, both for 2D and 3D manifolds.

6
Vector Graphics on Surfaces Using
Straightedge and Compass
Constructions
This section includes contents from a co-authored paper [MP22] that
has been re-formatted for this thesis.

6 . 1 Introduction
The ancient Greek mathematicians developed a set of geometric techniques,
which go under the name of straightedge and compass constructions, to draw
planar geometric figures. Such constructions do not require taking any explicit
measure, they are granted by Euclid’s first three postulates, and are based
on two idealized tools: the straightedge, which can extend indefinitely the
straight-line through any pair of points; and the compass, which can trace
circles with its needle and pencil points at any two points in the plane. Besides,
all intersections between straight lines and circles drawn with such tools can
be found.
In the Euclidean setting, the straightedge and compass constructions can
be substituted with simpler closed form solutions, though, as it is customary
in 2D drawing systems. However, when addressing similar operations on a
surface, one must rely on the computation of distance fields and geodesic lines.
Such building blocks are indeed similar in nature to those available in the
straightedge and compass framework. In the context of our effort to bring
vector graphics to surface domains [MNPP22,NPP22], we thus investigate how
to port such constructions to the manifold setting.
We address the problem with two complementary approaches. The first
approach performs constructions in a tangent plane and then maps the result
to the surface. The second approach extends the concepts of straightedge and
compass to the geodesic metric and operates directly on the surface.
Euclidean constructions rely on properties that no longer hold under the
geodesic metric, due to the intrinsic curvature of the surface. Because of that,
both approaches fail in producing results that preserve all properties of their
Euclidean counterpart. In fact, even the topological properties of straight lines
and circles do not hold on a surface without additional conditions: geodesic
lines may self-intersect or mutually intersect multiple times; and a generic
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Figure 6.1: Examples of drawings obtained interactively with our prototype system
on two meshes, each consisting of 1M triangles.

isoline of the distance field is not even guaranteed to be homeomorphic to a
circle.
In order to address the topological limitations, we constrain our constructions to occur on sufficiently local subsets of the surface domain. Concerning
the metric aspects, the first approach suffers from geodesic distortion, which is
caused by the curvature when mapping Euclidean geometries from the tangent plane to the surface domain. On the contrary, geodesic lines and circles
are well-behaved while working directly on the surface, as long as they the
are “small enough”. This fact increases our leeway in imposing some local
properties.
We integrate all our constructions in a prototype system that supports
interactive drawing with geodesic polygons and circles. We also support affine
transformations of primitives and all the usual editing operations, such as copy,
paste, and delete. We achieve real time interaction on meshes consisting of up
to a few million triangles. This is made possible thanks to efficient algorithms
to compute geodesic distances and shortest paths.

6 . 2 Related work
6.2.1 Intrinsic Geometry of Surfaces
The straightedge and compass constructions rely on basic theorems of the
Euclidean geometry that relate lengths and angles. When trying to define similar relations on a surface, curvature must be taken into account. This subject
was thoroughly investigated in the classical theory of intrinsic geometry of
surfaces. See the books by Cheeger and Ebin [CE75] and by Chavel [Cha06] for
comprehensive accounts. Referring just to the cases addressed in this paper, the
local version of the Gauss-Bonnet theorem (Theorem 2.33) relates the internal
angles of a geodesic polygon to the curvature of the region it encloses. Such

6.3 basic straightedge and compass constructions in the plane

result explains the challenge in addressing constructions that require geodesic
lines of given lengths and forming given angles. See, e.g., the isosceles triangle
in 6.5.4.
Alexandrov investigated thoroughly the relations between quantities measured on a surface with their counterpart on surfaces with constant curvature
(a.k.a. CAT – Cartan-Alexandrov-Topogonov – spaces) [Ale48]. In a nutshell,
geodesic lines, which are cast from a common source along different directions,
tend to converge if the curvature of the space is positive, and to diverge if it is
negative. Based upon these facts, many comparison theorems involving Alexandrov and CAT spaces have been proposed in the literature. See Alexander
et al. [AKP19] for a recent account on this subject; interestingly enough, the
title of the chapter addressing geodesic triangles is The ghost of Euclid.

6.2.2 Vector Graphics
Vector graphics in 2D is a consolidated subject, supported in many systems and
tools at industrial level [W3C10,Ado21,Ink21,Aut21,Pil21,Pix22]. Until recently,
vector graphics on surfaces under the geodesic metric was considered too
computationally expensive to be supported. Traditional methods to decorate
a surface resort to parametrization and mapping, but this approach is prone
to seams and distortion, as discussed by Nazzaro et al. [NPP22] and Yuksel
et al. [YLT19]. The literature concerning tools for geodesic computations is
vast, though, and has been recently surveyed by Crane et al. [CLPQ20]. Some
recent contributions demonstrated that such technology is mature enough to
support interactive editing directly on surfaces [MNPP22, NPP22, SC20a].

6 . 3 Basic Straightedge and Compass Constructions
in the Plane
Straightedge and compass constructions involve just points, (segments of)
straight lines, and (arcs of) circles in the Euclidean plane. They consist of
iteratively applying the following five basic constructions:
• line through two existing points;
• circle through one point with center another point;
• intersection point of two non-parallel lines;
• intersection points of a line and a circle;
• intersection points of two circles.
Typical constructions usually start from few objects in the plane. In the most
complex constructions – e.g., for polygons with many sides – the five operations above may be iterated many times, producing a number of intermediate
objects, possibly much larger than the number of objects in the final result.
Figure 6.2 illustrates the manifold counterparts of the five basic constructions
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p

p

<latexit sha1_base64="fH1/aqJta9EtsAOW35wDS8s41hc=">AAACmnicZVHLbtQwFPWEVxkebWEJi4hsECqjZECiy6qwAKERRXTaSuNo5HhuMtb4kdo3rZCbBR/AFr6Nv8EZZkHau7CPz3353FvUUjhM0z+D6NbtO3fvbd0fPnj46PH2zu6TE2cay2HKjTT2rGAOpNAwRYESzmoLTBUSTovV+85/egHWCaOP8XsNuWKVFqXgDAP17XyezXeSdJSuLb4Jsg1IyMaO5ruDH3RheKNAI5fMuVmW1ph7ZlFwCe1wSBsHNeMrVoFnyimGy71wl0aj67tnDZb7uRe6bhA075waLrlRiukFnXhPu2TOZDxp257PgkM7G+feD+OYSihxRFdg9WuqGykXYSBKYBAeGkEcQpKsO+lFvWQajfK0ENVVu+asqJZ4NffJeP3uGn2AoMzCJDT/UoNlaOwrT5mtlNBtUFrRvQ71lHY/RWOk69NFoULZ/zXXzJZCytwH4FaivlamkSisuQysg7BPXeHS0xAq9CJMvPVh2G1YWnZ9RTfByXiUvRmNv75NDg4369siz8gL8pJk5B05IB/JEZkSTiryk/wiv6Pn0WH0Kfr8LzQabHKekp5Fx38BstXM9A==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="m4TYvLHoqU2NgDW4CIRjEc0Lmrk=">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</latexit>

p
<latexit sha1_base64="o2cB2AUs4wvcUP7pyISHerc1feg=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="qxotY3ftq6QunESH2LzMAKiFhxs=">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</latexit>

q

pq

<latexit sha1_base64="iYsstCo2UyjbonOxAofwkaLQIHc=">AAACmHicZVFLb9NAEN6YVwmvFm5wsfAFoRLZAakcI0ACDhEtIm2lrBWtN2NnlX24u+NWaOsDZ67w4/g3rEMOuJ3D7rffvPabKWopHKbpn0F04+at23d27g7v3X/w8NHu3uNjZxrLYcaNNPa0YA6k0DBDgRJOawtMFRJOivX7zn9yDtYJo7/h9xpyxSotSsEZBurobLGbpKN0Y/F1kG1BQrZ2uNgb/KBLwxsFGrlkzs2ztMbcM4uCS2iHQ9o4qBlfswo8U04xXO2HuzQaXd89b7B8m3uh6wZB886p4YIbpZhe0qn3tEvmTMbTtu35LDi083Hu/TCOqYQSR3QNVr+iupFyGcahBAbZoRHEISTJupOe1yum0ShPC1FdthvOimqFlwufjDfvrtEHCMosTEPzLzVYhsa+9JTZSgndBqUV3e9QT2n3UzRGuj5dFCqU/V9zzWwppMx9AG4t6itlGonCmovAOgjb1BWuPA2hQi/DxFsfht2GpWVXV3QdHI9H2evR+OhNMnm3Xd8OeUaekxckIwdkQj6RQzIjnAD5SX6R39HTaBJ9jD7/C40G25wnpGfR178pG8xQ</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="f9e3Esu8MZ4ndF63mAM/RB8O0CY=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="NBl44HBSVH2DUufjqsG0wKzP51U=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="m4TYvLHoqU2NgDW4CIRjEc0Lmrk=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="fH1/aqJta9EtsAOW35wDS8s41hc=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="wqYrlHDX1O3cfCb4IBLB5pR4peY=">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</latexit>

D(p0 , q0 )

q0

p

q0
<latexit sha1_base64="9JrtAMQG/0JrIVaeH2sAaVglnAQ=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="MynrlXZWnoqAARrBQcSKdb+i2iA=">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</latexit>

D(p1 , q1 )

<latexit sha1_base64="9JrtAMQG/0JrIVaeH2sAaVglnAQ=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="ndSIdQHk6ATohGaIc5Iq2eNYJ3s=">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</latexit>
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2.
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<latexit sha1_base64="wqYrlHDX1O3cfCb4IBLB5pR4peY=">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</latexit>

4.

5.

Figure 6.2: The five basic constructions on a sphere. The black curves are geodesic
lines, while the curves in magenta are geodesic circles. We denote with 𝐷 (𝑝, 𝑞) the
geodesic circle centered at point 𝑝 and passing through point 𝑞.

on a sphere: straight-line segments are substituted with shortest geodesic
paths; and circles are substituted with isolines of the distance field from a
point.

6.3.1 The Geodesic Arsenal
Throughout the paper, we will rely on the following primitive operations to
be performed on the surface 𝑆 under the geodesic metric. The implementation
has been described in Chapter 3.
• Geodesic-tracing: given point 𝑝 ∈ 𝑆 and a tangent direction 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇𝑝 𝑆, trace
a geodesic through 𝑝 with tangent vector 𝑡 at 𝑝; this is equivalent to a
point-wise evaluation of the exponential map at 𝑝.
• Tangent: given a curve 𝛾 on 𝑆 and one of its points 𝑝, return the direction
𝑡 ∈ 𝑇𝑝 𝑆 tangent to 𝛾 at 𝑝; if 𝛾 is a geodesic line, this is indeed equivalent
to a point-wise evaluation of the log map at 𝑝.
• Shortest-path: given points 𝑝, 𝑞 ∈ 𝑆, return the shortest geodesic path 𝛾𝑝𝑞
connecting them;
• Distance-field: given 𝑝 ∈ 𝑆, compute the distance field 𝑑𝑝 : 𝑆 −→ ℝ where
𝑑𝑝 (𝑞) := 𝑑 (𝑝, 𝑞);
• Isoline: given the distance field 𝑑𝑝 and a point 𝑞 ∈ 𝑆 return the isoline of
𝑑𝑝 that goes through 𝑞;
• Intersect: given any two lines on 𝑆, not necessarily geodesic, return their
intersection points.
In the context of 6.4, we will only rely upon the first three primitives, namely
the point-wise evaluation of the exp and log map and the shortest path between
two points. In Section 6.5 we will also make use of the other primitives, to
reproduce the straightedge and compass tools directly on the surface 𝑆.

6 . 4 Constructions in Tangent Space
The constructions described in this section are based on the following idea:
given an initial configuration of points of 𝑆, we use the log map centered at
a suited point 𝑐 ∈ 𝑆 to map such points onto the tangent space 𝑇𝑐 𝑆. We then

6.4 constructions in tangent space

apply the Euclidean construction in 𝑇𝑐 𝑆, and finally map the result onto 𝑆
through exp𝑐 . In order to preserve topological consistency, we assume all the
points involved in a construction to be contained in a convex ball centered at
𝑐. Some constructions may work on a large neighborhood as well, though.
Since 𝑇𝑐 𝑆 is a 2-dimensional vector space, we do not need any extension of
the straightedge and compass tools. However, most of the properties of a given
construction will be lost after applying the exponential map. Remarkably, this
approach and the one described in Section 6.5 are somehow complementary:
in many cases, the properties that one looses by using the former, can be
preserved by using the latter, and vice-versa, Table 6.1 summarizes the results
obtained with both approaches.

6.4.1 Operations with segments
Figure 6.3 shows some basic constructions in the Euclidean case, which are
extended to the manifold setting in a straightforward way. These constructions
are the only ones addressed in this paper, which are also insensitive to the
method used to implement them. Everything works fine because they are
based solely on distance and collinearity, whose properties are preserved in
the manifold setting.

Figure 6.3: Transferring the length of a segment onto another one (left); adding two
segments (center); and subtracting two segments (right).

¯
Given a line segment 𝑎¯𝑏¯ in the plane and a line ℓ¯ through another point 𝑐,
find a point 𝑑¯ on ℓ¯ such that 𝑎¯𝑏¯ and 𝑐¯𝑑¯ have the same length. In the plane, the
¯ then the needle point is placed at 𝑐¯ and
aperture of the compass is taken at 𝑎¯𝑏,
¯
a circle is traced; point 𝑑 is taken at an intersection of the circle with line ℓ.¯ 1 In
the manifold case, we start with geodesic line segment 𝑎𝑏 and a geodesic line ℓ
on 𝑆. We first lift 𝑏 to a point 𝑏¯ on the tangent plane 𝑇𝑎 𝑆 through the log map;
likewise, we lift ℓ to a radial line ℓ¯ on 𝑇𝑐 𝑆. Then we use a standard compass to
find the length of segment 𝑎¯𝑏¯ on 𝑇𝑎 𝑆; and we use the same compass to draw a
circle centered at 𝑐 on 𝑇𝑐 𝑆. We find the intersection between this circle and
¯ and finally we map the intersection point to 𝑆 with the exp map.
line ℓ;
Given two line segments 𝑎¯𝑏¯ and 𝑐¯𝑑¯ in the plane, extend 𝑎¯𝑏¯ at 𝑏¯ for a length
¯ In the plane, segment 𝑎¯𝑏¯ is extended to a line with the straightedge;
equal to 𝑐¯𝑑.
the aperture of the compass is taken at 𝑐¯𝑑¯ and a circle is traced by placing
¯ the intersection 𝑥¯ of this circle with the line is taken,
the needle point at 𝑏;
1 We are assuming a non collapsible compass here; the same result can be also achieved with
a collapsible compass, through a more involved procedure though.
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Figure 6.4: Two geodesic lines 𝛾 and 𝛾 0 intersecting at point 𝑝 ∈ 𝑆 form an angle
defined by their tangents at 𝑝 on the tangent plane 𝑇𝑝 𝑆 (red and blue arrows)

¯ line segment 𝑎¯𝑥¯ is the result. The
which lies on the opposite side of 𝑎¯ wrt 𝑏;
construction in the manifold case is analogous to the previous and is omitted
for brevity.
Given two line segments 𝑎¯𝑏¯ and 𝑐¯𝑑¯ in the plane, shorten 𝑎¯𝑏¯ at 𝑏¯ by the length
¯ In the plane, the aperture of the compass is taken at 𝑐¯𝑑¯ and a circle is
of 𝑐¯𝑑.
¯ the intersection 𝑥¯ of this circle with 𝑎¯𝑏¯
traced by placing the needle point at 𝑏;
is taken; line segment 𝑎¯𝑥¯ is the result. The construction in the manifold case
is also analogous to the previous ones and is omitted for brevity.

6.4.2 Operations with angles
Let 𝛾 0 and 𝛾 1 be two geodesics intersecting at 𝑝; the angle between them at 𝑝
is defined from their tangent directions in the tangent plane 𝑇𝑝 𝑆. See Fig. 6.4
for an example.
In the plane, an angle is defined by two half-lines ℓ¯𝑎 and ℓ¯𝑏 incident at a point
¯ which can be built with the straightedge, given two points 𝑎¯ and 𝑏¯ lying
𝑐,
on them, respectively. This angle can be bisected as follows. Place the needle
¯ trace any circle and let 𝑝¯ and 𝑞¯ be its intersections
point of the compass at 𝑐,
¯
¯
¯ and next at 𝑞,
¯ with aperture 𝑝¯𝑞¯ trace
with ℓ𝑎 and ℓ𝑏 . Place the needle point at 𝑝,
another two circles; let 𝑦 be any of their two intersection points. The line ℓ¯𝑦
¯ An additional property of the bisector
through 𝑐¯ and 𝑦¯ bisects the angle at 𝑐.
is that all its points are equidistant from ℓ¯𝑎 and ℓ¯𝑏 .
Analogously, given two geodesics 𝛾𝑐𝑎 and 𝛾𝑐𝑏 intersecting at 𝑐, we extend
their tangent vectors at 𝑐 to lines ℓ¯𝑎 and ℓ¯𝑏 in 𝑇𝑐 𝑆, and use the Euclidean construction to find line ℓ¯𝑦 as above; then we map ℓ¯𝑦 to a geodesic 𝛾𝑐𝑦 emanating
¯ Line 𝛾𝑐𝑦 bisects the angle, in the sense that
from 𝑐 and through 𝑦 = exp𝑐 (𝑦).
the angles formed by its tangent at 𝑐 and the tangents of the two input lines
𝛾𝑐𝑎 and 𝛾𝑐𝑏 at 𝑐 are equal, by construction. Figure 6.5 (left) illustrates this
construction.
However, the points of 𝛾𝑐𝑦 in general will not be equidistant from the input
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Figure 6.5: Euclidean constructions of the angle bisector(top left), segment bisector
(top center) and perpendicular to a line at a point (top right). The corresponding
constructions in the manifold case (bottom) are obtained by mapping the lines, which
are obtained with the Euclidean constructions in the tangent plane at 𝑐, to 𝑆 through
the exp map.

lines. In fact, the locus of equidistant points from the two lines is not a geodesic
line in general, and finding it is beyond the scope of this paper, as it requires
using the distance fields from 𝛾𝑐𝑎 and 𝛾𝑐𝑏 , while we limit our distance fields to
have their sources at single points (see Section 6.3.1).
A number of other constructions deal with operations on angles, such as
copying an angle, adding or subtracting angles, or creating angles of a few
specified amplitudes. These problems are somehow local to the point 𝑐 at the
tip of the angle, and can be addressed by finding the tangents of the geodesic
lines that define the angles at play, resolving the Euclidean construction in the
tangent plane, and using the resulting directions to map the geodesics to the
surface 𝑆. For this reason, we do not analyze such constructions in detail.

6.4.3 Perpendicular to a line and the Square-set operator
Perpendicular bisector and midpoint
¯ 𝑏¯ ∈ ℝ2 ,
In the plane, the bisector is constructed as follows. Given points 𝑎,
first use the straightedge to trace the straight-line segment joining them. Then
place the needle point of the compass at 𝑎¯ and the pencil point at 𝑏¯ and trace
¯ Let 𝑐,
¯ 𝑑¯ be
a circle; repeat the same operation with needle at 𝑏¯ and pencil at 𝑎.
the intersection points of the two circles; use the straightedge to trace segment
¯ The straight line line through 𝑐,
¯ 𝑑¯ intersects segment 𝑎¯𝑏¯ orthogonally and
𝑐¯𝑑.
¯ this is also the locus of points that have equal distance from 𝑎¯
at its midpoint 𝑐;
¯
and 𝑏. The Euclidean construction is depicted at the top of Figure 6.5(middle).
Let now 𝑎, 𝑏 be two points in 𝑆 and let 𝛾 be the shortest geodesic connecting
them. We cannot apply the Euclidean construction in either tangent plane 𝑇𝑎 𝑆
or 𝑇𝑏 𝑆 and then map the result to 𝑆, as it would not have any of the above
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Figure 6.6: Line tangent to a circle centered at 𝑥 and through 𝑎: the square set is
placed at 𝑎 and oriented according to the tangent of 𝛾𝑥𝑎 at 𝑎.

properties in general, and we would also obtain different results in the two
cases. We rather apply the Euclidean construction in tangent plane 𝑇𝑐 𝑆, where
𝑐 is the midpoint of 𝛾. In order to find 𝑐, we first find point 𝑐¯ in the Euclidean
construction on 𝑇𝑎 𝑆 and we map it to 𝑆 through the exp map; 𝑐 is the midpoint
of 𝛾 by construction. Now we consider the tangent 𝑡𝑐 of 𝛾 at 𝑐, and we proceed
as before to find the vector 𝑡𝑐⊥ orthogonal to 𝑡𝑐 . The result 𝛾 ⊥ is the geodesic
line tangent to 𝑡𝑐⊥ at 𝑐. The result is shown at the bottom of Figure 6.5 (middle).
Note that this construction satisfies just two of the three propertie of its
Euclidean counterpart, since our result it is not the locus of points equidistant
from 𝑎 and 𝑏. In Section 6.5.2 we propose a method that constructs a curve
whose points satisfy this last property, without being a geodesic though.

Perpendicular to a line at a point
In the plane, let ℓ¯ be a line and 𝑐¯ a point on it, we want to find a line through
¯ To this aim, it is sufficient to trace any circle centered
𝑐¯ and orthogonal to ℓ.
¯ and then finding the bisector of line
¯ finding its intersections 𝑎,
¯ 𝑏¯ with ℓ,
at 𝑐,
¯
segment 𝑎¯𝑏.
Such construction can be ported to the manifold setting as above. The
advantage in this case is that we already know the position of 𝑐 on the geodesic
𝛾, so we just work in 𝑇𝑐 𝑆. Fig. 6.5 (right) shows both constructions. The same
method can be used to find the tangent at a point 𝑎 to a circle centered at 𝑥
and through 𝑎. This is in fact the perpendicular to geodesic segment 𝑎𝑥 and
passing through 𝑎. Fig. 6.6 shows such construction.

The Square-set as derived operator
Given a curve 𝛾 on 𝑆 and a point 𝑐 on it, the above construction can be used
to compute the vector 𝑡 ⊥ ∈ 𝑇𝑐 𝑆 orthogonal to the tangent 𝑡𝑐 of 𝛾 at 𝑐. This
procedure implements an operation that we call Square-set, which will be used
as an atomic operation in the following.
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6.4.4 Regular Polygons
In the Euclidean setting, the construction of a regular 𝑛-gon boils down to
construct a straight line segment of length cos( 2𝜋
𝑛 ). If one starts with two
points 𝑂, 𝑒 on the plane, and set the length of the straight line segment 𝑂𝑒 to
be 1, then it is well known that a segment of length ℓ is constructible using
straightedge and compass if and only if ℓ can be obtained from 1 using the
√
operations +, −, ·, ·· and ·. By the law of cosines, we have that the side of an 𝑛√︁
gon inscribed in the unit circle centered at 𝑂 has length 𝑑 = 2 − 2 cos(2𝜋/𝑛).
Hence, if we can construct a segment of length cos( 2𝜋
𝑛 ), then 𝑑 is constructibile.
In 1796, Gauss stated a sufficient condition for cos( 2𝜋
𝑛 ) to be constructible, and
in 1837 Pierre Wantzel proved that such condition is also necessary. The final
result states that a regular 𝑛-gon can be constructed with straightedge and
compass if and only if 𝑛 is of the form
𝑛 = 2 𝑗 · 𝑝 1 · 𝑝 2 · · · 𝑝𝑚 ,
where 𝑝𝑖 is a prime number of the form 𝑝𝑖 = 22 𝑖 + 1, 𝑘𝑖 ∈ ℕ, for all 𝑖 = 1, . . . , 𝑚.
Once a chord of length 𝑑 has been constructed, then we can use the compass
to transfer such length 𝑛 − 1 times on the circle. Of course, the result will
be a regular 𝑛-gon because we are just duplicating the triangle of vertices
2𝜋
2
(0, 0), (1, 0), (cos( 2𝜋
𝑛 ), sin( 𝑛 )) 𝑛 − 1 times. Note that, since sin(𝛼) = 1 −
2
cos(𝛼) , the constructability of cos(𝛼) implies the one of sin(𝛼).
In the manifold case, given two points 𝑐, 𝑣 1 ∈ 𝑆, if 𝑟 is the length of the
geodesic connecting them, then the above construction can be used to determine the 𝑛 vertices {¯𝑣 1, . . . , 𝑣¯𝑛 } ∈ 𝑇𝑝 𝑆 of a regular 𝑛-gon, and then define
𝑣𝑖 := exp𝑝 (𝑣¯𝑖 ) for 𝑖 = 1, . . . , 𝑛. In fact, since 𝑇𝑝 𝑆 is a 2-dimensional vector
space, we can define a system of coordinates having 𝑐 as origin, an putting
𝑣¯1 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑐 (𝑣 1 ) = (0, 𝑟 ). Then the final result can be obtained by connecting
𝑣𝑖 to 𝑣𝑖+1 with shortest paths, for 𝑖 = 1, . . . , 𝑛 (here and in the folllowing, we
implicitly mean that the subscripts have to be considered modulo 𝑛). In this
way, we are constructing a geodesic 𝑛-gon which satisfies just two of the
properties of its Euclidean counterpart: if 𝑡𝑖 ∈ 𝑇𝑝 𝑆 is the tangent of the radial
geodesic 𝛾𝑖 connecting 𝑐 with 𝑣𝑖 at 𝑐, then the angle formed by 𝑡𝑖 and 𝑡𝑖+1 is 2𝜋
𝑛 ,
and the length of 𝛾𝑖 is 𝑟 , 𝑖 = 1, . . . , 𝑛. We will see that the former property is
ensured by construction and the definition of angle given in Section 6.4.2 and
the latter is a consequence of the fact the exponential map is a radial isometry
(see Section 2.2).
The first advantage of retrieving the points {𝑣 1, . . . , 𝑣𝑛 } through a construction that takes place in 𝑇𝑝 𝑆 is that such points will be always defined.
Nervetheless, the topological correctness of the result depends on the radius
of injectivity of 𝑝 (think about the case of a cylinder of radius 𝑅 and 𝑟 ≥ 2𝑅).
Moreover, this method seems well suited to define affine transformations. In
fact, rotation by angle 𝜃 and scaling by a factor 𝜆 can be applied in 𝑇𝑐 𝑆 by
choosing 𝑣¯1 = (cos(𝜃 ), sin(𝜃 )) and by multiplying 𝑟 by 𝜆. Also translation is
straigtforward: it suffices to parallel transport the vector 𝑣¯1 ∈ 𝑇𝑐 𝑆 to 𝑇𝑐 0 𝑆 along
a shortest path connecting 𝑐 to 𝑐 0 and then repeat the construction in 𝑇𝑐 0 𝑆,
𝑘
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where 𝑐 0 is another point on 𝑆. The details on the implementation of such
operations are given in Section 6.7.
We will now describe the constructions implemented in our drawing system.
There are many straightedge and compass constructions for regular polygons,
We limit ourselves to describe the Euclidean constructions and presenting
the results obtained by mapping such constructions on 𝑆 as described above.
Details about the implementation of the exponential mapping and shortest
paths tracing will be given Section 6.7. From now on, 𝑟 will denote the length
of the geodesic 𝛾 (𝑡) connecting two fixed points 𝑐, 𝑣 1 ∈ 𝑆. All the constructions
below will take place the tangent plane 𝑇𝑐 𝑆, within which we define a system
of coordinates having 𝑐 as origin, the straight line having 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑐 (𝑣 1 ) as tangent
at the origin as 𝑥-axis, and the perpendicular to such line at 𝑐¯ = (0, 0) as 𝑦-axis.
In such a reference frame, we define 𝑣¯1 := (𝑟, 0) and we denote with 𝐶 the
circle centered at 𝑐¯ with radius 𝑟 .
eqilateral triangle Let 𝑣¯1, 𝑣¯10 be the points at which 𝐶 intersect the
𝑥-axis, i.e 𝑣¯1 = (𝑟, 0) and 𝑤 = (−𝑟, 0). Place the compass at 𝑤 and trace a
circle with radius 𝑟 . Let 𝑣¯2, 𝑣¯3 be the intersections of such circle with 𝐶. Then
{¯𝑣 1, 𝑣¯2, 𝑣¯3 } is an equilateral triangle.
sqare By proceeding as above, we construct two points 𝑣¯1 = (𝑟, 0) and
𝑣¯3 = (−𝑟, 0). The points 𝑣¯2 and 𝑣¯4 are the intersection of 𝐶 with the 𝑦-axis, i.e
𝑣¯2 = (0, 𝑟 ) and 𝑣¯3 = (0, −𝑟 ).
pentagon Let 𝑣¯1 = (𝑟, 0), 𝑣¯10 = (−𝑟, 0) and 𝑠¯ = (0, 𝑟 ) constructed as above.
¯ Place the needle of the compass
Let 𝑚¯ be the midpoint of the line segment 𝑠¯𝑐.
at 𝑚¯ and the pencil at 𝑠¯ and trace a circle. Let 𝑛¯0, 𝑛¯1 be the intersection of such
¯ W.l.o.g, we assume 𝑛¯0 to be the closest
circle with the line through 𝑣¯10 and 𝑚.
0
one to 𝑣¯1 , and let us denote with 𝑟𝑖 the distance between 𝑣¯10 and 𝑛𝑖 , 𝑖 = 0, 1. Let
𝐶𝑖 be the circle centered at 𝑣¯10 with radius 𝑟𝑖 , 𝑖 = 0, 1. Then {¯𝑣 3, 𝑣¯4 } = 𝐶 0 ∩ 𝐶
and {¯𝑣 2, 𝑣¯5 } = 𝐶 1 ∩ 𝐶.
hexagon Let 𝑣¯1 = (𝑟, 0) and 𝑣¯4 = (−𝑟, 0) constructed as above. Place the
needle at 𝑣¯1 and trace a circle of radius 𝑟 . Let 𝑣¯2, 𝑣¯6 be the intersections of such
circle with 𝐶. Place the needle at 𝑣¯4 and construct 𝑣¯3, 𝑣¯5 in the same way. Then
{¯𝑣 1, 𝑣¯2, . . . , 𝑣¯4 } is a regular hexagon.
octagon Once a square is constructed as described above, an octagon can
be obtained by intersecting the angle bisector of every quadrant with 𝐶.
decagon Proceed as in the construction of the pentagon until the circle
centered at 𝑚¯ through 𝑠¯ is traced. Let 𝑛¯ the intersection with such circle with
¯ Let 𝑟 1 be the length of the
the straight line segment connecting 𝑣¯1 with 𝑚.
segment 𝑛¯𝑣¯1 on 𝐶. Then the vertices 𝑣¯2 and 𝑣¯10 are the intersections of the
circle 𝐶 1 centered at 𝑣¯1 with radius 𝑟 1 with 𝐶. The other vertices can be found
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Figure 6.7: Euclidean construction of an inscribed regular 𝑛-gon for 𝑛 = 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10
(left) and the results obtained by mapping such constructions on a mesh (right).

by iteratively intersecting a circle with the same radius 𝑟 1 , centered at vertices
found at the previous iteration.
Figure 6.14 summarizes the constructions described in this section both in
the Euclidean and in the manifold setting.

6.4.5 Parallelogram, rhombus and rectangle
With the notations used in the previous section, let 𝑣¯1 = (𝑟, 0) and 𝑣¯3 = (−𝑟, 0).
b
Place the needle at the origin and trace any circle, which we will denote with 𝐶.
¯ If 𝑣¯4 is the other
Pick any point 𝑣¯2 on 𝐶b and consider the line through 𝑣¯2 and 𝑐.
b
point at which this line intersects 𝐶 then Q := {¯𝑣 1, 𝑣¯2, 𝑣¯3, 𝑣¯4 } is a parallelogram.
b then Q is a rhombus,
Note that if 𝑣¯2 = (0, 𝑅), with 𝑅 being the radius of 𝐶,
while if 𝑣¯2 does not lie on the 𝑦-axis but 𝑅 = 𝑟 , then Q is a rectangle. In the
particular case in which 𝑣¯2 = (0, 𝑟 ) then Q is a square. See Figure 6.8.
Also in this case, we have no guarantees of equal length of opposite sides or
equal angles at opposite corners; let alone the notion of “parallel sides”, which
is ill defined on a manifold. The only guarantee is that opposite semi-diagonals
lie on a geodesic through 𝑐 and have equal lengths, and, consequently, opposite
angles at the center are equal. The rhombus has the additional property that
the diagonals are orthogonal. And the rectangle has all four semi-diagonals
with the same length.
In summary, all constructions above can guarantee only properties related
to lengths and angles that depend just on the radial geodesics emanating from
the center 𝑐, at which the tangent plane is placed. This is a consequence of the
fact the exponential map is a radial isometry, and that the angles between two
geodesics are defined in the tangent space of their interesection. Note that the
sides of the geodesic polygons are traced only after their corners have been
mapped to 𝑆 through the exp map. The length of such lines, as well as the
angles they form at the corners, are influenced from the Gaussian curvature
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Figure 6.8: Euclidean constructions of a parallelogram, a rhombus and a rectangle
(top) and the results obtained by mapping such constructions to a mesh (bottom).

of 𝑆 in the region covered by the polygon: the more the Gaussian curvature
around 𝑐 varies, the more the shape of the geodesic polygon will differ from
its Euclidean counterpart.

6.4.6 Remarks
Overall, the constructions of inscribed polygons cannot ensure any property
concerning the length of their sides as well as their internal angles. However,
some considerations can be made about both quantities in order to understand
how much the curvature of the surface affects the shape of a regular 𝑛-gon
obtained with the above constructions. For the sake of brevity, we restrict
ourselves to a high-level discussion, with the purpose of just giving an idea of
what kind of results may be used to better understand how the shape of our
polygons may be influenced by the curvature around the center 𝑐. For more
details about such result, we refer to [CC89, pages 197-198] and [Ber07, Sec.
6.4].
With the notations used above, let consider two points 𝑣¯1, 𝑣¯2 ∈ T𝑐 M picked
¯ Let 𝑇 be triangle having vertices {¯
on the circle 𝐶 centered at 𝑐.
𝑐, 𝑣¯1, 𝑣¯2 } and T
the one having vertices {𝑐, 𝑣 1, 𝑣 2 }. Then both 𝑇 and T have two sides of length
𝑟 and the angle formed by such sides is equal to 2𝜋/𝑛. However, 𝑇 is a plane
triangle, while T is not. So one could say that the all the differences between
these two triangles are somehow localized in the length ℓ of the geodesic
connecting 𝑣 1 to 𝑣 2 and in the angles 𝛼 1, 𝛼 2 at such vertices. For what said in
Section 2.3.2, it is clear ℓ depends on how much exp𝑐 fails in being an isometry,
and, therefore, it can be estimated by considering a Jacobi field along 𝛾𝑐𝑣1 . In
the case of manifolds with constant curvature, Jacobi fields have a closed form,
which have been used to prove the well known Toponogov triangle comparison
theorem.

6.5 direct constructions on the surface
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Figure 6.9: Two examples of squares drawn in bumpy regions of a mesh. In some
cases, the geodesic distortion is more evident when the length of the sides is considered
(left), in other instances we better notice it by looking at the angles (right).

After introducing some notations, we will state this latter result in our
specific setting and refer to [Ber07] for further details about this subject. In
the following, we assume 𝑟 < 𝑟 𝑝 . If 𝐾 denotes the Gaussian curvature on 𝑆, let
us put
𝛿 := inf 𝐾
𝛥 := sup 𝐾,
and let us denote with 𝑆 (𝜎) the surface having constant curvature 𝜎. Let 𝑇𝛿
and 𝑇𝛥 be the triangles with vertices {𝑐 0, 𝑣 10 , 𝑣 20 } ∈ 𝑆 (𝛿) and {𝑐 00, 𝑣 100, 𝑣 200 } ∈ 𝑆 (𝛥),
respectively. Suppose these triangles have two sides of length 𝑟 and the angle
between such sides is 2𝜋/𝑛. Then, by the Toponogov triangle comparison
theorem we have
𝑑𝑆𝛥 (𝑣 100, 𝑣 200) ≤ ℓ ≤ 𝑑𝑆𝛿 (𝑣 10 , 𝑣 20 ),
where 𝑑 M (·, ·) denotes the geodesic distance measured with the metric of the
manifold M. This means that the more 𝐾 varies around 𝑐, the more ℓ could
differ from k𝑣 2 − 𝑣 1 k. Concerning the angles at 𝑝 1 and 𝑝 2 , by re-writing (2.23)
for the case 𝑘 = 2 we have that
∬
3
∑︁
𝛼𝑖 =
𝐾𝑑𝜎 + 𝜋,
𝑖=1

T

where 𝛼 0, 𝛼 1, 𝛼 2 are the angles at 𝑐, 𝑣 1, 𝑣 2 , respectively. This means that the sum
of the internal angles of T differs from 𝜋 by an amount which is equal to the
integral of the curvature in its interior. To fix ideas, one can think about the
case in which M is a unit sphere. Then 𝐾 ≡ 1 and the above formula tells us
Í3
that the excess of 𝑖=1
𝛼𝑖 over 𝜋 is equal to the area of T .
Summarizing the above considerations, we can say that the more the surface
is far from being flat, i.e. the more the Gaussian curvature is great in norm, the
more the shape of T would differ from the one of its Euclidean counterpart 𝑇 .
Figure 6.9 show two examples of two squares drawn in bumpy regions of a
mesh, which look very different from the one shown in Figure 6.7.

6 . 5 Direct Constructions on the Surface
We now change approach, by defining the equivalent tools for the straightedge
and compass directly on 𝑆. Referring to the geodesic arsenal defined in Section
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vector graphics on surfaces using straightedge and compass constructions
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Figure 6.10: The Euclidean construction to bisect an angle (left) fails when ported to
a surface: the resulting lines (center and right) do not bisect the angle at 𝑐 and they
are different depending on the choice of points 𝑝 and 𝑞.

6.3, the operator Shortest-path allows us to trace geodesic segments between
any two endpoints; and the joint use of Tangent and Geodesic-tracing allows
us to extend such a segment indefinitely from both sides. We thus define the
derived operation Geodesic-line that traces an arbitrarily long line through a
pair of points, generalizing the straightedge to the manifold setting.
Likewise, the Geodesic-compass is a derived operation defined as the Isoline
through a given point of the Distance-field from another center point. Note
that, the Distance-field alone does not belong to the straightedge and compass
framework, because it implicitly takes measures. On the other hand, since this
operator is anyhow necessary to implement the Geodesic-compass, we will use
it also directly to address constructions where the basic tools fail.
We address the five basic constructions listed in Section 6.3 by means of
Geodesic-line (1); Geodesic compass (2); and Intersect (3, 4, 5), as depicted in
Figure 6.2. Besides, we will make use of the Square-set operator, as defined in
Section 6.4.3.
Since we need topological consistency between the result of our constructions on 𝑆 and their Euclidean counterpart, we will always assume that we are
considering strongly convex objects in the sense of Section 2.4.
In the following, we review some straightedge and compass constructions,
showing their extension to the manifold setting with this approach, as an
alternative to the constructions in tangent plane presented in the previous
section. Again, we will see that these constructions can preserve only some of
the properties that are guaranteed in the Euclidean case.

6.5.1 Angle bisection
The Euclidean construction depicted in Figure 6.5 (top-left) fails when ported
to a surface with our geodesic tools. See Fig. 6.10. The geodesic line through
𝑐 and 𝑦 neither bisects the angle at 𝑐, nor its points are equidistant from the
input lines. Moreover, the result depends on the radius chosen to find 𝑝 and 𝑞.

6.5 direct constructions on the surface
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Figure 6.11: The bisector of a geodesic segment computed by reproducing the
Euclidean construction (left); by the zero isoline of the difference of distance fields
from 𝑎 and 𝑏 (center); and by tracing a geodesic from the midpoint of the segment along
the orthogonal direction computed with the Square-set (right). The last construction
is equivalent to the one in Section 6.4.3.

6.5.2 Line segment bisector and midpoint
The Euclidean construction described in Section 6.4.3 also fails on a surface.
If we use Geodesic-line and Geodesic-compass to obtain points 𝑝, 𝑞, the two
geodesic paths 𝛾𝑎𝑏 and 𝛾𝑝𝑞 in general will not intersect at the midpoint of 𝛾𝑎𝑏 ,
nor they will be orthogonal at 𝑐. Concerning distances, we only know that 𝑝
and 𝑞 are equidistant from 𝑎 and 𝑏, but distances can be different at all other
points of 𝛾𝑝𝑞 . See Figure 6.11 (left).
We thus resort to our additional tools. Let 𝑑𝑎 , 𝑑𝑏 be the two distance fields
with sources at 𝑎 and 𝑏, respectively. Compute the difference field 𝑑𝑎𝑏 = 𝑑𝑎 −𝑑𝑏 ;
the point 𝑝 computed before belong to the zero isoline of this field. If we extract
⊥ will intersect orthogonally
the Isoline of 𝑑𝑎𝑏 through 𝑝, the resulting line 𝛾𝑎𝑏
𝛾𝑎𝑏 at its midpoint. See Figure 6.11 (center). This construction has the further
property, which we did not have with the construction in Section 6.4.3, that all
⊥ are equidistant from 𝑎 and 𝑏. However, 𝛾 ⊥ is not a geodesic line,
points of 𝛾𝑎𝑏
𝑎𝑏
hence not straight in the manifold sense. Finally, the construction presented in
Section 6.4.3 can be replicated by first finding the midpoint 𝑐 of geodesic 𝛾𝑎𝑏 , as
above, and then applying the Square-set operator at 𝑐 to find the perpendicular
line. See Figure 6.11 (right).

6.5.3 Circle through three non-collinear points
¯ 𝑐,
¯ 𝑏,
¯ this construction can be
In the plane, given three non-collinear points 𝑎,
¯
done by first computing the perpendicular bisectors of segment 𝑎¯𝑏¯ and 𝑏¯𝑐;
¯ and finally tracing the circle
then intersecting such two bisectors at point 𝑜;
¯ See Figure
centered at 𝑜¯ and through 𝑎¯ (and, consequently, through 𝑏¯ and 𝑐).
6.12(left). The same procedure trivially gives the circle circumscribed to a
¯
triangle 𝑎¯𝑏¯𝑐.
This construction relies on the fact that all points on a bisector are equidistant
from the endpoints of the input segment, a property which is not fulfilled in
the manifold case when the bisector is a straight line, as in Figure 6.12(middle).
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Figure 6.12: Euclidean constructions of a circle through three points 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐 (left).
A straightforward reproduction of the Euclidean construction fails because the intersection 𝑜 of the two thin black lines is not equidistant from 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐 (center). The
intersection of curves obtained as isolines of the difference distance fields from pairs
of points gives the correct center of the geodesic circle (right).

However, if the two bisectors are obtained as isolines of the difference distance
field, as described above, then their intersection will indeed be equidistant
from the three points, hence we can use it as the center for a geodesic circle
through them. See Figure 6.12(right).
Note that this construction cannot be replicated while working in tangent
space, because one would need to know the center 𝑜 of the circle in advance.

6.5.4 Polygons
We already observed that the constructions in Section 6.4.4 and Section 6.4.5
do not ensure any property concerning the length of the sides and/or the
amplitude of the internal angles of the resulting polygons. We now address
some of those properties with direct constructions on 𝑆. To this aim, we rely
on different Euclidean constructions, which do not work inside a circle.

Triangles
A triangle can be copied to another place with the same construction, both
in the planar and in the manifold setting. Let 𝑎¯𝑏¯𝑐¯ be a triangle, ℓ¯ a line and
¯ We want to copy the triangle in such a way that 𝑎¯ goes to
𝑎¯0 a point on ℓ.
0
¯
¯ and 𝑐¯ is placed at a point 𝑐¯0 accordingly. We
𝑎¯ , 𝑏 goes to a point 𝑏¯0 on ℓ,
first draw a circle with amplitude 𝑎¯𝑏¯ centered at 𝑎¯0 and we select a point 𝑏¯0
¯ Next we trace two
as one of the two intersections of the circle with line ℓ.
0
¯𝑐 centered at 𝑎¯ and another with amplitude
more circles, one with amplitude 𝑎¯
𝑏¯𝑐¯ centered at 𝑏¯0; we select point 𝑐¯0 as one of the intersections of such two
circles. In the manifold setting, the result is a triangle with edges of the same
length of 𝑎𝑏𝑐, but nothing can be said about its angles. Moving a triangle while
preserving the amplitude of its angles is inherently impossible in general, for
consequences of the Gauss-Bonnet theorem.
Creating an equilateral triangle is among the simplest constructions: given
¯ intersect the two circles with radius 𝑎¯𝑏¯ and centered at 𝑎¯ and 𝑏,
¯
an edge 𝑎¯𝑏,

6.5 direct constructions on the surface
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Figure 6.13: Straightedge and compass constructions of an equilateral (left) and
isosceles triangle given the length of the sides (center) and the height (right) in the
Euclidean (top) and manifold setting (bottom).

respectively. Any of their two intersections can be chosen as the third vertex 𝑐¯
of the triangle. The same procedure works in the manifold setting too, if we
aim at obtaining a triangle with three edges of the same length. This does not
guarantee any other of the properties of the equilateral triangles, e.g., having
three equal angles, having three equal heights that bisect the angles and bisect
the edges, etc. Constructions fulfilling even one of such requirements seem
not easy to obtain in the manifold setting.
Likewise, it is easy to build an isosceles triangle on a basis 𝑎¯𝑏¯ with the
diagonal edges of a given length (transferred with the compass from some given
segment). Alternatively, one can build an isosceles triangle of a given height,
by first constructing the perpendicular bisector of 𝑎¯𝑏¯ and then transferring
the height on it with the compass. Both such constructions work to some
extent in the manifold setting, too. However, the first construction will not
warrant anything about either equality of the angles at the basis, or the height
from 𝑐 to bisect 𝑎𝑏. While the second construction will just warrant the latter
property, but neither that the diagonal edges, nor that the angles at the basis
are equal. In our system, we implemented a more practical, yet equivalent,
variant of the first construction: we consider the Isoline of points equidistant
from 𝑎 and 𝑏, as in Section 6.5.2, and we let the user choose the length of
the sides by dragging point 𝑐 along such bisector. Figure 6.13 (bottom) shows
Euclidean constructions for equilateral and isosceles triangles, together with
their counterparts on a surface.

Squares and rectangles
A square can be built from one of its edges 𝑎¯𝑏¯ as follows. A line perpendicular
to 𝑎¯𝑏¯ and through 𝑎¯ is built first. Then the the length of 𝑎¯𝑏¯ is transferred to
¯
segment 𝑎𝑑 on such a line by placing the needle point of the compass at 𝑎.
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Figure 6.14: Rectangles obtained with different constructions: by tracing two perpendicular lines 𝛾 and 𝛾 0 intersecting at 𝑎 and tracing opposite sides of the same length
(left); by tracing two lines 𝛾 0 and 𝛾 00 perpendicular to 𝛾 at 𝑎 and 𝑏 and setting points 𝑑
and 𝑐 on 𝛾 0 and 𝛾 00 at equal distance from 𝑎 and 𝑏, respectively (center); by tracing
the diagonal 𝑎𝑐, transferring angle 𝑏𝑎𝑐 to 𝑎𝑐𝑑 and tracing two lines perpendicular to
𝑎𝑏 and 𝑐𝑑 at 𝑎 and 𝑐, respectively (right). The constructions are shown both in the
Euclidean (top) and in the manifold (bottom) setting.

Finally, the needle point of the compass is placed at 𝑏¯ and at 𝑑¯ with the same
¯ and the intersection 𝑐¯ of the two circles gives the last vertex of
aperture 𝑎¯𝑏,
¯
¯ 𝑐¯𝑑.
square 𝑎𝑏
This same construction works in the manifold setting too. However, the
ˆ is
resulting polygon will have four edges of equal length, but only angle 𝑑 𝑎𝑏
guaranteed to be a square angle. An alternative construction consists of tracing
perpendicular lines at both 𝑎 and 𝑏, by means of the Square-set, transferring
the length of 𝑎𝑏 on both of them, and connecting the points 𝑐 and 𝑑 obtained
in this way. In this case, in the manifold setting we obtain a quadrilateral with
ˆ
three edges of the same length, namely 𝑎𝑏, 𝑎𝑑 and 𝑏𝑐, and two right angles 𝑑 𝑎𝑏
ˆ
and 𝑎𝑏𝑐; but nothing can be said about the length of edge 𝑐𝑑 and the amplitude
of angles at 𝑐 and 𝑑.
The same constructions apply to draw a rectangle, except that the aperture
of the compass to obtain the vertical edges can be different than the length of
𝑎𝑏. The outcome in the manifold setting has the analogous (lack of) properties.
We describe a third construction, which is more appropriate to the GUI of
drawing systems. Given a basis line ℓ¯ and a point 𝑎¯ lying on it, a diagonal
¯𝑐 is traced first. Then the angle between such segment and line
segment 𝑎¯
¯ Finally, two lines are
¯ to obtain a line ℓ¯0 parallel to ℓ.
ℓ¯ is transferred at 𝑐,
¯
¯ which are perpendicular to ℓ and ℓ¯0, respectively. The
traced through 𝑎¯ and 𝑐,
intersections of such lines with the first two lines give the other two vertices
𝑏¯ and 𝑑¯ of the rectangle. This construction applies to the manifold setting,
too, by copying the angle in the tangent planes, as described in Section 6.5.1,
and using the square set to trace perpendicular lines. However, the resulting
quadrilateral has two square angles at 𝑎 and 𝑐, but nothing can be said on

6.6 unresolved contructions

Figure 6.15: Ellipse (red curve) computed as an isoline of the sum of the distance
fields from its foci (black dots).

the amplitude of the other two angles, and opposite edges are not congruent
in general. A number of other constructions can be devised, which are all
equivalent in the Euclidean setting, while none of them can warrant congruent
opposite edges and four right angles. Each such construction privileges some
of the properties of rectangles, at the expense of others.
Figure 6.14 shows examples of rectangles obtained with the three constructions described above.

6.5.5 Ellipse
An ellipse cannot be constructed using the straightedge and compass. The
best one can do is to compute the position of a point on the ellipse, using the
so called de La Hire’s construction. However, since the ellipse can be defined
as an isoline of the sum of the distance fields from its foci 𝑎 and 𝑏. In details,
once the foci have been chosen, we use the Isoline operator to compute the
isoline of the field 𝑓 = 𝑑𝑎 + 𝑑𝑏 equal to 𝛼ℓ, where ℓ is the distance between
the two foci and 𝛼 is a scaling factor. We therefore added this primitive to our
drawing system for practical reasons. An example is shown in Fig.6.15.

6 . 6 Unresolved Contructions
We could not find a straightforward way to port further constructions to a
surface by relying just on the basic tools available in our arsenal. For completeness, we briefly discuss some such constructions, which may be relevant
in the applications, leaving their investigation to future work.

Perpendicular to a line through a point not on the line
This is a basic construction, which is also useful in the context of more complex constructions in the Euclidean plane.
Given a line ℓ¯ and a point 𝑥¯ not on the line, find a line
¯ In the plane, we trace a
through 𝑥¯ and perpendicular to ℓ.
¯ with an aperture larger than its distance
circle centered at 𝑥,
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¯ we find the intersection points 𝑎,
¯ and we trace
¯ 𝑏¯ of this circle with ℓ;
from ℓ;
¯
another two circles centered at 𝑎¯ and 𝑏 with the same aperture. The result is
¯
the line through 𝑥¯ and 𝑦.
In the geodesic setting, the orthogonal projection of a point 𝑥 onto a geodesic
𝛾 in general will not be the midpoint of the segment intercepted on 𝛾 with a
circle centered at 𝑥. We rather have to define the problem in terms of distances:
if point 𝑧 on 𝛾 minimizes the distance from 𝑥, then the geodesic path 𝛾𝑥𝑧 meets
𝛾 orthogonally at 𝑧, because it is a radial path of the circle centered at 𝑥 and
tangent to 𝛾.
This problem could be tackled by computing the distance field from 𝛾 (which
is not part of our arsenal, though) and evaluating it at 𝑥: the geodesic circle
centered at 𝑥 with radius 𝑑𝛾 (𝑥) is tangent to 𝛾 at 𝑧. Alternatively, one could
restrict the distance field 𝑑𝑥 to 𝛾 and find its minimum along it. Notice that both
such solutions take measures, thus violating the rules of the straightedge and
compass framework. A possible workaround consists of growing a geodesic
circle centered at 𝑥 until it becomes tangent to 𝛾. The radius of the circle can
be halved or doubled by relying on the basic constructions and a bisection
technique can be followed. A similar problem is mirroring a point 𝑥 about
a line 𝛾 not containing it. Once we have found the projection 𝑧 of 𝑥 on 𝛾, it
is sufficient to trace a circle centered at 𝑧 and through 𝑥 and then find the
intersection between such circle and the geodesic line through 𝑥 and 𝑧.

Parallel lines
A number of constructions in the plane deal with parallel lines. In the manifold
setting, the concept itself of parallel lines is ill-defined. Given a geodesic line
𝛾𝑥 and point on 𝑥 ∈ 𝛾𝑥 , the tangent 𝑡𝑥 of 𝛾𝑥 in 𝑥 belongs to the tangent plane
𝑇𝑥 𝑆, and it is well defined its parallel transport to the tangent plane 𝑇𝑦 𝑆 of
another point 𝑦 ∈ 𝑆. The parallel transport is a fairly complex operation that
we have not considered in our preliminaries. Once the parallel transported
direction 𝑡 𝑦 is given, we could trace the geodesic through 𝑦 tangent to 𝑡 𝑦 and
consider it “parallel” to 𝛾𝑥 . The trouble here is, that the direction 𝑡 𝑦 will be
different depending both on the starting point 𝑥 on 𝛾𝑥 , and on the trajectory
that we choose to transport 𝑡𝑥 to 𝑇𝑦 𝑆. Therefore, the result is not unique and it
is somehow arbitrary. Another straightforward possibility it to take a reference
line 𝛾 and define a bundle of “parallel” lines as all those lines that intersect 𝛾
with a given angle. Given points 𝑥 0, . . . , 𝑥𝑛 along 𝛾 and the reference angle, it
is possible to use the construction in Section 6.5.1 to trace such parallel lines
through the points 𝑥𝑖 . Note that, even if we were allowed to take distances,
the locus of points that have a given distance from a geodesic line 𝛾 consists
of two curves that in general are not geodesic lines. Addressing this problem
thus requires first a robust notion of parallelism on a manifold.

6.7 implementation

Angle Bisection

Segment Bisector
Circle through 3 points
Isoscele Triangle

Equilateral Triangle

Square

Rectangles

Polygons

Tangent Space
is a geodesic 3
bisects the angle 3
is equidistant from sides 7
is a geodesic 3
bisects the segment3
is orthogonal 3
is equidistant from endpoints 7
7
7
equal sides 7
equal angles 7
radial geodesics of the same length 3
angles at the center of 120◦ 3
equal sides 7
equal angles 7
radial geodesics of the same length 3
angles at the center of 90◦ 3
diagonals intersect at their midpoints 3
equal sides 7
equal angles 7
radial geodesics of the same length 3
diagonals intersect at their midpoints 3
equal sides 7
equal angles 7
radial geodesics of the same length 3
equal angles at center (only regular ones) 3

Geodesic Tools
is a geodesic 3
bisects the angle 7
is equidistant from sides 7
is a geodesic 7
bisects the segment 3
is orthogonal 3
is equidistant from endpoints 3
3
2 equal sides 3
apex belonging to the perpendicular bisector of the base 7
equal sides 3
equal angles 7
radial geodesics of the same length 7
angles at the center of 120◦ 7
4 equal sides 3
1 right angle 3
radial geodesics of the same length 7
angles at the center of 90◦ 7
diagonals intersect at their midpoints 7
4 equal sides 3
1 rigth angle 3
radial geodesics of the same length 7
diagonals intersect at their midpoints 7

2 equal sides 7
apex belonging to the perpendicular bisector of the base 3

2 equal sides 3
2 right angles 3
radial geodesics of the same length 7
angles at the center of 90◦ 7
diagonals intersect at their midpoints 7
2 equal sides 3
2 right angles 3
radial geodesics of the same length 7
diagonals intersect at their midpoints 7
7

Table 6.1: Summary of the supported constructions, with the properties preserved
by the algorithms described in Sec. 6.4 (Tangent Space) and in Sec. 6.5 (Geodesic
Tools). Where more than one construction is available, we report the main differences
between them splitting the corresponding columns. In most cases, the properties that
fail with one approach are preserved by the other.

More constructions
Several other constructions exploit relations between angles and distances,
which do not hold in the manifold case. For this reason, we could not find a
straightforward way to reproduce such constructions in terms of our geodesic
arsenal:
• Tangents to a circle through an external point: the construction in the
plane is based on the fact that an angle at the circumference in a half
circle measures 𝜋/2. This is no longer true in the manifold case.
• Circle inscribed in a triangle: the construction in the plane is based on
the fact that all points in the bisectors of angles are equidistant from the
edges. This is no longer true in the manifold case. It is not clear how the
locus of points that are equidistant from two edges can be constructed,
unless the distance fields from the edges can be computed (see also the
discussion in Sec. 6.5.1).
Note also that constructions like the trisection of an angle or doubling the
volume of a cube are not possible using the straightedge and compass while
they can be achieved by using a marked ruler. This suggests that in the manifold
case, too, more constructions could be supported be allowing the explicit
computation of distances from curves.

6 . 7 Implementation
All the constructions described in the previous sections, which apply to the
manifold setting, have been implemented by means of the primitives defined
in Section 6.3 and included as an extension of an existing library [PNC19].
We have developed a prototype system that supports their interactive usage
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on meshes up to the size of millions of triangles. We refer to Chapter 3 for
the definition of basic concepts such as tangent spaces and parallel transport,
as well as the description of the algorithm for geodesic paths and distances
computation.
data structures The surface 𝑆 is represented with a piecewise flat triangular mesh 𝑀, which is represented with an indexed data structure – i.e.,
encoding a list of vertices 𝑉 and a list of triangles 𝐹 – augmented with triangleto-triangle adjacencies to support mesh navigation.
A mesh point 𝑝 is encoded as a triple (𝑡, 𝛼, 𝛽) where 𝑡 is the index of the
triangle containing 𝑝, and 𝛼, 𝛽 are two barycentric coordinates of 𝑝 in 𝑡 (while
the third barycentric coordinate is computed by difference to the unit).
A curve 𝛾 on 𝑆 is discretized as a polyline having vertices at all intersections
with edges of 𝑀. A curve connecting points 𝑝 and 𝑞 is encoded with a strip of
triangles (𝑡 0, . . . , 𝑡ℎ ) of 𝑀, where 𝑡 0 and 𝑡ℎ contain 𝑝 and 𝑞, respectively, and
an array of scalars (𝑙 0, . . . , 𝑙ℎ−1 ), where 𝑙𝑖 encodes the intercept of the polyline
with the edge common to 𝑡𝑖 , 𝑡𝑖+1 parametrized along such edge.
tangent Let 𝛾 be the shortest path connecting two points 𝑞 0, 𝑞 1 , represented as described above. Given the representation of polylines described above,
the tangent vector 𝑤 𝑝 at a point 𝑝 on 𝛾 is computed as follows. If 𝑝 lies in a
triangle 𝑡𝑖 then 𝑤 𝑝 belongs to the plane containing 𝑡𝑖 , and it is computed as
𝑤 𝑝 = 𝑝𝑖 −𝑝, with 𝑝𝑖 := (1−𝑙𝑖 )𝑣 0 +𝑙𝑖 𝑣 1 where 𝑣 0, 𝑣 1 are the endpoints of the edge
shared by 𝑡𝑖 and 𝑡𝑖+1 . If 𝑝 belongs to an edge, we proceed in a similar way: the
only difference is that 𝑤 𝑝 will be of the form 𝑝𝑖+1 − 𝑝𝑖 , with obvious meaning
of the notations. If 𝑝 is a vertex, we first compute 𝑤 𝑝 as before, obtaining a
vector defined in the plane containing a triangle 𝑡𝑖 in the one-ring of 𝑝. Then
we map 𝑤 𝑝 to the tangent space of 𝑝 in the same way we have mapped its
neighbors.
isoline We linearly interpolate a field inside each triangle of 𝑀. For each
triangle 𝑡, which crosses a given isovalue, the segment of isoline crossing 𝑡 is
computed independently. While linear interpolation is good enough on high
resolution meshes, it might be too rough on coarse meshes. Better results can be
achieved by supersampling the polyline while using a more accurate estimate
of the distance field inside 𝑡. For instance, isolines can be approximated as arcs
of circle in the plane containing 𝑡, where the center of the circle is estimated
on the basis of the values of the distance field at the vertices of 𝑡.
intersect Lines on 𝑀 are encoded as paths, as described before. Intersections between a pair of lines are found in linear time in the total number
of triangles in the corresponding paths. Each triangle intersecting one of the
paths is assigned a unique tag; next the triangles forming the other path are
scanned, and intersections are computed just at tagged triangles.

6.7 implementation

convexity balls As already remarked, we assume that our constructions
occur within a convex set. We thus provide an algorithm to test the radius of
convexity about a given point 𝑝. This is computed by considering the largest
ball 𝐵 centered at 𝑝 within which the Hessian of 𝑑𝑝2 (𝑥) is definite-positive for

every 𝑥 ∈ 𝐵. This boils down to test the positive-definiteness of Hess𝑑𝑝2 )𝑖 𝑗
by checking its eigenvalues while applying a growing-region procedure from
𝑝. Note that, while a test of convexity guarantees correctness, in practice
many constructions may work well also on larger neighborhoods. Since all
constructions are interactive, we leave freedom to the user to apply them over
arbitrarily large regions.

rotation, translation, scaling In order to support interaction, we
allow the user to edit a drawing by translating, rotating and scaling geometric
objects over the surface. Geometric transformations are applied to the control
points that define our constructions, while the objects are generated each time
from the updated points. Given an anchor point 𝑝, we use the log map to
represent all control points of the object at hand in the tangent plane of 𝑝.
This is implemented point-wise by evaluating the shortest paths between 𝑝
and each such point, and finding the tangent of each path at 𝑝. Rotation and
scaling are implemented trivially, by changing one of the polar coordinates
of the points in tangent space: the angle for rotation and the distance for
scaling. Then we map the updated points to the surface with the exp map,
which is implemented point-wise by tracing geodesic lines from 𝑝 either in the
updated directions, or with updated lengths. Translation consists of dragging
the anchor point while parallel transporting the reference frame of its tangent
space along the trajectory. Upon dragging, the control points are regenerated
likewise from the transported frame.
For most constructions described in Section 6.4, a natural choice for the
anchor point is the center 𝑐 where we locate the tangent space for the construction. For the remaining constructions, we select as anchor point one of
the control points participating in the construction.

macros We provide some macro-operations, which combine different primitive constructions to obtain complex decorations at once. Some examples of
macros are shown in the decorations in Figure 6.1. For instance: a wreath is
obtained by multiple instances of a polygon rotated about the same center;
similarly, we allow the user to draw nested shapes like circles or polygons; a
flower is built by drawing arcs of circles centered at the vertices of a polygon
and trimming them at their intersections. The cross and the spider net on the
skull are also generated by macros that intersect circles. Macros are controlled
interactively with simple parameters that tune, e.g., the number of polygons
forming a wreath, the number of nested shapes, the number of petals in a
flower, etc.
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6 . 8 Concluding remarks
We have presented two approaches – namely, constructions in tangent space
and direct constructions on the surface – to port straightedge and compass
constructions to the manifold setting. It follows from our analysis that not all
constructions can be ported successfully, and also those that can be ported
may guarantee only some of the properties they have in the Euclidean case.
We extended the scope of basic constructions by exploiting our Distance-field
operator beyond the limitations of the straightedge and compass framework,
yet remaining compatible with it, since we neither take explicit measures nor
do arithmetic computations. The constructions we propose already support
several operations in the context of interactive vector graphics on surfaces.
A few relevant constructions are still not supported. Such operations may
require explicit measures, which are forbidden in the straightedge and compass
framework and may require further tools beyond our geodesic arsenal, such
as computing the distance field from a curve.
A further challenge is extending our primitives to work over larger regions.
However, even basic properties of lines and circles can be lost outside strongly
convex regions. See Figure 2.8 for some examples. Some operations have been
addressed already in the literature, including primitives that can be computed
with distance fields [NPP22], and Bézier splines [MNPP22].
A relevant limitation, stemming from the intrinsic curvature of surfaces,
is the impossibility to warrant the congruence of both lengths and angles
together. Regular tilings, which are hard to apply because of this limitation,
can be addressed by relaxing some conditions on angles and/or lengths, but
they remain challenging to extend over large regions. This problem is tightly
related to the design of N-RoSy fields [VCD+ 17], in particular to the presence
of field singularities, which cannot be avoided, as a consequence of the GaussBonnet theorem.
A possible avenue is to relax the constraint of lines to be straight, in geodesic
terms, trading some straightness for other properties. This leads to the concept
of as-straight-as-possible lines under given constraints, e.g., joining their endpoints with a prescribed length or with given tangent directions. This approach
entails investigating Jacobi fields [PHD+ 10, Le 19] and related optimization
problems.
We plan to address the above challenges in future work.

7
b/Surf: Interactive Bézier Splines
on Surface Meshes
This chapter includes contents from a co-authored paper [MNPP22]
that has been re-formatted for this thesis.

7 . 1 Introduction
Bézier curves are the building blocks of most vector graphics packages, since
most other primitives can be converted into Bézier splines (chains of Bézier
curves) and edited as such [Far01].
In many design applications, it would be beneficial to edit vector graphics
directly on surfaces, instead of relying on parametrization or projections that
have inherent distortions [NPP22, PSOA18]. Yet, bringing vector graphics to
surfaces is all but trivial, since basic rules of Euclidean geometry do not hold
under the geodesic metric on manifolds; and distances, shortest and straightest
paths cannot be computed in closed form, as seen in the previous chapter. In
particular, in spite of several attempts to define curves under the geodesic
metric, a complete computational framework that supports their practical
usage in an interactive design setting is still missing.
In this work, we present the first practical method, which supports the
interactive and robust design and editing of Bézier splines on high resolution
meshes, without any limitation on the position of their control points. For the sake
of simplicity, we restrict our study to cubic Bézier curves. Our contributions
tackle different aspects of the problem, as outlined in the following.

7.1.1 Curve schemes in the manifold setting
To the best of our knowledge, all existing extensions of Bézier curves to the
manifold setting have been proven to work just “in the small”, i.e., when
control points are sufficiently close to one another. However, such limitation
is incompatible with a practical usage. We show that, indeed, the manifold
extensions of the de Casteljau and Bernstein evaluation algorithms may fail
and lead to discontinuous curves for general sets of control points. On the other
hand, we show that some existing subdivision schemes may be generalized to
manifolds “in the large”, too. We show that the recursive de Casteljau (RDC)
subdivision scheme proposed by Noakes [Noa98] indeed works for any set
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Figure 7.1: We propose algorithms to interactively edit Bézier splines on large meshes,
including curve editing, curve transformations and import and editing complex SVG
drawings. All computations occur in the intrinsic geodesic metric of the surface. All
splines in this figure have been drawn interactively. Control points and tangents of
curves under editing are shown in the zoomed insets. Asian Dragon ∼7.2M triangles;
Nefertiti ∼500K triangles.

of control points, always producing 𝐶 1 curves. And we propose a manifold
extension of an open-uniform Lane Riesenfeld (OLR) subdivision scheme;
we elaborate on results of Duchamp et al. on the manifold extension of the
standard Lane Riesenfeld scheme for B-splines [DXY18], to show that our
OLR scheme is the first one to produce 𝐶 2 Bézier segments in the manifold
setting. Curves from both the RDC and the OLR schemes can be joined with
𝐶 1 continuity to form Bézier splines.

7.1. 2 Algorithms
We provide the basic tools for curve design and rendering with the RDC and
OLR subdivision schemes. To the best of our knowledge, all previous proposals
in the manifold setting provided only algorithms for curve tracing, i.e., to
produce a discrete approximation of the curve. Besides such algorithms, we
give the algorithms for evaluating the curve at a given parameter; and for
splitting a curve at a given point, by approximating a single Bézier segment
with a spline of two segments.

7.1. 3 Computational framework and system
While the curve schemes and related algorithms are defined on smooth manifolds, our implementation addresses triangulated surfaces. As remarked by
Wallner and Pottmann [WP06], “after discretization the question of smoothness
does no longer make sense in the strict mathematical sense. Even so, it is important
to know that ... the ideal geometric object one tries to approximate is smooth.”
All our algorithms rely on the computation of repeated manifold averages,

7.1 introduction

Figure 7.2: The GUI of our system. Curves on the eye and on the arm consist of a
single cubic segment each, while the two splines on the ears consist of two cubic
segments each, with a sharp corner to the left and smooth junction to the right. A
control tangent (in blue) is depicted on the curve under editing.

which involve finding geodesic shortest paths. Such computations are known
to converge to the equivalent measures in the smooth setting as the geometric
mesh is refined, e.g., through subdivision [DGDT16]. In order to target meshes
with millions of triangles, we need a very efficient framework for geodesic
computations. We develop an algorithm for computing locally shortest paths
that is robust and beats the performances of the other methods at the state
of the art. In particular, we greatly improve the step to find an initial guess,
which is the bottleneck of all local methods.
We integrate our algorithms in a user interface, thus providing the first
prototype system that supports the robust interactive design of Bézier splines
on manifold meshes for any choice of control points. We support all basic
operations that 2D editors have, including: click-and-drag of control points and
tangents; point insertion and deletion; and translation, rotation and scaling
of curves. We also support mapping of 2D SVG drawings onto the surface.
Fig. 7.2 shows the interface of our system with some simple curves traced on
a model. The supplemental video shows a full editing session. Our system
remains interactive on meshes made of millions of triangles, such as the ones
shown in Fig. 7.1.

7.1.4 Assessment and comparisons
To assess the robustness and performance of our algorithms, we trace curves
on the more than five-thousands watertight, manifold, meshes of the Thingi10k
repository [ZJ16] with one hundred randomly generated control polygons for
each mesh. Our algorithms handle all cases well. We discuss the sensitivity
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Figure 7.3: Curves that wind about the object or require large control polygons may
be challenging to draw with an approach based on parametrization. The collar and
the curl consist each of a single cubic segment, while the spiral is a spline of four
segments joined with smooth (𝐶 1 ) continuity. Control polygons are depicted in blue.

of our algorithms to the input mesh, and how to deal with critical meshes
containing nearly degenerate triangles. We run an extensive comparison to
the methods at the state of the art, in terms of both robustness and time
performance, consistently beating their results.

7 . 2 Related work
The design of spline curves on manifolds has been addressed by several authors,
both from a mathematical and from a computational perspective. We review
only methods addressing general surfaces.
A traditional approach to circumvent the problems of the Riemannian metric
consists of linearizing the manifold domain via parametrization, designing
curves in the parametric plane, and mapping the result to the surface. Parametrization introduces seams, and drawing lines across them becomes problematic.
Moreover, distortions induced by parametrizations are hard to predict and
control. The exponential map can provide a local parametrization on the fly
for the region of interest [BMBZ02, HA19, Sch13, SZZ+ 13, SGW06]. However,
its radius of injectivity can be small (e.g., in regions of high curvature), while
control polygons and curves may extend over large regions. Even curves as
simple as the ones depicted in Fig. 7.3 may be hard to control using either local
or global parametrizations.
As reported in [WP06], another common approach consists of relaxing the
manifold constraint, resolving the problem in Euclidean space, and projecting
the result back to the surface. Panozzo et al. [PBDSH13] use an embedding in
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a higher-dimensional Euclidean space, followed by Phong projection. These
methods may support user interaction, but they provide only approximate
results, are prone to artifacts, and are hard to scale to large meshes.
The design of curves can also be addressed as an optimization problem in
a variational setting. Noakes et al. [NHP89] and Camarinha et al. [CSLC95]
provide the basic variational theory of splines on manifolds. This approach
is adopted in several other papers [AGS+ 15, GSA14, GMA18, HP04, JSW+ 19,
PH05, SASK11]. While most such works do not address implementation and
performance, [HP04] and [JSW+ 19] eventually resort to projection methods.
Overall, the variational approach is too computationally expensive to support
user interaction on large meshes. Moreover, these curves are harder to control
interactively than traditional Bézier splines.
Concerning the specific case of Bézier curves, Park and Ravani [PR95]
first extended the de Casteljau algorithm to Riemannian manifolds, without
developing the computational details. Later on, the de Casteljau algorithm on
surfaces has been explored by several other authors [GMA18, LW01, MCV08,
NYP13, PN07]. Among these, Morera et al. [MCV08] extend the recursive de
Casteljau bisection, and Sharp et al. [SC+ 19] achieve interactive performance
on the same algorithm, by using a fast method for evaluating locally shortest
geodesic paths [SC20a]. We adopt the same structure of [MCV08] for curve
tracing with the recursive de Casteljau (RDC) subdivision. In Section 7.6.3, we
further discuss the method of [SC+ 19, SC20a] and compare their results and
performances with our method. Absil et al. [AGSW16] define Bézier curves
both with the de Casteljau algorithm and with the Riemannian center of mass
(RCM), and show that they may produce different results. A method for the
direct computation of the RCM through gradient descent has been proposed
in [SSC19b], which is computationally intensive, though. Conversely, the
method proposed in [PBDSH13] is very efficient (after pre-processing), but
provides just an approximation of the RCM. In Section 7.6.3, we compare to
both such methods in terms of robustness and performance.
Several authors have investigated the theoretical aspects of the subdivision
approach to splines in the manifold setting. We refer to Wallner [Wal20]
for a detailed analysis, reporting just the results most relevant to our work.
Noakes [Noa98] proves that the recursive de Casteljau subdivision converges
and produces a 𝐶 1 curve in the cubic case, subject to strong constraints on the
control polygon. Most recent results [DXY18, DS17, DGL19] focus on LaneRiesenfeld schemes and show that a scheme of order 𝑘 is convergent and
𝐶 𝑘 in the manifold and functional settings. These latter approaches motivate
our approach to the open-uniform Lane-Riesenfeld (OLR) subdivision. We
exploit observations reported in [Wal20] to show that such schemes can be
generalized to deal with any control polygon.
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7 . 3 Bézier Curves on Manifolds
We consider different constructions of Bézier curves, all of which produce the
same curves in the Euclidean setting, and we analyze their extensions to the
manifold setting. We provide just the basics of each construction, referring the
reader to [Far01, Sal06] for further details. All definitions are given in general,
while results are given just for cubic Bézier curves, for the sake of simplicity;
extensions to curves of a different order are just outlined. In the following,
we denote by M a smooth, compact and connected surface embedded in ℝ3 ,
endowed with the Riemannian metric induced by the embedding.

7.3.1 Preliminaries and notations
In the Euclidean setting, a Bézier curve is the image of a polynomial parametric
function of degree 𝑘
b𝑘 : [0, 1] −→ ℝ𝑑 ,
which is defined by means of a control polygon 𝛱 = (𝑃 0, . . . , 𝑃𝑘 ), where all
𝑃𝑖 ∈ ℝ𝑑 . Curve b𝑘 interpolates points 𝑃 0 and 𝑃𝑘 , and it is tangent to 𝛱 at
them. All constructions of Bézier curves in the Euclidean setting rely on the
computation of affine averages of points of the form
𝑃¯ =

ℎ
∑︁

(7.1)

𝑤 𝑖 𝑃𝑖

𝑖=0

where the 𝑤𝑖 are non-negative weights satisfying the partition of unity. For
ℎ = 1, the affine average reduces to linear interpolation
𝑃¯ = (1 − 𝑤)𝑃 + 𝑤𝑄.

(7.2)

By analogy with the Euclidean setting, a control polygon 𝛱 in the manifold
setting consists of a polyline of shortest geodesic paths, connecting the control
points that lie on M.
Affine averages are not available on manifolds, since they lack the structure
of a vector space, but they can be substituted with the Riemannian center
of mass [GK73, Kar77]. Given points 𝑃 0, . . . , 𝑃ℎ ∈ M and weights 𝑤 0, . . . , 𝑤ℎ ,
their Riemanninan Center of Mass (RCM) on M is defined
𝑅𝐶𝑀 (𝑃 0, . . . , 𝑃ℎ ; 𝑤 0, . . . , 𝑤ℎ ) = argmin
𝑃 ∈M

ℎ
∑︁

𝑤𝑖 𝑑 (𝑃, 𝑃𝑖 ) 2

(7.3)

𝑖=0

where 𝑑 (·, ·) is the geodesic distance on M. If M is a Euclidean space, then
the solution to Eq.(7.3) is the usual affine average of Eq. (7.1).
The RCM requires that Eq. (7.3) has a unique minimizer. Karcher [Kar77]
provides a condition of existence and uniqueness of the solution, which requires all points 𝑃𝑖 to be contained inside a strongly convex ball, whose maximum radius depends on the curvature of M. In the following, we will refer
to this condition as the Karcher condition. If such condition is satisfied, then
the RCM is smooth in both the 𝑃𝑖 ’s and the 𝑤𝑖 ’s [Afs09]. Unfortunately, the
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Figure 7.4: The cut locus 𝐶 (𝑃) of a point 𝑃 on a torus (red). For a point 𝑄 0 on 𝐶 (𝑃)
there exist two different shortest geodesics joining 𝑃 to 𝑄 0 (green).

Karcher condition restricts the applicability of the RCM to relatively small
neighborhoods in the general case.
For any two points 𝑃, 𝑄 ∈ M, which are connected with a unique shortest
path 𝛾𝑃,𝑄 with 𝛾 (0) = 𝑃 and 𝛾 (1) = 𝑄, their RCM with weights (1 − 𝑤) and
𝑤 is always defined and lies at 𝛾𝑃,𝑄 (𝑤). This provides the analogous of the
affine average of Eq. (7.2) for pairs of points that do not lie on each other’s cut
locus [WP06].

7.3.2 Extension of the weighted average
Figure 7.4 shows an example of cut locus of a point 𝑃 lying on a torus. If point
𝑄 lies on the cut locus of 𝑃, then there is ambiguity on which shortest path
should be taken to compute their average. We extend the pairwise average
to the cut locus, too, by picking one arbitrary, but deterministically selected,
shortest path connecting 𝑃 to 𝑄. We thus define the manifold average between
two points
A : M × M × [0, 1] −→ M; (𝑃, 𝑄; 𝑤) ↦→ 𝛾𝑃,𝑄 (𝑤)

(7.4)

where 𝛾𝑃,𝑄 is a (deterministically selected) shortest geodesic path joining 𝑃
to 𝑄. We have that A (𝑃, 𝑄; 𝑤) = 𝑅𝐶𝑀 (𝑃, 𝑄; (1 − 𝑤), 𝑤) as long as 𝑃 and 𝑄
do not lie on each other’s cut locus; while at the cut locus it returns a point,
which depends on the selected shortest path 𝛾𝑃,𝑄 . The averaging operator of
Eq. (7.4) provides the analogous of Eq. (7.2) in the manifold setting for any
pair of points.
Notice that, the operator A remains smooth everywhere in its 𝑤 parameter,
but it fails to be continuous at pairs (𝑃, 𝑄) ∈ M × M that lie on each other’s
cut locus. Such a discontinuity may affect the manifold constructions, as we
will see in the following.
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Figure 7.5: Top: example of a failure case of direct de Casteljau evaluation. The
black bullets at the discontinuities correspond to consecutive parameter values near a
critical value, and the blue/purple/pink lines provide the de Casteljau construction.
Note how the pink line jumps from one side of the pole to the other as 𝑡 passes critical
values, causing discontinuities. Bottom: our method always produces a smooth curve
regardless of the positioning of the control points. The same control polygon of the top
figure generates the curve in the center; dragging the handles we may force the curve
to pass behind the pole (left) or further shrink (right). Note how the control polygon
to the right also switches to the front of the pole, while leaving the smoothness of the
curve unaffected.

7.3.3 de Casteljau point evaluation
The de Casteljau construction provides a recursive definition, which evaluates
a Bézier curve as b𝑘 (𝑡) = b𝑘0 (𝑡), where
b𝑖0 (𝑡) = 𝑃𝑖
−1 (𝑡)
b𝑟𝑖 (𝑡) = (1 − 𝑡)b𝑟𝑖 −1 (𝑡) + 𝑡b𝑟𝑖+1

(7.5)

for 𝑟 = 1, . . . , 𝑘 and 𝑖 = 0, . . . , 𝑘 − 𝑟 . A curve is traced by computing Eq. (7.5)
for 𝑡 varying in [0, 1].
This construction can be extended to the manifold setting in a straightforward way by substituting the affine averages between pairs of points with the
manifold average A defined above. This extension was proposed first by Park
and Ravani [PR95]. As shown by Popiel and Noakes [PN07], if all consecutive
pairs of points in the control polygon 𝛱 lie in a totally normal ball, then the
resulting curve is smooth. However, if the constraint is violated, the resulting
curve can be discontinuous. In fact, even if all shortest geodesics paths in 𝛱
are unique, some pairs of intermediate points involved in the construction
may lie on each other’s cut locus, for some value of the parameter 𝑡. As 𝑡
passes such critical value, the manifold average A returns a discontinuous
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result, thus causing a discontinuity in the curve. Fig. 7.5(top) illustrates the
construction near failure points; Fig. 7.6(a) provides another example of failure
on a more complex shape.

7.3.4 Bernstein point evaluation with the RCM
A Bézier curve can be evaluated in closed form as an affine sum of all its control
points:
𝑘
∑︁
𝑘
b (𝑡) =
𝐵𝑖𝑘 (𝑡)𝑃𝑖
(7.6)
𝑖=0

where the

𝐵𝑖𝑘 (𝑡)

are the Bernstein basis polynomials of degree 𝑘
 
𝑘 𝑖
𝑘
𝐵𝑖 (𝑡) =
𝑡 (1 − 𝑡)𝑛−𝑖 .
𝑖

This expression can be rewritten for the manifold case as
𝔟𝑘 (𝑡) = 𝑅𝐶𝑀 (𝑃 0, . . . , 𝑃𝑘 ; 𝐵𝑘0 (𝑡), . . . , 𝐵𝑘𝑘 (𝑡))

(7.7)

where the Riemannian center of mass RCM has been defined in Eq. (7.3).
Again, a curve is traced by computing Eq. (7.7) for 𝑡 varying in [0, 1]. This
construction was addressed in [PBDSH13], where an approximation of the
RCM is proposed, which is based on an embedding in a higher dimension and
Phong projection (see Sec. 7.6.3 for further details). A direct evaluation of the
RCM is also possible through gradient descent on the energy of Eq. (7.3). A
method has been proposed in [SSC19b], which requires computing a log map
at each iteration, though.
If the control points are close enough to fulfill the Karcher condition, then the
resulting curve is smooth, since both the RCM and the Bernstein polynomials
are smooth. However, if the Karcher condition is not fulfilled, then the energy
in Eq. (7.3) is no longer guaranteed to be convex, and it might even have
infinitely many minima. In this case, the curve may be undetermined at some
intervals. Fig. 7.6(b) provides an example of failure, where the RCM has been
computed directly by gradient descent. Note that, the failure is independent of
the method used to implement the RCM, being intrinsic to the non-convexity
of the energy for some values of the weights. More examples of failure for the
method of [SSC19b] and for the approximation of [PBDSH13] are demonstrated
in Section 7.6.3.

7.3.5 Recursive de Casteljau subdivision (RDC)
One step of the de Casteljau construction subdivides polygon 𝛱 into two
control polygons 𝛱𝐿 and 𝛱𝑅 . See Fig. 7.7 (RDC) for an example. The junction
point of 𝛱𝐿 and 𝛱𝑅 lies on the curve. The recursive application of this procedure
𝑛 , which converges
for 𝑡 = 1/2 defines a sequence of subdivision polygons 𝛱𝐷𝐶
to the Bézier curve.
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Figure 7.6: An example of failure in tracing a curve with the direct de Casteljau
(top-left), and the RCM evaluation (top-right). The same control polygon gives two
smooth and nearly identical curves with the Recursive de Casteljau (bottom-left) and
the Open-uniform Lane-Riesenfeld schemes (bottom-right) described in Sections 7.3.5
and 7.3.6, respectively.

In the manifold setting, this algorithm produces a curve, which is different
from the one obtained with the direct evaluation by varying the value of
parameter 𝑡, as reviewed in Sec.7.3.3. This scheme in the manifold setting
was studied first by Noakes [Noa98], and implementations were proposed
in [MCV08, SC+ 19]. Noakes proved that this subdivision converges to a 𝐶 1
limit curve, provided that the initial control points lie in a convex set [Noa98].
We extend this result to any set of control points.
p r o p o s i t i o n 7.1 : For any given control polygon 𝛱 = (𝑃 0, 𝑃1, 𝑃2, 𝑃3 ), the
RDC subdivision implemented with the A operator converges to a limit curve
that is 𝐶 1 continuous.
Proof: As observed by Wallner [Wal20] (Sec. 2.4), a result “in the small” can
be generalized to any control polygon, if the control points in the sequence
of subdivided polygons become sufficiently close after a finite number of
subdivisions. This is straightforward from the following two facts:
• the RDC scheme always satisfies the contractivity property, in particular,
𝑛+1 is not
the greatest distance between two consecutive points of 𝛱𝐷𝐶
greater than half the greatest distance between two consecutive points
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𝑛 . This property depends only on the triangular inequality of the
in 𝛱𝐷𝐶
geodesic distance function, which holds everywhere, including at the
cut locus.

• On a compact manifold of bounded curvature there exists 𝛿 > 0 s.t.
every ball of radius 𝑟 ≤ 𝛿 is convex (Section 2.4).
Therefore, in a finite number of subdivision steps, we obtain a sequence of
control polygons such that each of them is contained in a convex set, hence
undergoes the hypothesis of [Noa98]. Moreover, by construction, every two
consecutive segments have the same tangent at their junction point, thus
their limit curves join with 𝐶 1 continuity.

Note that the constraints imposed by Noakes [Noa98] have the purpose of
warranting the uniqueness of a geodesic and its smooth dependence from
its endpoints. In our case, if such constraints are violated, the limit curve
is just one of the possible curves, which one obtains by the arbitrary, but
deterministic, choices made by operator A at the cut locus. Once the choice
is made, the resulting curve is guaranteed to be 𝐶 1 . However, the result may
not be continuous in the space of curves while varying the control points. The
consequences of this fact will be discussed in Sec. 7.3.7.
Concerning curves of different order, Noakes [Noa99] proved that the 𝐶 1
continuity holds also for quadratic curves. It remains an open question whether
the RDC scheme produces curves with higher smoothness.

7.3.6 Open-uniform Lane-Riesenfeld Subdivision (OLR)
In [DXY18], a uniform subdivision scheme has been proposed, which ports
to the manifold setting the well known Lane-Riesenfeld (LR) scheme [LR80].
Such a scheme converges to B-splines and cannot be used directly to design
curves with fixed endpoints. We generalize their result to a scheme with
end conditions, which defines Bézier curves, and we show that, in the cubic
case, it converges to segments that are 𝐶 2 everywhere, possibly except at the
endpoints, where they are at least 𝐶 1 .
We briefly review the Euclidean scheme [CDS07, Sal06]. A cubic Bézier can
be represented with an open-uniform B-spline1 of order 4, having the same
control polygon 𝛱 , and knot vector (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1). Repeated knot insertion
at the midpoint of all non-zero intervals produces a sequence of open uniform
B-splines, all describing the same curve; and the sequence of control polygons
𝑛 converges to the curve itself.
𝛱𝐿𝑅
The corresponding subdivision requires four special stencils at each end of
1 A B-spline is said to be open-uniform, or uniform with end conditions, if it is uniform,
except at its endpoints, where repeated knots are inserted to make the curve interpolate the
endpoints of its control polygon.
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P43
P33
<latexit sha1_base64="n49Pw4YehXj1TxufITQxpbXAEoA=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="8zYbadBMpmOhar6scd2A0btBoSY=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Hkwz/lw0ioOcqR3ZHUoMk+VWQu4=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Juw8S40Ill6hEHH3rDkE+rQOKkQ=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="zpMKUsZZP7lVSNKNPmXKm4ZsUVE=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Yavte+6bXTwwhX4JaHZSeCigaPw=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="32vjFGusKAp0SeX0rWZw/4ukRWY=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="k0lzKdZL5w5ZbOzxeCrKtAlci5s=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Hk0cL0ZCrY5d87FAknrbx8mITWY=">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</latexit>

P23

<latexit sha1_base64="48hzb+AznY96mcFqciOBrOA3jW8=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="kRYkiFCeoIEFlyFin7B/+0zBEuU=">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</latexit>
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P8

<latexit sha1_base64="VzxVOjiDcaDTXkuxEG+nAMqWe2I=">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</latexit>

P12

<latexit sha1_base64="sMUnMjayDX3qhFA1rvFRM/EdUBc=">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</latexit>

P13 P93

<latexit sha1_base64="5Od1GhbcHI/7C8fxD/zxb2gQroY=">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</latexit>

P52
<latexit sha1_base64="8b817G9Wmo9ZJmHe44oPq+OQLDE=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="INT9cYrDKgGAQtUZnp/nfvyF7pA=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="HG4ImGekvwj6P8tjAZbJsuMMb6Y=">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</latexit>
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OLR

Figure 7.7: The constructions at the basis of the RDC and OLR schemes for the same
control polygon for the cubic case. RDC (left): The control polygon (blue) is split into a
chain of two control polygons (purple and pink) by computing three shortest geodesic
paths. The limit curve is depicted in red. Here we show only the first subdivision. OLR
(right): One step of subdivision from 𝛱 2 (blue) to 𝛱 3 (red polygon). The even points
3 , as well as the intermediate points 𝑄 3 lie on segments of 𝛱 2 and are evaluated
𝑃2𝑗
𝑖
3
first. The evaluation of each odd point 𝑃 2𝑗+1
requires computing one shortest geodesic
path (purple). This construction corresponds to one midpoint subdivision followed by
two steps of smoothing by averaging consecutive points.

the polygon, and it is defined as follows:
𝑛+1 = 1 𝑃 𝑛 + 1 𝑃 𝑛
𝑃 2𝑗
2 𝑗
2 𝑗+1

𝑗 = 2...2𝑛 − 2

𝑛+1 = 1 𝑃 𝑛 + 3 𝑃 𝑛 + 1 𝑃 𝑛
𝑃 2𝑗+1
8 𝑗
4 𝑗+1
8 𝑗+2

𝑗 = 2...2𝑛 − 3

𝑃 0𝑛+1 = 𝑃 0

(7.8)

𝑃 1𝑛+1 = 12 𝑃 0𝑛 + 21 𝑃 1𝑛
𝑃 2𝑛+1 = 34 𝑃 1𝑛 + 41 𝑃 2𝑛
𝑃 3𝑛+1 =

3 𝑛
16 𝑃 1

+

11 𝑛
16 𝑃 2

+

2 𝑛
16 𝑃 3

where, for the sake of brevity, we have omitted the end conditions to the right
end side, which are symmetric to the ones on the left. We also omit the special
stencils that are needed at the first and second levels of subdivision, which
can be derived easily, and treated analogously in the context of the following
extension. Note that, the first two stencils in Eq. (7.8) give the uniform LR
scheme with two smoothing steps, which is applied to all central points. Here,
the stencils are written in compact form, instead of the usual sequence of one
average step followed by two smoothing steps, because this leads to the same
result in the linear scheme.

7.3 bézier curves on manifolds

In order to port such a scheme to the manifold setting, we first observe that
some of the stencils appearing in Eq. (7.8) involve more than two control points.
Since, in general, we cannot rely on the RCM, we need to factorize such stencils
with repeated averages, computed with operator A. In the manifold setting,
different factorizations may lead to different curves. We adopt a factorization
that “in the middle” (i.e., for 𝑗 = 2 . . . 2𝑛 − 2) gives the same scheme of [DXY18]:
𝑛+1 = 𝑃 𝑛 𝑃
e𝑛+1 = A (𝑃 𝑛 , 𝑃 𝑛 , 1 )
𝑃e2𝑗
𝑗
𝑗
2𝑗+1
𝑗+1 2
𝑛+1
e𝑛+1 e𝑛+1 1
e𝑛+1 e𝑛+1 1
𝑄 𝑛+1
2𝑗 = A ( 𝑃 2𝑗 , 𝑃 2𝑗+1, 2 ) 𝑄 2𝑗+1 = A ( 𝑃 2𝑗+1, 𝑃 2𝑗+2, 2 )
𝑛+1 = A (𝑄 𝑛+1, 𝑄 𝑛+1 , 1 ) 𝑃 𝑛+1 = A (𝑄 𝑛+1 , 𝑄 𝑛+1 , 1 ).
𝑃 2𝑗
2𝑗
2𝑗+1 2
2𝑗+1
2𝑗+1 2𝑗+2 2

This factorization indeed consists of one average step followed by two smooth𝑛+1
ing steps. Note, however, that 𝑄 𝑛+1
2𝑗 and 𝑄 2𝑗+1 lie on the shortest geodesic
𝑛
𝑛
path 𝛾 𝑗 connecting 𝑃 𝑗 to 𝑃 𝑗+1 , and that averages between points lying on
𝛾 𝑗 are in fact linear with respect to its arc length. Consequently, we have
𝑛+1 = 𝑃
e𝑛+1 , and we can rewrite the above formulas more compactly as
that 𝑃 2𝑗
2𝑗+1
follows:
3
1
𝑛 𝑛
𝑛+1
𝑛
𝑛
𝑄 𝑛+1
2𝑗 = A (𝑃 𝑗 , 𝑃 𝑗+1, 4 ), 𝑄 2𝑗+1 = A (𝑃 𝑗+1 𝑃 𝑗+2, 4 )
(7.9)
𝑛+1 = A (𝑃 𝑛 , 𝑃 𝑛 , 1 ), 𝑃 𝑛+1 = A (𝑄 𝑛 , 𝑄 𝑛 , 1 ).
𝑃 2𝑗
𝑗
𝑗+1 2
2𝑗+1
2𝑗
2𝑗+1 2
We factorize the end stencil for 𝑃 3𝑛+1 (and its symmetric point to the other end
of the polygon) in a similar way. We require that this point is again obtained
with one averaging step followed by two smoothing steps, and we apply the
considerations above to express repeated averages along the same geodesic
in a compact way. In order to accommodate for the other end conditions, the
averaging step between 𝑃 1𝑛 and 𝑃 2𝑛 must be unbalanced, while all other steps
can be maintained balanced. The only factorization fulfilling these constraints
is given by the following equations:
𝑃 0𝑛+1 = 𝑃 0
𝑃 1𝑛+1 = A (𝑃 0𝑛 , 𝑃1𝑛 , 12 )
𝑃 2𝑛+1 = A (𝑃 1𝑛 , 𝑃2𝑛 , 14 )

(7.10)

= A (𝑃 2𝑛 , 𝑃3𝑛 , 14 )
𝑄 𝑛+1
= A (𝑃1𝑛 , 𝑃2𝑛 , 85 ), 𝑄 𝑛+1
3
2
𝑛+1 1
𝑃 3𝑛+1 = A (𝑄 𝑛+1
2 , 𝑄3 , 2 )

where, as above, the expressions of 𝑄 𝑛+1
and 𝑄 𝑛+1
incorporate the averaging
2
3
step and the first smoothing step.
In summary, Equations 7.9 and 7.10 provide the stencils that generalize Eq.
(7.8) to the manifold case. One step of subdivision for 𝑛 = 3 is exemplified in
Figure 7.7 (OLR).
We generalize the results of [DXY18] to the above scheme, as follows:
p r o p o s i t i o n 7.2 : For any given control polygon 𝛱 = (𝑃 0, 𝑃1, 𝑃2, 𝑃3 ), the
manifold OLR subdivision converges to a limit curve that is 𝐶 2 continuous,
possibly except at its endpoints. The limit curve interpolates the endpoints of
polygon 𝛱 and it is tangent to it.
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Proof: We show that everywhere, except at the endpoints, the results of
[DXY18] apply after a finite number of subdivision steps. To this aim, we
recall that our scheme is the result of repeated knot insertion, which bisects
all non-null intervals at each iteration. We exploit the relation between knots
and points of the subdivision polygon to show that for every 𝑡 ∈ (0, 1)
the limit curve exists and is 𝐶 2 . For any given value of 𝑡, after 𝑛¯ iterations,
we have that 𝑡 ∈ (2−𝑛¯ ( 𝑗 − 1), 2−𝑛¯ ( 𝑗 + 1)) for some 𝑗 ∈ ℕ. We can always
choose 𝑛¯ large enough that 𝑗 > 7 and 𝑗 < 2−𝑛¯ − 3. In this case, the five
¯
consecutive control points 𝑃 𝑛𝑗−4
, . . . , 𝑃 𝑛𝑗¯ , will undergo the uniform LR stencils
at all subsequent levels of subdivision. Next we proceed as in the proof of
Proposition 7.1. By triangular inequality, it is easy to show that the manifold
OLR scheme is contractive. Thus, in a finite number of subdivision steps, say
𝑛˜ , are contained in a totally normal
˜ all 5-tuples of consecutive points in 𝛱𝐿𝑅
𝑛,
˜ 𝑛)
¯ then, by [DXY18], it follows that the
neighborhood. If we take 𝑛 = max(𝑛,
𝑛
𝑛
𝑛
𝑛
𝑛
polygon 𝑃 𝑗−4, 𝑃 𝑗−3, 𝑃 𝑗−2, 𝑃 𝑗−1, 𝑃 𝑗 converges to a 𝐶 2 limit curve, corresponding
to interval (2−𝑛 ( 𝑗 − 1), 2−𝑛 ( 𝑗 + 1)), which contains 𝑡. The end conditions in Eq.
(7.10) trivially guarantee that the limit curve interpolates the initial control
polygon 𝛱 at 𝑃 0 , and it will be tangent at 𝑃 0 to the geodesic connecting 𝑃 0 𝑃 1 .

It follows from the proposition above that a single cubic Bézier segment has
continuity, while different segments can be joined to form splines with 𝐶 1
continuity. It remains an open problem how to build splines with 𝐶 2 continuity
at junction points.

𝐶2

7.3.7 Limitations
Since the operator A is deterministic, the curve obtained with either the RDC
or the OLR scheme is uniquely defined by its control points. However, the
curve may jump to a different configuration for small displacements of control
points, which make some of the paths in the construction cross a cut locus. In
Fig. 7.8 (left, center), a tiny displacement of one control point takes one of the
shortest paths in the control polygon to a drastically different route, resulting
in a different curve; see the bottom part of Fig. 7.5 for another example. In
the accompanying video we provide more dynamic examples of jumps. Note
that jumps occur quite rarely, as the cut locus of each point covers a set of
zero measure. This fact is intrinsic to the discontinuity of the manifold metrics
and constitutes an essential limitation to the design of splines in the manifold
setting, independently of the approach adopted.
This limitation can be circumvented easily, by means of splines containing
more control points, instead of single Bézier segments. See Fig. 7.8 (right).
Point insertion can be used to constrain the curve to a desired path, as is
customarily done in curve design, and motivates the algorithms we present in
Sections 7.4.1 and 7.4.2. Note that, in general, the spline obtained with point
insertion is just an approximation of the original curve. This is also an intrinsic

7.4 practical algorithms

Figure 7.8: Left, center: the geodesic line corresponding to the central segment of
the control polygon can take two different routes at the cut locus of its endpoints,
thus producing two different curves; in practice, the curve will jump between the two
configurations when dragging a control point across a cut locus. Right: splitting the
curve by point insertion makes the selected configuration stable upon dragging.

limitation of the manifold setting, where a sub-segment of a Bézier curve is
not necessarily a Bézier curve itself. Automatic solutions would be possible. It
is easy to check when a curve “jumps” while dragging a control point; in this
case, the control polygon may be split, e.g., by adding a point on the curve
before displacement as a new control point. In our user interface, we decided
to avoid using automatic methods to warrant maximum flexibility to the user.

7 . 4 Practical Algorithms
We now focus on the RDC and OLR schemes. We provide algorithms for:
approximating the curve with a geodesic polyline (curve tracing); evaluating a
point on the curve for a given parameter value (point evaluation); and splitting
a curve at a given point into a spline approximating it with two segments
(point insertion). The algorithm for curve tracing with the RDC scheme is
equivalent to the one proposed in [MCV08], while the other five algorithms
are novel.
To develop our algorithms, we assume to have procedures for (1) computing
the point-to-point shortest path between pairs of points of M; (2) evaluating a
point on a geodesic path at a given parameter value; and (3) casting a geodesic
path from a point in a given direction. The computational details of such
procedures, as well as additional algorithms to support interactive control, are
provided in Section 6.7.

7.4.1 Algorithms for the RDC scheme
Curve tracing
The tracing algorithm recursively subdivides a geodesic polygon 𝛱 into two
sub-polygons 𝛱𝐿 and 𝛱𝑅 . Recursion is initialized by computing the three
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shortest paths that constitute the polygon connecting the initial control points
𝑃 0, 𝑃1, 𝑃2, 𝑃3 . Referring to Fig. 7.7 (RDC), one step of subdivision entails computing three geodesic paths, and evaluating six midpoints of existing geodesics.
The polygons 𝛱𝐿 and 𝛱𝑅 are built by collecting the sub-paths depicted in violet
and in pink, respectively.
For uniform subdivision, a maximum level of recursion is either chosen
by the user, or computed on the basis of the total length 𝐿(𝛱 ) of the initial
polygon 𝛱 , and a threshold 𝛿. Since the paths in the subdivided polygon are
shrinking through recursion, then after dlog2 (𝐿(𝛱 )/𝛿)e recursion levels, the
length of a geodesic path in the output will be bounded by 𝛿. For adaptive
subdivision, we stop recursion as soon as the angles between tangents of
consecutive segments of 𝛱 differ for less than a given threshold 𝜃 . For a small
value of 𝜃 , this suggests that the curve can be approximated with a geodesic
polyline connecting the points of 𝛱 . Note that angles are computed in tangent
space, hence accounting just for the geodesic curvature of the curve while
disregarding the normal curvature induced from the embedding. This approach
works even when a curve crosses sharp creases on polyhedral objects. Like in
the Euclidean case, cusps may appear at the transition between a simple and a
self-intersecting configuration of a curve. We resolve cusps by stopping the
recursion after a maximum number of levels.

Point evaluation
We support the evaluation of the point at a value 𝑡¯ on the curve. This requires
traversing the recursion tree with a bisection algorithm. We split the control
polygon at each level as described above, but only compute the sub-polygon
that contains 𝑡¯. We stop recursion with the same criteria listed above.
The point at 𝑡¯ is computed by direct de Casteljau evaluation on the leaf
control polygon. Here we are assuming that the control polygon in the leaf
node is short enough to support direct de Casteljau evaluation, and we use it
to approximate the limit point on the subdivided curve. By using arguments
of proximity, as in [Wal06, Wal20], it can be shown that this approximation
converges to the limit curve, as the subdivision polygon is subdivided further.

Point insertion
With point insertion, a user can split a curve at a given point 𝑃𝑡¯, and obtain a
spline consisting of two Bézier curves, from 𝑃 0 to 𝑃𝑡¯ and from 𝑃𝑡¯ to 𝑃𝑘 , which
substitutes the input curve. This is used to add detail during editing. While
this computation is exact in the Euclidean setting, the identity of curves before
and after point insertion cannot be guaranteed in the manifold setting. Here
we provide a solution that approximates the input curve by interpolating its
endpoints, as well as point 𝑃𝑡¯, and preserving the tangents at such points. We
place the unconstrained points by mimicking the algorithm in the Euclidean
setting, trying to obtain a spline that closely approximates the input curve.
We refer to the construction illustrated in Fig. 7.9. We descend the recursion
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<latexit sha1_base64="4MdV3/o9TKmDiSeKvoG+gq/0bnI=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="6m+RfNUfgpXEqT3LgfBfsDfcw7M=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkqMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmTjVjDdZLGPdCajhUijeRIGSdxLNaRRI3g7GtzO//cS1EbF6xEnC/YgOlQgFo2ilh15D9MsVt+rOQVaJl5MK5Gj0y1+9QczSiCtkkhrT9dwE/YxqFEzyaamXGp5QNqZD3rVU0YgbP5ufOiVnVhmQMNa2FJK5+nsio5ExkyiwnRHFkVn2ZuJ/XjfF8NrPhEpS5IotFoWpJBiT2d9kIDRnKCeWUKaFvZWwEdWUoU2nZEPwll9eJa2LqndZrd3XKvWbPI4inMApnIMHV1CHO2hAExgM4Rle4c2Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gAiC422</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="rsqw/WWZWKE4Y5adYdiK/LJP2NY=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="F3tgr09xPB6pWFycObahvBuSPVA=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="sjTPO1xBmVSoHRFmx7Ajd8tYx64=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="2DIJRfzbJJsaaZKgt1jdMgckdcI=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="6VIAI1ML7vVdazuTsukzVhFL3xU=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="jncbdp5qQI+vqb6i+eDJO3xjA4g=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="A0KzD1bz3VHM4iPLbyMcq9zUmfo=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="tYxDumgtV1QFdpNnQU/HQivawYA=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="6lSqEXEg6ca3Oh765Me43nGHRwU=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="EkprC9ga72C3CQQ4eFlLFrP7AWM=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="sLRS89VR4Cmx9biJHrJGA6irTXg=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="VQoXtdjf4y+NOezbKBMV1kcmRDU=">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</latexit>

Figure 7.9: The point insertion algorithm for a cubic curve (left side only). The control
polygon 𝛱¯𝐿 (light blue) defining the left side of the curve upon split at 𝑃𝑡¯ is built by
shortening the first segment of 𝛱 0 (dark blue) and extending the last segment of 𝛱𝐿
(purple).

tree as in the previous algorithm, in order to find the leaf 𝛱 containing the
splitting point 𝑃𝑡¯. Assuming, as above, that 𝛱 is small enough, we split it at
value 𝑡¯ by direct de Casteljau evaluation, thus obtaining the two polygons 𝛱𝐿
and 𝛱𝑅 , in purple and magenta in the figure. We process the two halves independently. Here we show the algorithm for finding the polygon 𝛱¯𝐿 defining
the curve between 𝑃 0 and 𝑃𝑡¯. The construction of the other half is symmetric.
Let us denote
𝛱𝐿 = (𝑃 0, 𝑃𝐿,1, 𝑃𝐿,2, 𝑃𝑡¯)
the polygon in purple in Fig. 7.9, and let 𝑡 0 be the the parameter corresponding
to 𝑃 0 on the input curve. In order to interpolate the endpoints and the related
tangent directions, we must have
𝛱¯𝐿 = (𝑃 0, 𝑃¯1, 𝑃¯2, 𝑃𝑡¯)
where 𝑃¯1 must lie along the geodesic line connecting 𝑃 0 and 𝑃 1 , and 𝑃¯2 must lie
along the extension of the geodesic line connecting 𝑃𝐿,2 and 𝑃𝑡¯. The remaining
degrees of freedom concern where to place 𝑃¯1 and 𝑃¯2 along such lines. We
place such two points by maintaining the same proportions that would be
used in the Euclidean case.
Since 𝑃𝑡¯ is an endpoint of the curve defined by 𝛱¯𝐿 , and it lies at parameter 𝑡¯
on the input polygon 𝛱 , then 𝑃¯1 is found at distance 𝑡¯ · 𝑑 (𝑃 0, 𝑃1 ) from 𝑃 0 . Now
we place 𝑃¯2 in such a way that, once 𝛱¯𝐿 is split at the parameter corresponding
to 𝑃 0, the polygon 𝛱𝐿 is generated as its right sub-polygon. The parameter of
𝑃 0 with respect to the sub-curve from 𝑃 0 to 𝑃𝑡¯ is 𝑡 0/𝑡¯, thus we have
𝑡0
𝑑 (𝑃𝑡¯, 𝑃𝐿.2 ) = (1 − ) · 𝑑 (𝑃𝑡¯, 𝑃¯2 ).
𝑡¯
¯
Therefore, we conclude that 𝑃 2 is obtained by extending the geodesic line from
𝑡0
𝑃𝑡¯ to 𝑃𝐿,2 for a length 𝑑 (𝑃𝐿,2, 𝑃𝑡¯) · (𝑡¯−𝑡
0) .
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While we do not provide any bound on the approximation of the input curve,
we tested this algorithm on many curves and the results were mostly very
close to the input. Except, as all other editing operations (e.g., dragging control
points) a split may cause a jump of one sub-curve, discussed in Sec. 7.3.7.
Jumps can be easily recovered either with further splits or by dragging the
handle points that control tangents. Notice that, for practical applications,
point insertion is aimed at adding more degrees of freedom to the spline:
interpolation of pinned points and control of tangents at them are in fact all a
designer requires.

7.4.2 Algorithms for the OLR scheme
Curve tracing
For uniform subdivision, our OLR scheme can be easily expanded up to a
¯ and the curve approximated with the geodesic polygon 𝛱 𝑛¯ .
certain level 𝑛,
The maximum expansion level 𝑛¯ is set as in the corresponding RDC algorithm.
At each level of subdivision, we obtain the vertices of the refined polygon by
applying the subdivision stencils of Equations 7.9 and 7.10. The construction
of the third level of subdivision is shown in Fig. 7.7 (OLR).
Notice that the uniform subdivision, as described above, defines a (virtual and infinite) binary tree of intervals, that we call the expansion tree: the
root of the expansion tree corresponds to the whole interval [0, 1], while a
generic node [𝑡 𝑖𝑗 , 𝑡 𝑖𝑗+1 ] at level 𝑖 is split in the middle into two intervals at
level 𝑖 + 1. The node [𝑡 𝑖𝑗 , 𝑡 𝑖𝑗+1 ] encodes a segment of B-spline, defining the
curve in the corresponding interval, with control points (𝑃 𝑖𝑗−3, . . . , 𝑃 𝑖𝑗 ). One
𝑖+1, 𝑡 𝑖+1 ]
more level of subdivision splits this interval into two sub-intervals [𝑡 2𝑗
2𝑗+1
𝑖+1
𝑖+1
and [𝑡 2𝑗+1, 𝑡 2𝑗+2 ] and generates 5 new control points, which depend just on
(𝑃 𝑖𝑗−3, . . . , 𝑃 𝑖𝑗 ): the first 4 points are associated to the interval to the left, and the
last 4 to the interval to the right, with an overlap of 3 control points between
the two sets. The expansion tree is defined implicitly and it needs not being
encoded.
We exploit the structure of the expansion tree to design an algorithm for
adaptive subdivision, which is controlled by the same stopping criterion used
for the RDC scheme, i.e., we stop the expansion of a node as soon as the angle
between consecutive segments of the polygon is small enough. The algorithm
corresponds to visiting a subtree of the expansion tree in depth-first order; a
leaf of the subtree is a node of the expansion tree where we stop recursion.
During the visit, at each internal node, we split the interval as described above,
and generate the control points for its two children to continue the expansion;
while at each leaf, we generate the nodes of the output polygon.
Depth-first traversal guarantees that leaves are visited left to right: the
leftmost leaf in the expansion tree is the first one to produce an output, adding
all its control points; all other leaves add just their rightmost control point to
the output. The final approximation of the curve is obtained by connecting
the output points pairwise with shortest geodesic paths.

7.5 implementation and user interface

Note that, it is not necessary to encode the subtree visited by the algorithm.
It is just sufficient to encode the path in the expansion tree connecting the
root to the current node, storing at each node its corresponding interval, and
its control polygon.

Point evaluation
The point evaluation algorithm is analogous to the one for the RDC scheme,
by descending a path in the expansion tree described above. Given interval
[𝑡 𝑖𝑗 , 𝑡 𝑖𝑗+1 ] containing 𝑡¯ at subdivision level 𝑖, we only need to compute, with the
proper stencils, the 4 points corresponding to its sub-interval containing 𝑡¯ at
the next level.
Once recursion stops, we assume that all pairs of consecutive control points
in the current interval lie in a totally normal ball. Here we evaluate the curve
directly with a manifold version of the de Boor algorithm [Far01], which works
on repeated averages and can be obtained by substituting the affine averages
with the manifold average A, just like the direct de Casteljau evaluation.
The same remarks we made for the RDC scheme about approximation and
convergence in the limit apply here, too.

Point insertion
This algorithm is analogous to the one described for the RDC scheme. We
descend the recursion tree as in the point evaluation algorithm. When reaching
the leaf containing the splitting point 𝑃𝑡¯, we convert the control polygon of
the uniform B-spline in that leaf into the corresponding control polygon of the
Bézier curve, by applying the well known conversion formula [Sal06](Sec.7.5),
where affine averages are substituted with the manifold average A. Then we
proceed as described for the RDC scheme.

7 . 5 Implementation and User Interface
We implemented the algorithms described in the previous section for discrete
surfaces represented as triangle meshes, targeting interactivity for long curves
and meshes of millions of triangles. Our algorithms are implemented on top of
a few geodesic operations that we describe in this section together with operations required to support the user interface. All operations are implemented in
C++ and released as open source in [PNC19]. The triangle mesh 𝑀 discretizing
M is encoded as describe in Section 6.7, as well as the geodesic paths. The
shortest and straightest paths are computed as described in Sections 4.3.1 and
4.2.5, respectively.

7.5.1 User interface
Leveraging the proposed algorithms, we developed a graphical application,
demonstrated in the supplemental video, which allow users to interactively
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Figure 7.10: Example of importing a large SVG, made of 2056 curves, onto the
pumpkin model, consisting of 394k triangles. Our algorithm takes 289 milliseconds to
trace all curves.

edit cubic splines on meshes, with the same interaction metaphors used in 2D
vector graphics. Our application supports moving, adding, and deleting control
points, and by translating, scaling and rotating whole splines on the surface
domain. Here we describe the main editing feature, referring the reader to the
supplemental video for a demonstration.

Curve editing
Borrowing the editing semantic from 2D tools, control points are distinguished
in anchor points and handle points. Anchors are those points where two Bézier
curves are joined, while handle points are the ones preceding and following
the anchor points. We connect each handle point with its corresponding
anchor with a geodetic segment. A spline is tangent to those segments at the
anchor points. In the 2D setting, when an anchor is dragged, the two tangent
segments move with it and so do the associated handle points. To obtain the
same behavior on the surface, when moving an anchor point from 𝑃 to 𝑃 0, we
find the two tangent directions of the tangent segments at 𝑃. Then, for each
such segment, we trace a straightest geodesics starting at 𝑃 0 and for the same
length of the segment, in the direction of its tangent, rotated by the parallel
transport from 𝑃 to 𝑃 0. The endpoint of each segment is the new position
of the corresponding handle point. In the 2D setting the user can impose an
anchor to be "smooth", i.e. the two associated tangent segments are always
colinear, which automatically ensure 𝐶 1 continuity at the anchor point. To
provide the same functionality on the surface, whenever the handle point 𝑄 1
is moved, the opposite handle point 𝑄 2 is recomputed by tracing a straightest
geodesic from the anchor 𝑃 along the tangent direction defined from segment
𝑄 1 𝑃 to find the new position of handle 𝑄 2 .

7.5 implementation and user interface

algorithm
RDC Uniform
OLR Uniform
RDC Adaptive
OLR Adaptive

percent of trials
< 0.001s < 0.1s
43.1%
44.7%
43.9%
30.0%

99.0%
98.9%
99.0%
98.1%

times at percentile
90%
99%
< 0.0122
< 0.0123
< 0.0120
< 0.0215

< 0.097
< 0.105
< 0.095
< 0.185

Table 7.1: Time performances of our algorithms in 556,700 trials. We report the
percentage of trials in which tracing a curve takes less than 0.001 and 0.1 seconds,
and the running times at the 90th and 99th percentiles.

Rotation, Scaling and Translation
We support translation, rotation and scaling of a whole spline. In the 2D settings
these operations are obtained by just applying the same affine transform to all
control points. In the surface setting, we define the transformation about the
mesh point 𝐶 under the mouse pointer. The normal coordinates of the control
points are computed with respect to 𝐶, in a sort of discrete exponential map.
Then, the linear transformation is applied on these 2D coordinates, which
are finally converted back into mesh points by tracing straightest geodesic
paths outward from 𝐶. Translation needs special handling, as the center of
the transformation 𝐶 is dragged to a new position 𝐶 0. To compensate for the
change of reference frame, the normal coordinates are rotated by the opposite
angle of the parallel transport given by the tangent vector from 𝐶 to 𝐶 0.

Importing SVG drawings
Sometimes, it is helpful to map a collection of 2D splines onto the surface.
To this aim, we map the 2D control points onto surface, and then trace the
splines on the manifold. See Figures 7.1 and 7.10 and the accompanying video
for examples. We map control points with a method analogous to Biermann et
al. [BMBZ02] that is based on the conversion between polar coordinated in
2D and normal coordinates on the manifold. Each control point of the SVG
drawing is converted into a mesh point by taking its polar coordinates, and
tracing a geodesic from a center point in the given tangent direction, for the
given distance.
Notice that this is intended just as a rough initialization. Since we map only
the control points, the intersections between lines will be preserved only at
the interpolated points of the splines, while they may differ elsewhere. The
advantage here is that all distortions and artifacts that might arise in this
phase can be adjusted by editing the result, which is provided in vector format
directly on the surface. While this would be impossible with parametrization
approaches that just map the discretized splines.
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Figure 7.11: Three views of a random curve generated during trials on a model from
the Thingi10k repository: in all experiments the control points of each curve were
randomly selected over the surface of the object.

7 . 6 Results and Validation
We validate our work by tracing curves over a large number of meshes, by
comparing it with state-of-the-art solutions, and by performing interactive
editing sessions. Our algorithms always produce a valid output, in a time
compatible with interactive usage in over 99% of the trials (Table 7.1). We
overcome the limitations of state-of-the-art methods, producing valid results
with any control polygon on any surface (Fig. 7.17); and our running times are
comparable or faster than state-of-the-art methods (Table 7.2 and Fig. 7.21). Our
system supports editing for meshes of the order of one million triangles on a
laptop computer. Interaction is still supported on meshes with several millions
of triangles, provided that single curves do not span too large a fraction of the
model (see Figures 7.1 and 7.23, Table 7.3, and the accompanying video). Very
long segments are rare in actual editing sessions, as real designs are usually
made of many splines, each consisting of several small segments.

7.6.1 Robustness and performance
We tested our algorithms for robustness by running a large experiment on
the Thingi10k repository [ZJ16]. We extracted the subset of meshes that are
manifold and watertight, for a total of 5567 models. The models are used as is,
without any pre-processing. For each model, we consider 100 random cubic
curves. For each curve, we take the model in its standard pose, and pick points
on it by casting random rays orthogonal to the view plane, until we find four
points that lie on the surface. These become the control points of the curve.
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<0.001s

<0.1s

<0.001s

<0.1s

<0.001s

<0.1s

<0.001s

<0.1s

Figure 7.12: The distributions of running times of our four algorithms for curve
tracing in 556,700 trials on 5,567 models from the Thingi10k repository, tracing 100
random curves on each model. All algorithms provide a valid output in all trials. The
different algorithms have similar behavior and are compliant with interaction (< 0.1
seconds/curve) in about 99% of the trials. For uniform subdivision, the OLR algorithm
is slightly faster than the RDC algorithm; while for adaptive subdivision, the RDC
algorithm performs slightly better than the OLR algorithm. Adaptive algorithms have
slightly narrower distributions than uniform algorithms.

We place no restriction on the arrangement of the control points. This gives us
a total of more than half million control polygons. Fig. 7.11 shows a random
curve generated on one of the objects during trials.
For each test, we run both the RDC and the OLR tracing algorithms, in their
uniform and adaptive configurations. The uniform RDC algorithm is expanded
to 4 levels of recursion, which generates a geodesic polyline consisting of 48
geodesic segments. The uniform OLR algorithm is expanded to 6 levels of
recursion, which generates a geodesic polyline consisting of 66 geodesic segments. In fact, because of the different subdivision rules, we cannot generate
the same number of segments for both schemes. For the adaptive variants, we
set a threshold 𝜃 = 5◦ for the maximum angle between consecutive geodesic
segments along the polyline. In this case, the number of geodesic segments
in output is variable, depending on the curve and on the method. Since all
algorithms generate very similar curves, the final tessellated paths that approximate the curve on the mesh have about the same number of segments in
all four cases. Since we have no ground truth to compare with, we indirectly
assess the correctness of the results with the following tests:
• Termination: the algorithm must complete;
• Continuity: all pairs of consecutive points along the output polyline must
lie either inside or on the edges of the same triangle (notice that points
on edges are forced by the algorithm to go across adjacent triangles).
• Smoothness: the angle between consecutive segments of the polyline,
measured in tangent space, must be lower than a given threshold (5
degrees).
All our algorithms passed all the tests in all experiments.
Trials were executed on a Linux PC with an AMD Ryzen 5 2600x and 32GB
memory, running on a single core. In Table 7.1 and Fig. 7.12, we compare
the timing performance of the four algorithms. All algorithms perform quite
similarly, and remain interactive in all cases, with roughly 40% of trials running
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at less than 1 millisecond per curve, and 99% of the trials running faster than
0.1 second/curve. The few trials in which they take more time are concerned,
with very few exceptions, either with very long curves on large meshes (>1M
triangles), or with meshes containing many topological holes, in which finding
shortest paths between points is more expensive.
There are small differences in the performances of the different algorithms.
For uniform subdivision, the OLR algorithm generates results as fast as the RDC
algorithm, beside generating a more refined geodesic polyline. For adaptive
subdivision, the RDC algorithm runs slightly faster than the OLR algorithm.
These differences are probably due to the simpler structure of the OLR uniform
algorithm in one case, and to the more involved structure of the OLR adaptive
algorithm in the other. In fact, both variants of the RDC algorithm follow the
same recursive pattern. On the contrary, the OLR uniform algorithm expands
the curve level by level, following a simpler pattern; while the OLR adaptive
algorithm requires a recursive pattern, with a slightly more involuted structure
than the RDC algorithms.
In the previous experiments, the cost of computing a curve depends on
both the length of the curve and the size of the mesh, with trends that are not
linear. Roughly speaking, the cost of finding the initial path depends on both
the length of the curve and the size of the mesh, while the subsequent cost
of finding the shortest path depends just on the length of the curve. As the
relative length of the curve grows, the cost of finding the initial path prevails,
since it may requires exploring most of the mesh. Statistics on the relative
costs of the two phases are shown in Fig. 7.22.
For the sake of brevity, we do not present here results on the algorithms
for curve tracing and point insertion, which run much faster than the tracing
algorithms.

7.6.2 Sensitivity to the input mesh
All the algorithms presented in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.2.5 are driven by the connectivity of the underlying mesh. In particular, all intersections between the
traced lines and the mesh are computed locally to each triangle and forced
to lie on its edges, so that each traced line consistently crosses a strip of triangles. With this approach, we could process even meshes containing nearly
degenerate triangles, with angles near to zero and edge lengths near to the
machine precision, by relying just on floating point operations, without incurring in numerical issues. While this is usually not the case with models
used in a production environment, such meshes are common in the Thingi10k
repository and provide stress tests for the robustness of our algorithms. On
the other hand, our algorithm for point-to-point shortest path assumes the
initial guess obtained during Phase (i) to be homotopic to the result. This
assumption is common to all algorithms for computing locally shortest paths,
and it is reasonable as long as the mesh is sufficiently dense and uniform
with respect to the underlying surface [SC20a]. If, conversely, the mesh is
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Figure 7.13: The shortest path algorithm is driven by mesh connectivity and uses
a refined dual graph, providing correct results even on highly anisotropic meshes
containing long edges and narrow angles.

too coarse and anisotropic, then Phase (i) may provide an initial guess, which
cannot be homotopically shortened to the correct solution. In this case, a naive
application of the algorithm may get stuck in local minima of the space of
shortest paths, leading to a wrong curve.
This limitation is quite rare in practice for meshes used in design applications,
which is our target, but did happen for some meshes in the Thingi10k dataset.
We overcome this limitation simply by creating a more accurate graph for
computing the initial guess when dealing with meshes with long edges.
When we build the dual graph to be used in Phase (i), we split mesh edges
that are too long at their midpoint, until all edges are shorter than a given
threshold, and we symbolically subdivide their incident triangles accordingly.
We chose the 5% of the diagonal of the bounding box of the model as threshold.
Note that this subdivision is done just for the purpose of building the graph,
without changing the underlying mesh. In this augmented graph, a single
triangle may be represented by multiples nodes, giving us a more accurate
approximation of paths. This approach has the effect of densifying the graph
without changing the mesh upon which we run Phase (ii). Once the strip is
computed on the augmented graph, we reconstruct the strip on the mesh using
the graph’s node provenance, i.e. the mesh triangle corresponding to each
node, which we store during initialization. Fig.7.13 shows examples on highly
anisotropic meshes from the Thingi10k repository.
An alternative approach to cope with the same problem would be to precompute an intrinsic Delaunay triangulation in the sense of [SSC19a] and do
all computations by using intrinsic triangulations.
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Figure 7.14: Curves traced by positioning the control points in a similar way on two
meshes representing the same object, one consisting of ∼ 700 triangles (left) and the
other consisting of ∼ 70k triangles (right). Our method produces similar curves in
both cases.

model
name triangles
cylinder
kitten
bunny
lion
nefertiti

10k
37k
140k
400k
496k

WA
pre-proc. (s) tracing (ms)
54
234
665
2316
2571

2–2
3–3
2–2
3–3
6–64

ours (OLR)
tracing (ms)
1–1
3–3
10–12
4–24
25–67

Table 7.2: Compared time performances of curve tracing with the WA method and
our OLR, on the curves shown in Fig. 7.17 and Fig. 7.18. Each curve is sampled at 67
points; curve tracing times are averaged on each curve repeating tracing 1000 times
per curve; we report minimum and maximum times over the different curves shown
in the images.

Coarse meshes, boundaries, bumps and creases
Our algorithms are insensitive to the resolution of the mesh and work equally
well on coarse as well as refined meshes. Fig. 7.14 shows similar curves obtained
on two meshes representing the same shape at two very different resolutions.
We can draw curves on meshes with boundaries, too, as shown in Fig. 7.15.
In this case, some shortest paths, hence the curves they generate, may be
constrained to follow convex portions of the boundary. Since our algorithms
work in the intrinsic metric of the surface, they are insensitive to creases and
bumps, as shown in Fig. 7.16.
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Figure 7.15: Curves traced on a mesh with boundary. The three curves have different
anchor points and the same handle points on the front of the shirt (black bullets). The
green and the red curves are constrained to partially follow the boundary at the neck.

7.6.3 Comparison with the state-of-the-art
Weighted Averages (WA) [PBDSH13]
Panozzo et al. presented a method to estimate the RCM on a surface, by
approximating the geodesic distance on the input mesh 𝑀 with the Euclidean
distance on a higher-dimensional embedding of 𝑀 [PBDSH13]. Given a set
of control points and weights, instead of resolving our Eq. 7.3 on 𝑀, they
compute the standard affine average of Eq. 7.1 in the embedding space. Then
they use a special technique, called Phong projection, to bring the resulting
space curve to the embedded mesh. Finally they recover the corresponding
points on 𝑀. We compare with this technique by using the implementation
provided by the authors, with the same sampling used in our experiments.
The embedding and the data structures to support Phong projection are
computed in a pre-processing step, which is quite heavy in terms of both time
and space, and can hardly scale to large datasets (see Table 7.2). We managed
to pre-process datasets up to about 500K triangles, but we could not process
some of the larger datasets we use in our work, because memory limits were
exceeded. The embedding is built by sampling a small subset of the vertices first
(fixed to 1000 by the authors), computing all-vs-all geodesic distances on 𝑀 for
such subset, and embedding such vertices in a 8D Euclidean space by keeping
their mutual Euclidean distances as close as possible to their geodesic distances
on 𝑀. The remaining vertices are embedded next, by using the positions of the
first embedded vertices as constraints. The connectivity of 𝑀 is preserved, and
the positions of vertices are optimized, so that the distances between adjacent
vertices remain as close as possible to their distances on 𝑀.
The online phase of WA is very fast, and it is insensitive to the size of the
input and the length of the curve (see Table 7.2). However, we experienced a
case that took one order of magnitude more time than the others. We conjecture
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Figure 7.16: Splines traced on meshes with many creases or bumps. Our algorithms
work in the intrinsic metric of the surface and are oblivious of normal curvature
caused from the embedding.

this is due to some unlucky configuration for the Phong projection, slowing
its convergence. On the contrary, the performance of our method is dependent
on both the size of the dataset and the length of the curve, being faster than
WA on small datasets and shorter curves, and slower on large datasets and
long curves. In terms of speed, both methods are equally compatible with
interaction on the tested models.
Concerning the quality of the result, the smoothness of the WA embedding,
which is necessary to guarantee the smoothness of the Phong projection,
cannot be guaranteed, hence the WA method suffers of limitations similar
to the RCM method analyzed in Sec. 7.3.4. As soon as the segments of the
control polygon become long, relevant artifacts arise, and the curve may even
break into several disconnected segments. Some results obtained with the
WA method, compared with our results, are shown in Figures 7.17 and 7.18.
In particular, Fig. 7.18 exemplifies the behaviors of the two methods as a
control polygon becomes larger. While our curve remains smooth and stable
throughout, except for the necessary jump between the “reversed S” and the
spire, the WA curve becomes unstable and breaks in most configurations where
the control points are far apart.

RMC based on vector heat [SSC19b]
Sharp et al. presented the vector heat method, which supports the efficient
computation of the log map at an arbitrary point on the surface [SSC19b].
Algorithm 3 in the same paper uses such a log map to estimate the RCM by
gradient descent, starting at an initial guess and iteratively converging to the
point that minimizes the same energy of our Eq. 7.3. We have implemented
the algorithm for tracing a Bézier curve defined with the RCM, by using the
authors’ implementation of the vector heat, and plugging their Algorithm 3
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name

model
triangles

control
polygons

subdivided
segments

time (ms)
total per curve

veil
arm
boot
deer
lady
car
pumpkin
rhino
owls
alexander
vase
nike

132k
145k
175k
227k
281k
282k
394k
502k
641k
699k
754k
5672k

2
2
2
4
9
2
5
7
14
5
8
7

402
856
755
1511
1917
670
1750
2395
3224
1560
1677
4147

2.3
35.6
21.1
21.8
11.4
28.0
30.0
39.8
20.8
20.5
9.0
253.8

1.1
17.8
10.5
5.4
1.2
14.0
6.0
5.6
1.4
4.1
1.1
36.2

nefertiti
dragon

496k
7218k

463
221

64110
60656

73.4
761.7

0.2
3.4

Table 7.3: Time performances for curve tracing on the models in Fig. 7.23 and in the
teaser, using the uniform OLR algorithm with 5 levels of subdivisions. We report the
total time of computing all the curves and the average time of computing a single
curve. For all the reported models, our algorithm achieves performance compatible
with real-time editing, since the time per curve is at most in the order of tens of
milliseconds.

into a loop, where parameter 𝑡 of Eq. 7.7 varies between 0 and 1, and the point
returned at each iteration is taken as initial guess to the next. Figures 7.19
and 7.20 show examples of failure, where curves are either discontinuous or
highly perturbed, because the energy has more than one local minimum for
certain values of 𝑡. The zoom-ins of Fig. 7.20 show the gradient fields before
and after the jump. We remark again that such failures stem from an intrinsic
limitation of the RCM and are independent of the method for computing it.
Concerning efficiency, this algorithm requires computing a log map at each
iteration during gradient descent, thus becoming rather slow when applied to
curve tracing. We do not report the detailed time performance of this method,
which takes minutes to evaluate a few tenths points on a curve in the reported
examples.

RDC based on flipOut [SC+ 19, SC20a]
Sharp and Crane proposed recently the flipOut algorithm as a fast solution
to the computation of locally shortest geodesic paths [SC20a]. On the basis
of the flipOut algorithm, the same authors have implemented the algorithm
of [MCV08], which uses the same recursive scheme of our RDC algorithm for
curve tracing [SC+ 19].
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Figure 7.17: Comparisons between the WA method [PBDSH13] (green curves) on ours
(red curves); control polygons in blue. The WA curves may contain heavy artifacts
(bunny), lose tangency at the endpoints (bunny, nefertiti), or be broken (kitten, lion,
nefertiti).

Figure 7.18: Evolution of a curve while dragging handle points about a cylinder (top
to bottom, rotated views left to right) with the WA method [PBDSH13] (green curves)
and ours (red curves). Our curve jumps from the “reversed S” configuration to the
spire and remains stable throughout. The WA curve is stable only in the “reversed S”
configuration, next it breaks, then it forms a spire, and eventually it breaks again.

While our algorithms have no limitations, and could provide a valid output
in all 556,700 trials, the algorithm in [SC+ 19] requires that the control polygon
does not contain self-intersections, a case which is pretty common with cubic
curves, and happens in 33% of the randomly generated polygons. This is due to
an intrinsic limitation of the flipOut algorithm, which was discussed in [SC20a].
We have used the authors’ implementation [SC+ 19] to run the same experiments of Sec. 7.6.1, with the same parameter used for our RDC algorithm
with uniform expansion. Because of the above limitation, we excluded from
the comparison all the trials for which their algorithm could not provide an
output, keeping a total of 78,854 out of 556,700 trials. From a visual inspection
of random samples of the results, it seems that both their algorithm and ours
generate the same curves. In Fig. 7.21, we present a comparison between the
performances of the two algorithms. Our RDC uniform algorithm exhibits a
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Figure 7.19: The same curves of Fig. 7.17 on the kitten and bunny models have
been traced with the RMC based on vector heat [SSC19b]. Some results are either
discontinuous or highly perturbed because of non-convex configurations with multiple
local minima.

Figure 7.20: Left: A curve traced with the RCM based on vector heat [SSC19b] has a
big jump. Center (zoom-in): the gradient of the energy (blue needles) corresponding
to the last point of the left branch, where two minima are present (black circles). Right
(zoom-in): gradient field corresponding to the first point of the right branch, just one
minimum has remained, which is found by gradient descent, causing the jump. Curve
tracing occurs from left to right.

speedup of more than 10x on average.

Shortest paths: comparison with flipOut [SC20a]
The speedup in the previous experiment is totally due to our shortest path
algorithm described in Section 4.3.1. Note that the flipOut algorithm is one
of the fastest available at the state of the art for computing locally shortest
paths [SC20a]. We compared the two algorithms by substituting the authors’
implementation of flipOut [SC+ 19] in our curve tracing algorithm in all the
trials above, and measuring the times necessary just for the shortest path
computations in the two cases. The comparison is shown in Fig. 7.22. Indeed,
on average, our algorithm is one order of magnitude faster than flipOut. More
precisely, while the times for path shortening (Phases (ii) and (iii) of our
algorithm) are comparable with those of flipOut, our speedup is mostly due
to the computation of the initial guess (Phase (i)), which is a well known
bottleneck for all this class of algorithms.
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100x

10x

1x

Figure 7.21: The graph shows the distribution of the ratio of the running times
between our RDC uniform algorithm and the implementation from [SC+ 19], which
is based on the flipOut method for computing geodesics [SC20a]. Here we report
only the 78,854 trials, out of 556,700, for which [SC+ 19] could provide an output.
On average, our RDC algorithm implementation provides more than a 10x speedup
over [SC+ 19].
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Figure 7.22: Left (2 charts): On average, our algorithm for shortest paths beats by one
order of magnitude the flipOut algorithm: the speedup is related to the computation
of the initial guess, while the two algorithms have comparable speed for the path
shortening stages. Right (2 charts): The initial guess is a bottleneck for both algorithms,
but the ratio between the different stages is much more favorable for our algorithm.

7.6.4 Interactive use
We have used extensively our system on a variety of models. All editing
sessions where performed on a MacBook laptop with a 2.9GHz Quad-Core
Intel Core i7 with 16GB memory, running on a single core.
Fig. 7.23 presents a gallery of curves drawn interactively on objects picked
from the Thingi10k collection. Statistics for each example are summarized
in Table 7.3. Interaction is quite intuitive, being supported with a GUI that
mimics the drawing of spline curves in standard 2D systems, as described in
Sec. 7.5.1. The most tricky aspects, with respect to the standard 2D case, are
concerned with using tangents that consist of geodesic lines instead of straight
lines. In our experience, the use of geodesic tangents, which is intrinsic to the
manifold metric, becomes intuitive quickly.

7.7 concluding remarks

Figure 7.23: A gallery of models and splines drawn with our method. Both smooth
(𝐶 1 ) and corner (𝐶 0 ) continuity at junction points are exemplified. The selected models
span a wide range of shapes and the sizes of meshes vary between about 130k and
5.7M triangles.

We have stressed our system by working on very large meshes as shown
in Fig. 7.1. Even on meshes of a few million triangles, our implementation
remains interactive, as shown in Table 7.3.

7 . 7 Concluding remarks
In this chapter, we described methods for interactively drawing and editing
of Bézier curves on meshes of millions of triangles, without any limitation
on the curve shape and extension of control polygons. Our algorithms are
robust, having been tested on over five thousands shapes with over half a
million randomly generated control polygons, and they are compatible with
interactive usage even on large meshes. Both subdivision schemes we have
presented are simple to implement and produce 𝐶 1 splines. The Open-uniform
Lane-Riesenfeld scheme provides the smoothest practical solution so far for
Bézier segments in the manifold setting. It remains an open question how such
segments could be chained to obtain 𝐶 2 Bézier splines.
The main limitation of these methods lie in the discontinuities of the space
of curves with respect to their control points: curves are always smooth,
but they may jump between different configurations during editing. Such a
discontinuity is inherent of the geodesic metric, and it can be overcome by
using a spline with shorter control polygons, instead of a single large polygon,
to define the curve. Our algorithms for point insertion greatly help in this task.
In the future, we want to consider other types of splines. An extension of
our approach to B-splines is straightforward. An extension to interpolating
splines seems easy, but it requires manifold extrapolation, which may become
unstable. The most complex extension would be to handle NURBS, which at
this point remains unclear how to do. More generally, the smoothness analysis
in the non-uniform case needs a thorough investigation.
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The algorithms proposed in this thesis fulfill the requests formulated in Chapter
1: they generate geometric primitives on highly-tessellated meshes in realtime, and all of them are defined without resorting to any kind of local/global
parametrization or projection. Summarizing, we have described algorithms for
the tracing of: straighest and shortest geodesic paths, geodesic circles, geodesic
polygons, cubic Bézier curves. Moreover, we proposed efficient and robust
methods for the estimation of differential quantities and the computations of
normal and strongly convex balls. All of these methods have been integrated
in a prototype drawing system endowed with a GUI which can be used to
interactively draw on highly-tessellated meshes.
Nevertheless, with respect to Euclidean vector graphics, we are missing two
very important features. The first one, is a global coordinate system in which
all the primitives of a given mesh can be defined. The fact that, the Euclidean
case, geometric all the geometric primitives are defined in ℝ2 (or ℝ3 ), allows
the user to copy a given shape from one “paper” to another. The second one, is
the possibility of considering regions bounded by certain number of primitives,
with the purpose of, e.g., coloring it or performing some boolean operation
with it. We think both of these features could greatly improve the usability of
our drawing system, and we are currently work on how to solve the first of
these two problems, as described below.

8 . 1 Future works
Concerning the definition of a global system of coordinates in which the
primitives defined on two different meshes can be defined, we are currently
trying to solve a simpler instance of such problem, nonetheless far from being
trivial. We aim at mapping geometric primitives from one mesh 𝑀 to another
mesh 𝑁 representing the same shape of 𝑀. To fix ideas, we are addressing the
problem of understanding how to map the primitives on the skull of Figure 6.1
to another mesh representing the same skull, but with a different tessellation.
The idea we are exploring consists in defining an intrinsic system of coordinates
on reference mesh, which is assumed to be good enough representation of the
continuous shape 𝑆, and then find a way of expressing every point on a given
mesh 𝑀 representing 𝑆 in such system of coordinates. This in fact would allow
the mapping of geometric primitives between two meshes representing the
same shape, since such primitives could be expressed in a common reference
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frame.
Another problem we are currently addressing, is the computation of Riemannian weighted averages. In fact, we did not manage to endow our drawing
system with a tool that compute such averages, which would extremely widen
the range of possible operations. For example, one may think to all the spline
curves defines through weighted averages such as rational Bézier curves,
NURBS, etc. The main problem encountered at this regard is the fact the
Riemannian center of mass has a unique and well defined minimum if the
control points are contained in a strongly convex ball, which doesn’t allow the
user to pick the points wherever on the mesh. Since we are able to compute
strongly convex balls, we can assess whether such an average is well defined,
but this is not satisfactory, since we would like to produce a result for an
arbitrary positioning of the control points, as done in the case of Bézier curves
and as is in the 2D setting. Solving this problem essentially means find a way
of approximating the RCM outside strongly convex balls. We are currently
investigating an idea similar to the one proposed by Grohs in [Gro13], which
basically consists in subdividing the space of the weights into simplicial cells
and compute 𝑅𝐶𝑀 through repeated geodesic averages.
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